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Introduction 

1. In order to create a starting peint  for the discussion amid the endless diffi- 

culties and complexities character!rin,; the proline of the metalworking sector 

three simple models will  be presented „hich  focus on some of the key characteristics 
of the suggested method of approach. 

2. These models are  formulated in  linear programming format,  as  it has excellent 

synoptic  qualities.     As will emerge in the course of the discussion,  some of the 

key problems are problems of nonconvexity which have their origin i„ economies of 

scale and indivisibilities.    In  the format of linear programing,   these nonconvexitie, 

will be treated by specifying certain cost elements as  fixed,   i.e.   the variables 

character!zing the corresponding expenditures can take on only the value of 0 and 1 

or in the case of multiple  facilities,  0,   1,   2,   ...  etc.:     in other words,  these ari 

integer variables.     Though integer programing is a much mo» difficult mathematical 

task then linear programming,   for our current purposes integer programming creates 

no addition*1 complexity since we are concerned with problem  formulation which,   in 

the format to be used,   is not affected by integer variables.    Once .,  problem is 

properly  formulated,   one can draw on a great  deal of accumulated  nathem  cical  know- 

how to find a suitable solution  to  it.    The  lack of orientation character!,mg the 

atmosphere in which  planning decision,  m  the metalworker  sector are currently 

undertaken is due mostly to  the  inability of  finding sxmple problem  formulations 

which offer the promise of satisfactory approximation*.     This  is  the  task on which 
we shall  concentrate. 

3. I/e do not presume that  the models  to be presented can conclusively cope with 

all difficulties.    They are,  however,  a basis  from which a great many generalizations 

and modifications may be drawn as soon as these simple models are thoroughly worked 
through. 

4. In Chapters  1  to  11 we shall confine ourselves  to the presentation of models  for 

the sector in isolation,  leaving the connexions  to the national economy as a whole 

implicit.     In addition,  these chapters will  treat exports as exogenously given. 

This simplification,  however,  „ill be relaxed in Chapters  IP to 18 in which the 

sector connexions  to  the national economy are explored in detail. 

5. The main concern of the  latter part of this paper is  the extension of the 

analysis  to two situations of key  importance which were previously abstracted from. 

The  first  is the embedding of sectoral  programming within the operation of the 
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as a whole, with particular attention to economies of scale and indivisi- 

bilities. n»e second, closely linked to the former, is the explicit consideration 

of variable exports which charge the seriality of individual production processes 

and the loading of productive capacities. The discussion of over-all policy implica- 

tions closes the presenilation. 

!• The format 

6.    We shall use a slight modification of Tucker's combinatorial  format (Tucker, 

1961) to present the data of a given problem in a simple table.     In such a table 

each row can be conceived of as a resource,  each column as an activity.    For example, 

ir, Kodel  1 the first seven rows correspond to "listed products"  (New School of Social 

Research,  I967);  each ;w  is a balance of one specific  listed product.    Other rows 

may represent "resources" in a more generalized sense:    any limit,   restriction or 

constraint placed on the data creates an economic scarcity of one sort or another 

that will have a scarcity value like ordinary resources such as products or services. 

Kxaaples of activities are production,   imports,  exportr; and so on. 

The data (paraceters) appearing in the models are placed inside  the solid frame 

of e<*ch table.    All  data are constants.    They represent either availabilities or 

requirements,  according  to whether they are positive or negative.    Examples of 

availabilities (positive sign) are outputs and supplies.    Kxamples of requirements 

(negative sign) are inputs and demands.    Brth availabilities and requirements are 

standaxdirad to a unit  level of the activity in whose column they appear.    Thus, 

for example,  the constant (-nu) appearing at the intersection of row 9 and column 15 

in Model  iM represents a requirement of n^ units of foreign exchange  (the resource 

whose balar.ce appears in row 9)  for the purpose of undertaking the activity of 

importing a unit aaount    of tha first listed product  (the activity of column I5). 

The msftber n.   is measured in physical units of resource per physical  unit of activity 

level, e.g.   in foreign (not domestic) currency units per ton of product imported, 

where the unite of foreign currency play the role of physical units (i.e. units not 

expressed in the common Monetary valuation). 

t.       If a parameter is multiplied by the scale of tho activity in whose column it 

appears,  the total availability or requirement of the given resource connected with 

the activity in question is obtained.     With reference to Table 1, which shows 

1/   Detailed explanations of notation for Models 1-3 are given in Annex I. 
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schematically a linear economic system in the modified Tucker format used for 

Models 1 to 3f the scales of the activities are shown as x variables appearing at 

the foot of the column (activity) whose scale they represent.  Thus the total 

availabilities or requirements of any resource i  in connexion with activity ¿ can 

b" obtained by forming the product (a¿ )(x ).  If nuch products are formed for all 
aij in Table l>   then '' row balance can be obtained for each row by algebraically 

adding the products in a given row.  rhe algebraic sum represents the net availa- 

bility, surplus (if positive), net requirement or deficit (if negative) of a 

resource in connexion with all activities.  Mirice all x    are treated as variables, 

the sum is also a variable, denoted by a..  The B    variables are shown in the left 

m-rgin of Table 1; the equality sign following them refers to their definition as 

row balances.  The symbol (*) appearing above the x variables denotes the opera- 

tion of multiplication undertaken when forming row balances. 

Table 1 

A linear economic system in modified Tucker format 

-h   ^2   -'3 ' ' "'„ 

11 d12 a13 * 

*21 a22  a23 ' 

a31 a32 a33 

In 

• • a, 
2n 

l3n 

* y. 

* yc 

* y: 

S  a a_i  a o  a -, ml  m2  m3 

« 

x. X, 

* 

X. 

. a 
mn 

• • x 

* y m 
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9.  In addition to row balances, it is also possible to form coaimn balan-es.  If „ 

parameter a., is multiplied by y. the pnce of the resource i, whose row ,t am««• 

(Table 1), the economic value of the availability or req-urement .,f th, „,„„„,,, l>: 

obtained, standardized to a unit love! of the activ.t.v À.     Th,8 va' ,.. r..prm-ent, t 

revenue (if positive) or a cost (if negative) at um t a,tlvIt.v hu, I .  [} ti,, ,.r... 

ducts (y.)(aij) are formed for all parameters ^ ]   ln Tab), 1, th«n ,t u, «n••.„,! I,. 

to get column balances by algebraically adding fll 1 product» i„ « ,,,*,.„ ,,i imri. 

These sums represent net revenues or profus Uf native) and net  ,Bt« „ i,',lssI,.;: 

(if negative).  Since all y. are treated as variables, the above Burns ar, al». 

variables; they are denoted by the symbols (- f } which appear tn the t.,P marvn,  f 

>"m al 

Table 1.  The equality sign again refers to the definition of these variable 

means of column balances.-^ 

10. The above form of a linear system is called »homogeneous».  In this fo-  

activity scales and resource prices arc variable.  Our task oona-ota in findm, 

values of these variables (a »programme») which will in some sense >.« optimal. 

11. Optimality can be defined in two complementary ways by: 

(a) Selecting a resource m whose surplus b win be maximised by varying 
the activity scales xjf subject to the

racondit lonTThaTdTf ic, ts 
^negative ai) are avoided for all other resource and that no 
activity scale will be negative. 

(b) fleeting an activity n whose profit ;. fn)  will b, minimiZ9d by 
varying the resource prices y1( subject to the conditions that 
profits (negative i>n) are avoided for all other activities and 
that no resource price y. will be negative. 

12. Note that the conditionB imposed in both cases ooil down to the rule that ro 

variable may be negative.  This is common sense m regara to activity scales, sin- 

activities generally cannot be run i„ reverse^ for one cannot make pigs from 

sausages.  Nor do negative prices make sense.  The avoidance of deficits on any 

resource is again economic con.non 3ense, since we are aiming at a feasible and 

^ lL«n\  VUe  i"60 Why the 8ymb0ls Ch08en t0 ^present column balanr,. are 
taken to be negative rather than positive as in the case of row ba       ?hl, 
is done conventionally in order to obtain the simplest scheme of     ^ 
manipulations for the linear av<ttpm  i?»-v, c    M    \   ,   l   aigetrai^. 
if (-S )       O th» «!+• ••   svstem-  ^ach I    represents a loss on an activity; 
ii \-x^)  •• 0, the activity is profitable.   J ' 

^ îïeZd ITZ  T" JOnditÍ°nB ^  be ~l«ed.  For example, exports may be 
cZ^ft    g   ? lmp0rt8 Pr0Vided that the exP°rt and impor prices of a 
IZetelí  "c2Elït hin a.t0lerable mar*in <*  —  m subcases tie Bxaxement of cptimality requires a slight revision. 
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practical  resource allocation.    The avoidant of profits, while at first eight 

paradoxical,  corresponds  to  the maxim of neoclassical economice that,  under perfect 

competition,  profits are eliminated (with well-known favourable implications  for 

the  efficiency  of  resource  allocftion). 

i •-.     Ar   for the maxxmum-mii.imum objectives,   in  the  fi rot  definition the maximization 

of a  resource  surplus may  mean  either the maximisation of net  output or the minimiza- 

tion of net   input.     The  resource   m question can  be a composite   resource,   if desired, 

for  it may consist of a weighted average of several   resources.     In addition,   it  is 

necessary  to   introduce scarcity   fcr  the maximisation to  : •• - ,^  meaningful.    As   long 

as  all   activities  are  treated  ae variable and thus can  he  indefinitely expanded, 

there  IG  g-nerally*'   no   limit   on  the expanBion of the (ruantity  to  be maximized;   some 

nart oí   the uyeterr,  however,   has  to  be  fixed.    An activity  is  therefore selected 
,hMf BCale  1B Bet  l0 umtv-     Tt  is convenient  in sectoral  planning problems to 

treat  the exogenously giver,  supplies and demands of the economic  resources as  fixed- 

B. aie activities.     Whichever activity ie  thus  fixed becomes the  activity whose 

profit   i« minimised under the  second definition uf optimally.     This offers a clue 

to  the  interpretation of profit  minimisation in the second definition:    we are 

instructed to choose prices  that will  reduce the value of exogenous supplies and 

increase  the value of exogenous  demands,   i.e.  prices  that will   reduce the scarcity 

of  limited supplier; and enhance  the benefit of prescribed demand*. 

K;.     In view of the problem before us,  the  following features of such linear pro- 

frramming models are Particularly valuable: 

(a) Linear programming modele  permit  the  representation of alternativo 
activities.    For examp.e,   the output of a given product may be 
obtained by domestic  production or by  imports,  or there may be 
more or less  labour-intensive activities  for producing a product. 
Any alternative may appear with a zero scale  in the optimal pro- 
gramme.     Fhe  inclusion of inefficient alternatives  in  the model 
therefore  does  no harm. 

(b) The models permit  the  representation of joint products,   for a given 
activity may have more than one output (positive entries).    This 
overcomes a limitation of Leontieff-type input-output  formulation«. 

At times it is impossible to find any programe with all x. and ., variable. 
non-regative;  then the question of optimiration does not arise.    i 
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(C)    ÏÏ"îît1î.r'TCtiT T 0Perate 0n the 6ane "«vitv or ,rour of activities.    In particular,  the restrictions •v be inp^iíTí 
such as an upper linut  to  the scale of an acti^tv!    ?f "    *      ' 
limit  is written  in  the  form x        '     , +   •.       v " 
exact ecualitv bv  addirr  tZ ïtïrri   ' ,       ronverted lr'^ «« 
side: ' surplus vanaole 8i   to  its   left-hand 

s.     +    x 

whence 

(-x.) + L, 

vector      ^ restriction i'^ £tl ^      ^ r ^S•^ 
optimal   prorramne:     r-unh a  restriction  ir  m.ffoc    v    ^   1     t 
be included in   the   formulation. Ue m,d ma;"   thus 

15.    The models  presented m  thi*-   form*    ,•,-•>*<.,.    *u nK   tomat,   unless other.ane rotrd.   ire  Slmflf»   |ln,,r 

progra-in, „odei: which can v. mdil. solved „., , ^b„ of ^.^ ^ 

(for ««p!.,  Dant..if,   1Qo;).     ..>(m som<> variaUw  Un  ihe Mde!!   ^ ^ •• 

al»a,s «tivlt, ,„,„)  are „oulr.* to „r• onl, „„.,„ „,,„.„,   tll0 ^^ 

tlon of the .„del   renains  identical,   tut   the r.thcaUcal   „,, ,,1,.r,.-.„..! .,   „„ 

«dure   for obtain. an  optl,nl   0ol,tior,  lr. „,, ^ ^s^^.. „nrç ^ 

In *o,e case,,    sciali,  r„ KM  „^  ^ ^^  ^^ ^   ^   —^_ 

in other caser only reasonable approximation m, be dm,„  uw.l,-,   ..,,,., ::„.,,,,'.' 

''•     7he  sinplest   prorraar.iti|- model 

! :.    Models   1 and r,   both referring to „  Sln,.le   Dran,„   .,„   tm „„.„^ of ^ 

simplest prc^in,- „,0del   fop the B9tal„or,lnr so(;tor_     ,p ^^ ^ ^ ¡ 

»I» ¿, fi. Ï,  and (-<) variabler   „re not   indicted in the nar,ir.,   but  ro„r   and 

colute,   ir addition tc bei„f „urterod sequential!,,   ,„ ,1VM s^,^  de.:i, . 1Uo. , 

derived fron the nature of the  „source or activit, the, «PnM,.Bt.      Mie not 

explicit!, chow,  the former variablen  Pla, exactl, the .u• rol„  ,f  tu„„ (lo in 

TaUe  1;   in particular,   the,   intervene   in   the cax,e •„,  ln  tha  fon,atio:. of m ^ 

column balancer. 

17.    The products  represented  m lodeln  1  and : are  Usted productc,  numbered  1 

through  7.    The concept of linted products has beer, developed in a  report 1,   <he 

New School   for    ocial  Research  ( lo67,.    As  indjc,ted   .„  ^  ^ ^  ^.^ 

coefficients of a  listed product  m  based on the technical   coefflciontr  of one or 

-ore typical  products,  the  latter beinr studied m full  engineering detail.     ^ 

inputs per ton of product n^ be transferred without change  f• the tvrúcal  product 
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to th. Ut* product;    this i8 the simplest procedure and ha» b^ adopted her, 

for illustrative purposes.    Alternately,  the coefficients may * ^„^ to 800e 

extent on the basis of siœple parametri correlates of slze, capaci*,  and so on. 

With each listed product we associate an activity flLI'U 1TT^\ 
..      . iJ   v-i^'i.   ...,   li.Ib?)  representing 

Tr,T        Pr0dUCtiDn °f the Pr3dUCt ln que'tl0n' -d * - (•'•» »"si.  ... 
1LIS7) representing the coanodi ty balance.    The coefficients  in the  firBt 8eWn 
rows a„d coluiBnßf  indlcated in ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^        ^ ^ 

out in full  in rod.1  2.     In t,18 7 x 7 square bloc, there  i. a daagon,,  of <•!) 

(unity) elects toother with  ,n  (-a)  element in ever,- ell.    The <•!) elects 

represent  stated «novate of intendiate input of other Usted products used ln the 

Paction of the &M u.t.d product,   for example,   the ^^ for M electric 

«»tor in the production of a pu»p.    Generally, mt of tne ¿ entrlee win  ^ ^ 

18.    The formulation of such an input-output sub-natrix  for listed products permits 

taking into account various stages oí  production.    End-products,  s^asse-bHes ^d 

components oan be designated as separate listed products,  and  t      l1:ill ^^^ 

of each product can be given,  including the rarement*  for lower-order intercediate 

coanodit.es.    It is also possible to include alternativ, ways of manufacturing a 

given listed product,  although this  is not shown m these models,    anally,  while 

Models 1 and 2 refer to a single branch of the sector,   in ra comprehensive aodels 

(as in Model 3) input-output relationships connecting several branches of the sector 

will occur without posing any difficulty of formulation. 

19.    The superscripts are identical  for the first four columns as V ay are for the 

next two.    These superscripts refer to the serial „«ber of the typical product 

fro» which the technical  coefficients of the given listed product have be«„ derived 

In the present illustrative case,   it has been assumed that  four listed products 

are derxved from the first typical product,  two from the oecond and one fro» the 

third.    The listed products derived from the same typical product differ formally 
among themselves only in regard to their seriality. 

20. Typical  products do not occur in the models as such;   they are rehired only to 

denve the technical  information  for the  Usted products.       Typical products, 

however, may and generally will appear as members of the product list within a 

branch;  thus they „ill enter the model in the guise of listed products, without 
further distinction. 

21. In todel 1 all other Inputs of the production activitie. for listed product, 

are condensed Into a production^,.* figur. (-*) „Mch ha. the sM. 8uper.crip, m 
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the corrwpondlng « coefficients; in Kodel 2 this production coet is broken up into 

reöource-element capacity utilizations and direct material input.    The only other 

coefficients of the production activities for listed products are the (-l/f) co- 

efficients of the fixed-cost constraints,  rows  1LFX1,   ...f   ILPK7. 

22.    T-he  fixed-cost constraints connect the first group of seven activities with 

the next group of sever, activities in both Kodel  1 and Kodel  2.    \ctivities eight 

through fourteen in both models are designated as 1LFX1,   ...,   ILFX7 and refer to the 

activity of incurring fixed costs connected with setting up a production series. 

This postulates that before the aanufacture of a product can be started,  the costs 

of providing the required tooling,  jigs and fixtures must  be met.      In  id-htim  it 

is neceeeary to set up the machinery with the aid of the former auxiliary devices 

before each individual production run.    The amount of fixed costs  is given as a 

single dollar figure  (-k)  in Kodel 1 but  is broken up into a  lump eia "capi tal 

requirement and fixed capacity retirements of two different  resource elements in 

Model  ? (»ore about this below).    The fixed-cost activities are connected with the 

productxon activities in such a way that the entire fixed cost is incurred whenever 

a production activity is used.    This converts the problem into a integer programming 
problem,   as -vili be shown in detail below. 

.3.    From an empirical point of view the properties of lodeis  1 and 2 make allowance 

for economies of scale arising out of the  length of a production run in the nuum- 

facture of individual products,  without allowing for economies of scale in regard to 

the size of productive facilities    All productive resources are still assumed to 

be  infinitely subdivisible;   the only consideration in their employment is the 

resource or money cost associated with their use. 

.4.    The third block of seven activities  in Models  1 and 2 relates  to imports, 

liaeh cf these activities has  an entry of (+l),  corresponding  tc  the product which 

it  makes available,  and an. entry of (-n,.) corresponding to  the expenditure of 

foreign exchange per unit   (toa)   of product j,   the  world market   price.    Generally 

it  is assumed that imports are irreversible.    At  times  it might be convenient to' 

permit  imports to behave as   free variables,  i.e.   variables that may take on 

negative values,  signifying exports.    This introduces only a minor modification in 
the mathematical statement of the problem-*/. 

Whenever a variable x    is    to be treated as a free variable, the loss variable 

viable, but also a no-loes condón! ZTÌoU^/ìl £££?toT^eve^ 
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25.     Th. next bloc* of five «thltt. „f.rs to the „tnrolaXti pTOàuctii 

schoo! for r«,al ReBMrch, 1967) or tha blÄnoh undor study_    Tn 

not  Usted individually within a branch are h^dled by «ans „f . sinrl. ^ 
function -,,ich attributes lnerM.lnf ,„„ „^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

put approaches the tota!   demand    for the branch.    The device of extrapolad, u 

»ant  to be „sed only for a »inor part of the total ^ „itMr ^ „^    ^ 

to an inherent aeyetry in the distribution of d«and for indi^l product.    it 

»iZT r rm,or portion (p,rtaps ^-9° - «-> -—<— ' -ithxn   the Wch can  be  hand>d by the   .„d.vtdual   de8crip;io„ „f ._ „„^ 

Med prod,,,.    The cost  trend „, these  Ueted product, i. to h. .,tn„UM for 

he  »»^ producta wMch can be several  thousand in „„her.    Vh. „,„.,. of 

Z °xt?T;t,on WUI be deveiored bei°"; f" «» —- « — ^«. *.tn >ay ,„. in_ lB producUon coBU is hindied      a ^^ 
»shown in FlrUre ,.     „ith  reference to Fi^re  !,  the tota, output ., the extra- 

polated product ie represented as the sun, of four step variable.    M 

(these correspond to ,h. co^ns „ah ,h. sa.. ..ria,  „„„bere ln l^U Taj ? > • 

each step has a flv,n constant cost 2 associated with i, and is  U«,.a t. a .ax,.. 

toi. La'».4;In an optlmmn? "od"the io"^°8t step' "*» ••-»• - —• 

2 =T 6•' "8 •P,01fl,d by the 8hspe of th« "•- «-«-.—-— 
«Pi»«t senuendn, instructions.    The output of the extrapolated product „ b. 

~a.ux,d either in tono or in  foreign exchange units correspondis „ the wM 

"L» TV uiU *• diBCU"ed bel°- Activlt*?6 '" '-»• ' - * ». - 
ZVH <h* "traPOUted >"*•"•    * -• or **.!., and 2 sh• 
;»: zi: :r°no d,tau,d •e ^*- *• -—- ~ 
26. In Model ! there ie onl, on. farther colu«n:    th. col«, (*,.  ^ ot „,„. 

uppxes and demands.    It  includes th. d..and, for th. listed pro*«,., JZT 

for the «treated products,   th.  exogenous supply (evocation) of forei*. excaaa«, 
and th.  !„„. a. oclated Ult„ ,„, ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^J*"^ 

exogenous colu.n (No.  29)   in Kod.1 r has th. sa« structure. 

27. Two additional activities are included in Model 2.    Th...  corr»,»«, • , the 

input   flows associated with maintaíni«» ~t 
maintaining given capacitieB of the Wo msooree ~VT.I1, 

tnat appear in the  Model.     It  ia »«.„„»«H +K  •       J. 

input and two ,inda 0f labou, input aw accole, for eeparat#ly>    ^ ^ rf 

oil T ,inrMedat wiuwnhoutaiterin^the•*"»*»• of ^ —1- *. output  of each of these activities ie « ^i \ -«+ 
held available. '     ' "*" '^'^ -*»• « «»1» of «,-dt, 
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Figura 1 

Step function for extrapolated producta 

*- TOTAL OUTPUT 
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i»o»t and two tínde of laW ^ m ^^ ^ ^^   ^ 

*U11 can be increased at win „about altering th. structure of th. „odel.    The 
output of each of these activities )•> , ixi 1      . 
held available. (     ' ^ aeE°CÍ,"ed "lth " •" of «l«l* 

of total „oney cost.-/    This toother with the „suai  contons of non-ne^Uv. 
variab les,  „eans that  the cost of ».tin, .„ eectora,   demands iK t„ be „„„ 
hU. the eupplv 0f forei^ exchanpe  u „ot  to be . Mid 

pertain^ to the step  function ana f,.  fixed 0Mtr a„  t0 be ^^ ' 

the objecUve funct,„„ is d.fxned as a wonted average „f •„s  ,,.,,    uhero 

.xo*enousl.v flven price of the „.„„„.„ ¡n ^^ ^ ^   .__ ^ ^ 

to u used as „eights,    ^e price of money io Eet,  b;. ,,„„„ to 

coition, of this opticien are the same as those in ,-odel   ,, except that two 

additional  ^-conet^ints  (10 and 11) have to he satisfied and that the reMTO. 
element capacity requirements must be fully met. 

3*    — handlinr of fixed costs in the mnH*-|* 

L 'f ^ be" POÍnted 01 "  that  fÍXed C0StB '" Íntr0dUCeí in*° *» •^°  i" the form of independent activities  (such as 1LFX1 ITPY7\I/    V.-  V. 
+.     „ V a8  1UAi»   •••»  ILFJ^r-/   which are connected with 

^felTr Pr0dUOtÍOn a0tÍVÍtÍeG f0r UBted PrcdUCt°   (1,I;;1 >•   »o  be 
727,   I " Vartable-°°6t ^"^  '» •»* - W »i-t  the „„„ „xod OOBt  u 
ihcurred whenever the variable-co^ activity in gestion is be,„, used.    This „i„ 

now b. focali, clari'ie, by reference to th. above example, with  the understand,,,, 

that the principies presented here are applicable to the connexion between ,ny 

fixed-cost and variable-cost acUvity.    later on  fixed costs -.ill aleo be educed 

n connexion with the ei=e of products facilities and with the •ups of sailed 

technical specialists which have to * established to support paction. 

Ü ? BT °f a fÍXed"C08t aCtíVlty '" a -«»«*»-> «rl.M. that can be inter- 
preted as the number of times  fixed cost is incurred;   the  fixed cost itse,f is fiven 

«her in mo„etary teTO  (in Model 1,  the T? coefficient,)  or in terns of mora 

detailed individual  fixed resource inputs (in „ode!  ;.,  the c' and   ^ coefficients). 

*" eMmPle-  the Manlnf °f the "lrti" *8 - 0.2 (-here *8 I th, scale of activity 

6/   Penally, the surplus of the row, .       le b.i„* maximized. 
1/   See Models 1 and 2. 
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8 in Model l) is that the fraction 0.2 (20 per cent) of total fixed cost« associated 

with the production of listed product (l) is being incurred. 

31. Economically it makes no sense to represent a fixed cost as being incurred to 

the extent of 20 per cent since it is indivisible by its very nature:   one cannot 

build half a factory or carry out only one fifth of a production programme.    In other 

words,  the scale of a fixed-cost activity should be represented by an integer 

variable which can only assume the values 0,   1,  2,   ...   etc.     Where  the  fixed costs 

are incurred more than once,  values  larger than 1 have the economic  meaning of mul- 

tile production  facilities,  production runs and so on. 

32. The device used to compel fixed-cost incurrence in the models  (to be referred 

to as the tie-in between the fixed-cost and variable-cost activities)   consists of 

constraining the scale of the fixed-cost activity to be ecfual to or larger than some 

constant proportion (to be interpreted below) of the scale of the variable-cost 

activity.    (This tie-in is provided, e.g.   for listed product (l) by row 15 in Model 1, 

or row 22 in Model  2,)    As long ae the variable-cost activity is not used, e.g. the 

^-oduction scale x,   of listed product (l)  is zero,  the scale of the  fixed-cost 

activity XQ can also remain zero.    In this case no fixed cost has to be incurred. 

But as soon as the scale of the variable-cost acti/ity x^^ rises above  zero (r.o 

matter by how little)  the tie-in with the fixed-cost activity xß forces the scale 

of the latter also to rise by at least a small amount above zero.    Up to this point 

there is nothing to prevent the    scale of the fixed-cost activity XQ  from   assuming 

a fractional value;   in fact if ¡-here were no further restrictions,  the optimal 

solution would actually contain such fractional values.    But now the  integrality 

requirement  for the  fixed-cost-activity scale xß steps in and forces  this scale 

to move upward to the nearest integer in the direction in which the tie-in con- 

straints permit an inequality.-/    Thus the full fixed cost is incurred at least 

once:    when the scale of the fixed-cost activity Xg (determined as a constant pro- 

portion of the variabls-Bcale activity x^) is between zero and one,   prior to the 

application of the integrality requirement.    If x1 is larger than one,  fixed cost 

will be incurred more than once. 

8/   Inequalities are converted into equalities for representation in the models by 
adding a positive surplus B to the smaller side.    The greater the difference 
between the two sides of the inequality,  the larger the surplus  B.    Thus ae the 
fixed-cost activity scale Xp moves up to the next integer value,   the correspond- 
ing surplus (s.c  in Model 1 or s~2 in Model 2) increases. 
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33.    The connexion between the production and fixed-coet activities is further 

elucidated in Figure 2 which illuetrates the tie-in between columns  1 and 8 in 

Model l.     ,ith reference to this figure,  the scale of the production activity 

(column 1  in Model l)  is ^  and that of the fixed-cost activity (column 8) *,.    The 

variable xfì measures the number of times  the  fixed cost in incurred.    The  fixed cost 

<-E )  is measured along the vertical axis  denoting cost,  the minus  sign being omitted 

Bince all costs are inherently negative.     The horizontal axis measures x      the scale 

of the production activity.    The variable cost  (-k1)  is the slope of the total-cost 

line AB.    To interpret  the nature of the fixed-cost tie-in parameter l/f    k    lt   ^ 

assumed that a maximum production scale,   fu,   exist3 associated with  the'expendUure 

of a single  fixed cost      If there is an upper limit on yearly production,   this cari 

be identified with f^     In other instances,  when the variable co.ts are tied to 

investment  in a fixed productive facility,   the capacity of this  facility car» be 

identified with the correspondis tie-in parameter, as will be shown in Model  3. 

The row balance in row 15 of Model  1 can be written out in full as  follows: 

s15 = (-l/fn)(Xl) + (1)  (Xß). 

When this row balance holds without surplue,  s      - 0, and 

0 « (-3c1/f11) + xg;  thus 

Xg » x1/f11. 

34.    In Figure 2, ^ is drawn at about three-quarters of the way toward the maximum; 

therefore, x1/fn * 3/4.    Accordingly, the scale of the fixed-cost activity will be 

(at least)  this much, i.e.   3/4;  the amount of fixed cost incurred will be 3/4 of 

I , or point C, which is drawn to be at about 3/4 of the elevation of 0A,  the latter 

being equal to the full  fixed cost k1.    The fixed-cost constraint thus prescribes 

that the fraction of fixed costs incurred must be at least equal to the fraction 

of maximum production actually undertaken.    At this point the integrality require- 

ment for x8 steps in to ensure that as eoon as this fraction exceeds 0,  it will 

rise all  the way up to unity:     fixed cost  incurred will rise to 0A. 

35.    In the example illustrated in Figure  2,  ^ was chosen smaller than f    ; 

accordingly xQ was less than unity,  prior to the application of the  integrality 

requirement.    In Figure  3,  *x  is assumed to be (l.5).(fn),  i.e.   larger than the 

2/   "there is no economically meaningful upper limit of this kind,   f_ is simply 
set to an upper bound on the practically occurring values of the vSriable-cost- 
activity scale.    This ensures that fixed cost will  be incurred no more than once 
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Figure 2 
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largest possible sinrle production run.    Figure ? shows the relationship of fixed 

and variable costs on the assumption that multiple production  rune can be undertaken. 

In each of these   runs   fixed coBts  are  incurred once,   and  from  there  or, variable  costs 

are  constant   (a  constant  slope'   uf.  to   the  caxinal   production  seneo.     Incurring 

fixed conte   twice  dìì   thus  sec.re  a naxmai   total   o,tput   of  (.  ...f,^  and  so  or,.     In 

general,   the tie-in  narameter f or r  i:-   used to denote   the    ,; ,...r   • ^nu.    -n   th^ 

scale o:   the variable-cost   activity  that   corresponds  to  a single   fixed-cost   in- 

currence.    Ii   the  scale of  the variaUe-cost   activity exceeds   thie   parameter,   the 

number of fixed-cost  incurrences wilt   be  e-ual   to  the  next  Ian er  ir.terer. 

-1.     A nul ti-branch i/.odel 

3b.    Model   3 presents a generali ••atxor, of  the sur.; lent model.     It  drope the un- 

realistic assumption that  the  sector can   be  prorrananed  branch  by  branch ar.d 

explicitly  introduces  the sharin;   of productive  faciliti, s  (resource  elements) 

between branches.     In order  to  restrict   "oael     to a manuable  Rize,   distinctions 

between  listed products  by  typical   product  oririn are r.ow  dropped,   and only two 

listed products  are  shown  for each of  two  brancher:.     ^Us modet.t   amount of detail 

suffices  to  illustrate the principe   novel   points  that  emerre. 

37.     Model   3 is  organised by branchée:     all  production,   fixed-cost,   import,  and 

ext rapo lated-product activities o*" a branch are brought  together in a group.    It 

will be noted that starting- with the listed-product balances  in the   first  four rows, 

intermediate-input  requirements can be shown as inter-connectinf   the  branches (rows 

1-? intersecting columns  1 ¿ -13,   and rows   W.   inten eetmc columns   1-P').     All other 

features of the  entries in all   rows of the   first  22 columns and of the exogenous 

column remain essentially unchanred between y.odel   ? and I'odel   3,   except  for a Blight 

generalization of the notation in order to allow the  labelling of parameters by- 

branch and,   in the case of intermediate-input  coefficients  (-a),   by  branch  both of 

origin and of destination.    Apart   from  thus  simultaneously showing- more than one 

branch,   the novelty of Model   s is concentrated in columns  2^-7L.     Columns  23-2,1  are 

resource-element-capacity maintenance activities labelled :••::;, 1  and ft-;; 2 that corre- 

spond  to  the  identically   labelled  columns   m  Model   ?,   except  that   they  are  now  tied 

in with the respective fixed-cost activities  iiFXl and RTX: .    These  fixed costs have 

to be incurred whenever the capacity of a resource element is to be maintained at a 

level exceeding zero.    The mathematical  tie-in between the fixed-cost activity REGI 

and the variable-cost activity RFX1 characterizing the first resource element,  is 
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precisely the BAM as the previously discussed tie-in between a production activity 

such as ILIS1 and a* fixed-cost activity such as 1LFX1.    The tie-in is provided by 

the constraint of rows 28-29. 

38.    The  fixed and variable coste associate«' with maintaining given resource-element 

capacities are  intended as  an approximation to the economies of scale that are known 

to occur when  the total yearly capacity of a given  resource element increases.    With 

a given  fixed cost and constant variable costs a larfer capacity will   imply  lower 

resource inputs per un.t capacity.    The variable coßts are  broken up into specific 

resource  inputs exactly ga  those   in N'ode 1   . ,   while   the fixée cjsts are given  as 

lump-sum labour, material  and capital   requirements.     There   is  an upper limit  on 

capacity which corresponds   to the empirical  observation that given processing  facili- 

ties are not  built  in indefinitely  large sires;   if the size  exceeds a certain limit, 

a duplication of facilities occurs.    This can be represented mathematically by set- 

ting the  fixed-cost  tie-in  parameter ecrual to  the reciprocal  of the capacity limit. 

In accordance with the earlier discussion on  fixed cost constraints,   this will  push 

the scale of fixed-cost incurrence (e.g.   the variable x„c   corresponding to activity 

Rill  in Model   3) up to at  least  x.y'g^   the ratio of the  scale of the variable-cost 

activity RESI  to the upper limit  imposed on the capacity of resource element  (l). 

If this  ratio  is between 0 and 1,   the  integrality requirement  imposed on the  fixed- 

cost activity scale  x      will  push  x ,c   ail  the way up to unity;   if the  ratio  is 

greater than  1,   the  integrality  reouirement will push x^r   up to  the next larger 

integer.    In this way the  requirement   for multiple  facilities,   together with mul- 

tiple incurrences of fixed costs,   is properly  represented. 

*>*    Ecopoaies of scale due to the serial i ty of production 

39-    This source of economies of scale  is the only one included in Models 1 and 2 

and in  represented by  fixed costs   (or  fixed resource  inputs)  tied to the scales of 

the respective  production activities  that embody variable  costs.     We shall now  look 

•ore closely at  the two kinds of fixed costs:     (a)   fixed costs associated with in- 

vestment  in tooling,   jigs and fixtures;   and (b)  fixed costs associated with set-up 

operations for each production run. 

40.    The  first  kind of fixed costs creates no  particular problem? at the present 

stage of analysis.     Later,   it will   be  necessary to  recognize  these costs as  leading 

to output requirements within the metalworking sector proper,  and thus  to a feedback 

between the required production scales  of netalworking activities at a  future date 

and the corresponding output of tools,   jigs and fixtures  intended for investment 
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41. 

terms 

ZT'; Tza *""earll,r tiM p"iod *(s"chapt"io'- « »~.»t » i. 
IV?        ,d C08t° Mm,,Cted WÌth * PrcdUCUOn "««* — ^<-  «t-up 
2T f " ,0 be lnCUrrCd r0r eaCh "Parate ~<°'  •"   T- th. tota «n»t o    se,-„P ohar„B dependB 0„ the conneiion bettteen ^ ^ 

length of an  individual   production  run. 

In I/ode 1   1  all   fixed costs  including eet-un rhin-,«     a« 
,.   , * p    ñartes'   are expressed in monetary 

.     In  i-oaeiB   .   and   >,   investments  in  t.olinr     M«  ar,l   flv + A     ^'uiif)    .1J.S  ar.d fixtures are riven as 
lump-sun. capital  retirements,  while set~un charr«  »«, 

,     »uè sei up charlee  are  approximated bv riviri* the 

rr,";""u of •°•° ei•nt* •—<- ,, t„. «tual'}..arly Mt.up 
of »o,,,» .„«ti» ,»rlJ. «ta„ hours, Bet_up oharfee cm De >xpMB<ed M th(i 

nu-ber of achine hours required Per • „!„„,,.„ t,  th. „mber of ^ ^ 

Thia  product   is  ä.aratei   fr =T.   the   t ,t.v   .,^.„r   ,<•  „,-<•„., '  '     ' • <•-.   .i.ira, er   )î   etíe'tn'e  magnine  h ' T<~ 

availabU for pr.duct.on.     ::lnce .od.ls r ^   , dl,lrlbuti a ^^ of ^ 

charts of source events   (laW,  ln„.tMnti   .„^ ^„^  .„^  _ 

total  effective machine hours,   this way of hardi in- ««> + v, 
* W£v 0I  nar-diinf   set-up charges  is equivalent 

to the assuap ion that not  only  investit costs ,,t also  labour and mdirect 

.t.rl.1  costs per hour are  th« SM(  recess of whether ,.,.up onerai,^  or __ 

¿uction are bei„f undertaken.     This  i. protably .  tolerable .^^ ¿^ 

Th. «„ «aso,, for separating  direct  f• „direct „».rial lnPut. ,.  t0 avold ,„, 

"or. .roes error that wouid  be  associated »,th assu.in,  that   the „tal   •,u•e„t.« 

w.• also proportion.!  to tota,   resource-elenen, capaot, u„H,ed, without  <Us- 

orUinatlon between the fixed and variable parts of the  latter. 

«.     A.  i„portant  si„pUficatio:   introduced into  the models  i.  the   fact  that   onlv 

on. fixed investit  ,„ tooling   jigB and fixtures is prided for Moh rroiurUvr 

pro«..:     ,„.„ lB only one varlable_00st ^.^ ^ ^  ^^ ^.^  ^ 

th. manufacture of each  Usted product  bv a „ven processa This avoids the' p^ 

M- of .„doeenousl, trasenti,., alterative decrees of co.pUxttv ,„ th, p•1B.on 

of toollr*,  ¡it. and fixtures.    This probi.» is illustrated ,„ Figure S.    mh 

r.f.r.nc. to Figur, A, Xj   (as  in Mod.ls  1 ar.d ?) represents th, seal, of th. 

vmriaM«-«st activitv in th. production of the  firs,  Hated product.    There are now 

W    K?•L7¿ n1Ude th» •»"">""» of havin, two alternative techni^u.. 
Thi ^ rat-M    ?k

Pr!1U:,:    *•*•  f0rg*d or P«0"i°"-<=a.t orphan'! 
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Figure 4 

The investment cost for tooling, jigg and 
fixtures. versus variable costs of production 
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^four alternative degrees of tooling,  represented by  four separate  fixed  investment, 

•   'dn Model   2 there   is only a single^   parameter associated wlth eich 

productive  process).     Annual   fixed  costs  are   obtained  by  appivin« ,npropnat.     '" 

capital   charges   i   to   these   f1Md   investment,.     As   the  decree   >f   t ,„,ln,   ln.r,ri. 

the  variable  costs ^   will   dacrea8e   ^rresp^hn.lyil' .,„  ,h Wl   ,v   thp  ,,        ^l' 

the  cost   Unes.     Over  varying ranges  of  *,   different   degree  „f   t.,,.lv  •..,...„, 

moct  efficient   ; 1 owest-cost ).     This   is   reflected  by   the   nr.en   Une  OKA'O whi~h 

represents   the  production-cost   frontier  attainable   iy  all   techno,    ,,int... 

With  respect   to   thi.   product, oncost   frontier   th*  model.  m«    ,„,v   ,  s^l,' U.U 

cost-to-variable-cost   combination.     ,,lven   suffirent   embricai   data,   thert.   ,.   qil 

difficulty   m  introducing alternatives   into   the  models;   in  Pra,Ui-e,   however     U 

will   generally   be   preferable   t ,  aetermine   the   optimal   decree  of   tooUng  for a 

given  xj   by  a  side  calculation.     With  exogenously  ,1Ven   total   demands   the  appro- 

priate  Xl   for this   side  calculation  is  the   total  yearly  demand A'  as   wi,,   bp  dls_ 

cussed  m  relation  to  set-up costs. 

43. We now turn  to   fixed costs associated with  set-up operations.     If  the  fixed 

capacity requirements   needed  for setting up an   individual   run of a ,lve„   Usted 

product can be derived  empirically,   then  the  remaining piece of  information  needed 

for specifying yearly  set-up costs   is the  number of production runs   per year. 

44. A simple engineering formula exists   for calculating the optimal   number of 

production runs  per year so as to minimize  the  sum of set-up and  inventory-carrying 

costa.    Variable  production costs  (as earlier defined)  and fixed  investment costs 

^ Il "rît? I Hiable.coat« are given in terms of resource inputs.     These can 

re^^l^puî: eqU1Valent * ValUeS by aPPlyln* *PP-PriateP
pricea

TÎnar 
12/ Figure   - shows only  processes  that are efficient  (lowest-cost)   over some ran« 

of xi.     It   is  possible  for a process  to be   inferior to some o her process at 
any Xy     Such a process would never be  selected. Process at 

W Squ^re0mentd
a

efflt^d8 ^ \° ï"  ÍnCrea8ed b* the aBOunt  of intermediate-input requirements to arrive at  total  demands  (see Chapter 7). 
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for tooling,  jigs and fixtures are excluded from the optimization formula, as 

these are not  affected by  the length of the  individual  production run: 

i. 2=*L 
? p 

r      number of production  runs  per year at   optimum; 
d      demand,  physical   units   per year; 
k      variable production cost,   dollar per physical   unit; 

k      oet-up cost per run in dollars; 
i       inventory carrying charge,   including  interest,   obsolescence, 

deterioration,   handling,     axes,   storage,   insurance and pilferage; 
p       production   rate,   physical   units   per  day; 
d'     demand,   physical   units   per day. 

4%     The above  expression  Kives   the optimal   number of runs  per year.-^     The ex- 

pression d.k/k   is the  ratio of yearly variable costs to the set-up charge  of a 

14/     Total  cost   per year can be expressed as  follows: 

TC . PC  + d.k  f k.d/x    + x .k.i.(p-d,)/?P, 

where in addition to the previous notation, TG o total cost, dollars/year; 
FC is fixed cost, dollars/year (not affected by the length of the production 
series); and XQ is the length of  a production run.  To optimize TC as x is 
varying, ° 

0 d?C/dxo = 0 f 0 f (-d.k,V) •• k.i.(p-d')/?P, 

Wr: whence    x . 
o   V k    l    P-d' 

By  r « d/xo the formula in the text follows immediately.  In the expression for 
total costs, TC, the four terms correspond in turn to (a) fixed costs, such as 
yearly charges on investment m tooling, jigs and fixtures; (b) variable pro- 
duction costs; (-0 set-up charges; and (d) inventory-carrying costs.  The latter 
are obtained from average stock carried, which is one-half of the peak stock at 
the end of a production run, calculated as the product of the daily accumula- 
tion, p-d', and the length of a run, x0/p days.  Average stock is multiplied 
by variable production -ost to convert it into value terms, and an inventory- 
carrying charge (per :ent per year) is applied to the latter. 

The expression for xQ, given before, can be rearranged after squaring to 
yield the equality at the optimum: 

dk"/xo a xo.k.i.(p-d')/?P? 

thus yearly  set-up charges  are equal   to yearly  inventory-carrying costs at 
the  optimum.     For the  derivation of optimal   length of series,   see   for 
example Starr (1964). 
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single run,  and the expression (p-d«)/p is the ratio of product accumulation to 

production.    Total yearly sev-up charges,  expressed as (r).(C),   thus  marease only 

as the square root  of yearly demand and  the set-up charges  per unit output 

correspondingly  fall  with  the square  root  of this  demand.     At  the optimum, yearly 

set-up charges  are  exactly  equal   to yearly  inventory-carrying coats;   thus by 

doubling the  set-up charges,   the   inventory-carrying costa  can be exactly accounted 
I for. 

j 46.     In Models  1   to   3 yearly set-uo charges have been treated as  fixed:     it has 

| been assunea that   if a given  listed  product   is not   produced,  no set-up charges 

\ would be required;   while  if there   is  production,   the entire yearly set-up charges 

j would be  incurred,   regardless of the actual   amount   produced.    This is  an approxi- 

j mation  to the more  complex engineering description. 

j 47.     As yearly demands  of the  listed products,   excepting those of intermediate 

j inputs,   are  m  the   first   instance assumed to  be exogenous** given,  the  choice  in 

| regard  to each  listed  product   is generally narrowed  to two alternatives:     the pr>- 

j duct   is  either not   produced at  all,   or  it   is  produced at  the maximum possible  scale 

| corresponding to  total yearly demand.^/    Thus we can ¿eternine  the optimal   number 

| of production runs  per year by a side calculation based on  total   demand;   this 

j calculation will  give yearly set-up costs.     These costs,   if doubled,  can be  taken 

| to represent   ,oth  set-up and  inventory-carrying charges on a fixed, yearly basis. 

The maximal   production  m the  fixed-cost  constraints  (e.g.    f]i   in Figure  ?)  must 

now be  set  to a value  that   is  larger than yearly demand to  ensure  that yearly  set- 
up charges are  incurred only once.-^ 

48.     The crucial  simplifications employed  m regard  to the  sociality of production 

in Models  1   to   3 are now readily apparent.     The  first  simplification  is  the con- 

stancy  of yearly demand;   if this were made an endogenous variable  of the  system, 

15/ However,   see Chapter 7   for the  problems  introduced by   interned ate   inputs. 

16/ An alternative  procedure  is to  provide tw^   fixed-cost activities,  one for 
investment-type   fixed costs,   and the other  for set-up-type  fixed costs.     The 
tie-in parameter for the  former can again be set   to any value  larger than 
yearly demand,   while the tie-in  parameter for the  latter is  the length of the 
optimal series,   derived by a side calculation.     Then set-up costs will  be 
î«n^rV!\,lnteger multlPle8'   Spending on the ratio of yearly demand to the 
length of the  optimal series.     The  procedure in  the text  ia  both simpler and 
more exact,   since the number of runs per year need not  be an  integer,  while 
the  incurrence of yearly fixed set-up charges is  inherently an integer (O-l) 
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alternate decrees of tooling as well  as the square-root function connecting yearly 

set-up charges and yearly demand would have   to be  taken into account explicitly. 

The second simplification  is  the approximate anticipation of   the  productive 

structure  for  the  determination of the yearly number of production  runs   by means of 

a side  calculation.     As  the corresponding  formula  contains p_,   the  daily   production 

rate,   a  feedback  exists  between  the  structure  of  productive   facilities   (which 

determines  the  production  rate)   find  the  optimal   serial i ty.     While   thin   feedback 

is not   recognized within the structure  of the models,   in the  course of programming 

it   is  possible,   none  the  less,   to make  some   allowance   for the   feedback  by  means  of 

iterative  revisions.     Finally,   the formula  for the  number of yearly  production 

runs,   r,   reduces  all  costs   to common monetary  terms;   in a programming model, 

however,  many  prices are  themselves variables that   cannot  be  used  for side calcu- 

lations  prior to solving the  problem as  a whole.     Moreover in  an  integer program- 

ming problem,   the  role of prices  becomes  subject  to  further qualifications,   to be 

discussed below.     Despite  these  observations,   the side  calculation  is meant  to be 

undertaken with  prices that are  assumed as  given.     Here again,   iterative  revisions 

may be  employed.     It should be  noted  that   this pricing problem  is  not  peculiar to 

the representation of seriality  in the models;  it  will  also be  found in many other 

aspects of the operation of the models.     All  these  problems will be discussed 

further in Chapter 10. 
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6.    mhe representation nf ~SOurce elementa:    the *i«Pie8t cane 

49.    Resource elements have been defined and discussed i„ great detail   in ?n ear iep 

report  by  the  New School   for Social  Research  (l967).     In Models   1   to  ,  renounce 

elects  enter in  the  simplest   possible .anner,   nnBeiy with completely  specified 

fixed  and variable   ^source  requirements.     » ,.s  be,,   the  issues  of confions  „Uh 

eemi-quaritinative  programming data  and  of  the   local   adantatmn  „,- 1U("U   aaapiation oi   resource elements 
(the aelection of an  optimal mach ..m  park,   the  adoption of a proper degree of 

mechani,ation and automation  in  response  to varying capital/)abour prices,  and  the 

| adaptation of the  technology  of production to  the specific  product  assortant   that 

j is being produced).     Nevertheless,   it   is asserted that  the  present conceptualisation 

j provides  an adequate  basis   for more  powerful  generalizations which will   be dis- 

J cussed subsequently.     The  form of Models  1  to   , has  been selected  to provide an 

j orderly sequence of presentation,   as  there are  8o many complexities operating sxmul- 

j tan.ou.ly that  they cannot be crammed  into a single model  that would rtill preserve 
1 some degree  of overview of the  problem. 

50.     In Model   1 resource elements  remain  implicit:    the cost  of production for each 

product   is  presented  in  fixed and variable parts, and all costs referrable to 

resource elements are already included  in  the variable parts of these dollar totals 

thereby abstracting from all   indivisibilities  i„ resource-element   investente.     In  ' 

Model  2 the costs associated with maintaining capacities of specxfic resource ele- 

ments are broken up  into  ohysical   input   flows   for labour and materials and into 

total  capital   requirements.     When applying specific  flow prices to the former and 

a capital  charge to the   latter,   these are  then converted into yearly money costs. 

All  of these costs are  expressed on  the  basis of a unit  of resource-el e*ant capacity 

which ,s being maintained and are assumed to be  fully  proportional   to total  resource- 

element  capacity:     i„  other words,   the postulate  of complete divisibi.it,  (no 

lumpiness,  no economies of scale)   is  still maintained  for all  resource elements. 

In addition,   the machine park of a resource element (machine  tools,  hoists,  fumaci 

etc.) and the required construction  (buildings)  are not  itemized i„ the models:     all 

individual  capital goods  and other capital assets are expressed in money values only. 

This will  require generalization at  a later stage to take into account the fact that 
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capital goods required for production at a future date lead to a demand for metal- 

working products at an earlier    date.    (A lathe is an output of the machine-tools 

branch of the metalworking industry.)    Implicit in the pricing process is the 

assumption of exogenously given prices  for performing the evaluation of investment 

requirements prior to the solution of the model;  yet some of the required prices 

are included in the model  itself and emerge only after the programming problem is 

solved.    Thus the solution has  to be anticipated in part while  formulating the 

model.    This problem is analogous to  the pricing problem discussed in Chapter 5» 

It can be handled by malting approximate estimates of the anticipated prices in 

formulating the model and revising these in an iterative  fashion after the solution 

is obtained.     If,  alternately,   it were desired to make  the pricing procesn   endo- 

genous,  all capital goodc and    construction would have  to be itemized individually 

and balanced specifically  within a multi-period model   (see Chapter   10). 

51. In Model   3 the assumption of perfect  divisibility of resource-element capacity 

is superseded by the more realistic assumption that economies of scale exist  in 

regard to such capacity.    These economies of scale, within the confines of a static, 

single-period model,   do not  refer to  the activity  of constructing  or expandinr these 

resource elements,  but only to the  total yearly coste  that are asriciated with main- 

taining given total resource-element capacities.    There  is reason to  believe that 

total investments in the process facilities of the netalworking industries  (and 

thus the yearly capital costs)  a;.*e related to the  size of these  facilites  (i.e.   to 

the total capacity of a single  facility) by means of a relationship of constant, 

less-than-unitary elasticity,  of the  form: 

V*2    "    (S1/G2)6'       0<   e<    1       ' 

K ,K  total investment in process facilities (resource-element 
capacity) at two different sizes (capacities); 

S fS_ the corresponding repource-element capacities; 

e     elasticity, a constant exponent in the formula. 

52. This relationship is shown in Figure 5 in natural and in logarithmic scale 

units; in the latter, the relationship reduces to a straight line. Evidence on the 

existence of such a relationship is largely indirect, and comes from the chemical- 

process industries where it is firmly established (US Bureau of Nines, 1949; Aries 

and Newton, 1955; Isard and Schooler, 1955; Chilton, I960; UN - ECLA, I963; 

Vietorisz, 1966). We also have quantitative evidence of a general trend toward 

where 
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ABBumed capacity-investment relationship for resource elemente capacity-investment relationship for resource 
in (a) natural and (b)  loftarithmio soale units 

(a) 
K     Capital investment 

in resource element 

Resource-element 
capacity ' 

slope» e 

logS 
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Figur« 6 

TVo linear approximations to a smooth function representing constant 
elasticity of investment relative to size; (a) fixed cost and a sin- 

gle linear serpent; (b) three linear se/Tnente 

(a) i Capital investment 
* in resource element 

(b) 
Capital investment 
in resource element 

total resource-element 
capacity maintained 

L_ slope 

0g{  C       c¿       D 
total retour»-element 
capacity maintained 
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lower unit costs in larger metalworlcing processing facxUt.es based on   :33R data 

(Gallik,   1961)  and a correlation of exactly  the   for, .Tiven  for a sin.le „,d o" 

metalworkmg facility  (jet   engine  production:   Alnert,   U< 0       Â,,llv Ml  t   fV •        '      •     '•     rt •• •> -m i Hi* t n.'it   the 
form  of the  relationship   is   correctly  rifled,   the   Programming  -r ,••;„.,   ..,   t    ' 

elude   it   ,n  the model   by  means   of some  easv-t o-hanul e   K;rïi,U;, 

approximations  are shown   m  Fi irire The   first   r-> íes   un  a   fixed 

m- 

•'w '  p >ssit ; e 

linear se^ent;   the  second  on   three   consecutive   U:,.,r  sederi',,      i, v",^ '•   ^^ 

first,   simpler approximation  has  been  in:; ,ued.      r,   ;hlr   -irpr ,xi:a.,tl m  t 

vestment   (e.g.   for  the   first   resole  element)   eq :als  \   .'x 

x?[;   is  an   integer variable.      I:.   : oth   :ases   it   ]G   : .irther   oostü -lt, 

tionship  representing economies   of scale  crea«   off at   some   ;.r-  "i 

(capacity);   if  the  total   carroty   req arernonts   c-x-eod   fri.   um-/ 

duplication  of proactive   facilities.      This   problem  has   already   ìo 

earlier  Chapters  and  is  handled  by  setting  the ¿  parameter  (o.'-.   -, 

of row  28  and  col imn   H   in  Model   3)   to  tae maximal   --.tacit;// à  :: 

If approximation  by  three   linear  se-ments   is  desired,   the  variarle 

resource-elenent-capacity  requirement  has  to  he  srlit   into  thr<- 

yly JV   and   I3»   eaCh  reP^3entm. a molinai   amount   of   opacity,   with   ^rre- 

which  decrease   m   this 

•   x .   ,   where 

that   tue   rela- 

:   maximal   si.ee 

the   inters- -ti >: 

arie   P, u] lty. 

x,      reL resen 11n r 

new  varia: les.   *•. .*. 

sponding marginal   investment   requirements  of 

] 
I »      j1   and 

i •ne   caca- li m 11 
order.     Total   investment  equals • 

also  has  to  be  broken  up   into   three  corresponding  paris   %],   t(,   anT/(see  ^ 

Figure 6), and two integer variables ^ and x^ are needed. The foUowinr rela- 

tionships have to hold i„ order to ensure that ihe „arginai amounts of investment 

are  incurred   m the proper sequence: 

1 
Y 

hi 
1 ^y 

hi     2 
O        "    xoc 

fir 
1 

3 

hi 

Thus four separate inequalities nvolvmg two integer variables are required to 

represent this approximation: after complementation by a surplus variable, each of 

the inequalities enters the model; the four inequalities jointly replace the single 

tie-in constraint between x?} and x,r m Model 3 (row ?B). 

53.  The interpretation of the sequencing constraints is strähnt forward.  Assame, 

e.g. that the total capacity requirement is greater than OS and leads to a dupli-' 

cation of facilities, and that the second facility has to operate at a capacity 

between OC and OD (see Figure 6).  In the absence of sequencing constraints, ? 
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(which has the lowest marginal cost <   ) would be used to provide the entire remiired 

capacity at this marginal cost (with no fixed coBts of any Kind),  a procedure con- 

trary to common sense.    The serruencing constraints,  however,  intervene by  forcing 

both x_ and x'     to be used in non-^ero amounts as toon as x;,  is used;   at  this  point 

the  integer variables  step m and  force x,   /g    and x"   /g'  up to unity,   i.e.   the  f? ret 

two segments are used to the full.     If x    /<?^ rose above unity,  this would force both 

of the earlier segments to be incurred twice;   to avoid this,  x^/g,   is held exactly 
2-2 ,'•>  ,1 

to unity,  x2yVj  is set to a value between 1  and 2 and thus x^/g    is  forced up to 2. 

In sum,   the first  segment  is incurred twice;   the second segment,   in the  required 

amount between 1  and ? times;  and the third segment,  once.    This  is in accord with 

natural sequencing. 

7.    The choice between domestic production and imports 
with fixed costB present 

54. We shall begin the discussion of this problem with the simplest case presented 

by Model  1.    Moreover, we shall  initially relax  the  foreign-exchange constraint of 

row 9 and replace it  by the inclusion of the  foreign-exchange cost  in  the objective 

function  at an exogenously given  foreign-exchange rate.    Thus  th? objective becomes 

the minimization of total money cost,   including the cost explicitly represented in 

row  10 plus the domestic-currency equivalent of foreign-exchange inputs  appearing in 

row 9.Ü/ 

55. Given these assumptions,  the alternatives of domestic production and imports 

can be individually considered for each product within  the branch represented by 

Kodel   1.    In particular,  the    full  production cost,   including fixed cost  plus 

variable cost at the  level of total  demand,  has to be compared with the  import 

price m for each individual product. 

56. With reference to Figure 7 the choice between domestic production and imports 

hinges on the level of total demand if domestic production costs and import prices 

are taken as given.     If total demand is at the level OA,  imports will be preferred, 

at OC,   domestic production  will  be  preferred and at OB the two alternatives are 

equivalent.    If the  listed product  in question sells only to exogenous demand 

(i.e.   it is not used as an input  m any  other production in the model),   and if it 

has no inputs of other listed products,  the conclusion for this product in isolation 

Y¡J   The exogenous foreign-exchange supply b does not affect the solution as it is 
a constant. 
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Bpwtio production cost aod import c08t of listed productif 

(a) avera^j  (b) total 

import prict 

average cost 
attrage variable coat 

X<   import expenditures 

TC1    total cost 
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is iaaediate.    Often, however,  the above restrictions are not true, especially if 

several branches are considered simultaneously, and they thereby increase the impor- 

tance of intermediate transactions within the model.     In such cases it  is still  pos- 

sible to arrive at certain conclusions prior to recurring  to formal inteper program- 

ming solutions. 

57.     When the above simplifying restrictions hold for all   products,  the choice 

between domestic production and imports  for the whole branch can be represented by 

Figure o.     In this Fitere   the listed products of the branch are  lined up in  the 

order of their dor.estic production costs per unit  import value,   showing production 

cost at the scale of exogenously given  demand  for each product.     The costs  represen- 

ted are average costs at  the latter seal*»:   the hyperbolically failing trend of 

average costs (see Figure 7)  for each product  is not  shown  in Firure o where  it  is 

replaced by a straight line drawn at the level of average costs at  the stated scale. 

The horizontal axis measures the cumulative  foreign-exchange value of exogenous 

demand;  the  length of each  step in the graph represents  the  foreign-exchange value 

of exogenous demand for the given listed product.     Thus  the distance OA  represents 

the  total  foreign-exchange value of demands  for all  listed products within the 

branch measured at  import  prices, while the distance AB represents  the total   foreign- 

exchange value of demands  for extrapolated products  (the  remaining products within 

the branch),  also measured at import prices.    Thus OB would be the total  foreign- 

exchange expenditure if the demand within the branch were  supplied entirely from 

imports, with no domestic  production at all.    Note  that   che extrapolated products 

generally represent  the most specialized and lowest-seriality products in each 

branch, which in the developing countries are  likely to be almost entirely imported; 

moreover,  in statistical  sources such products will  almost  never appear in individ- 

ually   itemized form,   but   rather as a residual   (e.g.   "other machine  tools").     Thus 

the total  foreign-exchange value at import prices  (total   import value)  is a con- 

venient way of representing these products in the aggregate. 

58.     Average costs  in Figure 8 are measured in national currency,  and they are stan- 

dardized by reduction to a unit of import value.    For example,  if an electric motor 

costs  ?00 pesos to manufacture domestically,  weighs  25 Hlogrammes and can be impor- 

ted for * 100—^'then  the domestic manufacturing cost  is  200/25 » 8 pesos per 

kilogramme of weight,  or (calculating in the same way)   200/lOO - 2 pesos per £ of 

^   ^"Tf *! U8ed íere " a ^^«al-^rrency «nit,  and the pound ( £ ) as the 
unit of foreign exchange. ' 
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import value,    the latter ssasure is graphed in Figure 8.    When the foreign-exchange 

rat« (e.g. 5 pesos pere) is traced in at the level OG,  the production-cost profile 

of the branch iaaediately discloses those products which are cheaper to produce 

doaestically and those which are cheaper to import.     If the  foreign-exchange rate 

changes ta a higher level, e.g.   to OH,  more products become attractive  for domestic 

production:     in  fact,  all  listed products plus about one-half of the extrapolated 

products (Measured at import value)  should now be produced domestically.    The crucial 

question of how to derive the part of the production-cost profile  that  represents 

the extrapolated products, without  recurrinf to the  (almost  impossible)  technique 

of listing and analysing these individually, will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

59. Figure 8 illustrates a related but somewhat moro difficult problem.     Supposing 

that the foreign—exchange rate is not given,  but is made into an endogenous variable 

of the «ystea,  and that instead the branch is provided with a foreign-exchange 

allocation: how is the choice between domestic production and imports now to be 

undertaken?    Mith reference to Figure 8,  we assume that  the  foreign-exchange alloca- 

tion is CB.    Tim probiea now becomes  similar to the well-known mathematical 

"knapsack" probi e» *' and can be solved approximately by starting with  full domestic 

production ani successively selecting  products for import in the order of decreasing 

doaestic production costs until  the  foreign-exchange allocation is exhausted.    In 

Figure 8 this occurs at C.    In this example the foreign-exchange allocation CB 

happens to coincide with a step "riser"  in the profile of domestic  production costs, 

and thus the solution is exact;  the corresponding foreign-exchange rate can be 

anywhere within the limits of the "riser" near the level OG.    if,  however, no such 

coincidence occurs, as with the allocation CB that cuts a step over its horizontal 

stretchy the doaestic   production of the corresponding product must be undertaken 

at a scale that is less than   the full exogenous demaad,    and the level of average 

costs will rise. 

60. tbe approximation is a good one so    long as the production rate of the last 

doaeetically produced product is close to the product's total demand.    In faot, the 

rise of average cost tiaes the actual output of this product provides an upper bound 

on the sise of the error which night be committed.    Figure 9 gives a numerical 

illustration of the kind of error that oan occur.    With a foreign-exchange allocation 

J2/   See for example Bantzig (1963),  517 ff.    The difference between the knapsack 
problem and the present problea is that in the knapsack problem production at 
a reduced scale (and elevated average costs) would not be possible;  the choioe 
for each product would be of the all-or-none kind. 
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(CB) of six unite the approximate solution ìB to produce products (5),  (4) and (i) 

the first two at full ecale,  the  last at a reduced scale of  two uniti».    If the 

averse cost of (3)  did net  rise,   the total production cost  for the throe product* 

(the area under the averag.-cost  profile) would he rune units;  „ith the  indicated 

rise DEFG (Figure 9) the   total  cost  ie  twelve unitc.     Thus,   in this cMe,   nine unit* 

offer a  lower bound on the  current optimal  solution,   and the  twelve units  offer an 

upper bound.     That  the  latter solution  ie not  optimal  can  rendiIv be eeen   bv  select- 

ing products   (b),   (4)  and  (:)  for domestic production,   each at  its   full   scale. 

Jointly  these provide  just  enough domestic production  to meet  the  forei,-n-exchan,-e 

limit,   and their total  production cost   is only eleven  urutn.     This  is the  optimal 

solution.     In  Fi^re 9  the  shaded area DHF1 represents   the  cent  increase over the 

lower bound due to  the  rise of averse costs at a reduced production scale of 

product   (3):     this cost  increase of three units  is a bound on the possible error 

In the same  figure,   the area HJKL represent,  the cost   increase over the lower bound 

that occurs when the   production of product   < ,)   .,t  i:jll   ,,lle   l3 BllllBtltuUll   fop   „,., 

production of product  (3)  at its original ave«*, cost  that  defines  the lower bound 

A oomparison of HJKL with DEFG shows that  the  fonner is only  two units;   thus  the 

corresponding solution ie better than the  solution obtained  by the approximatif 
procedure. 

61.    Figur« 9 also shows   that ,  no matter which of  the    .wo  solutions in chosen,   the 

role of the  foreign-exchange rate as a guide to recourse allocation is compromised. 

If the approximation ie used,  the exchange rate  rises  to 4.5  units;  at thie  level 

it directe the inclusion of product  (2)  in domestic production.    If the latter is 

included,  the  foreign-exchange rate drops to four units,  and the production of prr>~ 

duct  (3)   ie discontinued.     However,  at  this exchange  rato  the  production of  (3)   at 

its full scale  (avarage cost = 3) appears attractive,  and in a decentralized 

decision mechanism it wall be undertaken,  even though this leaves a large  foreign- 

exchange elack and raieee total production coets to eighteen units.    Specific 

quantitative controls have to be introduced in either case:    with the approximate 

Bolution,   to keep the production scale of  (3)  restricted to  two units and  to keep 

(4) from being produced; with the optimal solution, to keep product (3) from being 

produced at all.    None the lees,  the exchange rate still offers a valid guide for 

products  (1),   (2) and (5);   if the problem were enlarged by extending the cost pro- 

file upward and downward by a number of additional steps,  the exchange rate could be 

relied upon to control the majority of decisions with the exception of products (3) 

or (4) which would still require quantitative controls. 
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Approximate and optimal solution to forei/rn-exchange allocation pro- 
blem;   (a) profile of average costs for branch;  (b) comparison of al- 

ternate solutions mm 
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62.    What happens  if intermediate inputs of listed products  into each other are 

re-introduced?    We shall  fir9t  encore into the  produetion-versus-x.port cho.ee 

under a giVen  foreign-exchange  rate.    The  problem  centres on  (a)   how  to priee 

infoiate  product  inputs   lnto a given  listed   product;  and  (b)   how  to determine 

the market   expansion   for a ,wen  product  due   to   nales  on   intermedial«  account       To 

begin with,   inputs  of other  Usted producto   into  ., ffive„  Usted   product   ,,n he 

accounted   for at   import   prices:     this  puta  an  ,PPer  limit o„   production ,o,t, 

since  xn  these  programming model s  no product  w,l 1   he  produced  domestically  ,t',o,t 

levels exceeding  import   prices.     Second,   the  ,oRt   , ,mpar,son can  he made at   tho 

level   of exogenous  demand  which  „annot  be   lower   than   the  level   of   total   uncling 

intermediate)  demand.     Under   these conditions  ,,v   orodaot  :ih0wln, a  ,,,!ît  advunt,„,.' 

for domestic   production  will   certainly  he  domestically   pmdacod. 

63.     Table  ?   il,anträte,  then,   principios.     The  mod,,   in Table   .    ,H   orrinr,.(j   ln 

accordance with Mod,!   1,   except   for  the „mission   of  the Hxtrripol at0(i   nr0(1,if.t,. 

The maximum  production  anale   for  each domestic   production acuity   u,  assumed   to   ,,. 

lower than  100,   thus   f      is  set   to  100 for all   products.     In making  tho  -, ^.1 ' <'•>>.      in .naming   t.no   a;)proxima- 
ting computations,   however,   f       1 <-  -it    ,M   M• t 

'     kj   Io  'li   u]   tlmcB   set   equal   to   the   actual   production 
scale;   this  production scale  „qualo  the known or estm:ilod   ^^   of ^^      ^ 

average cost   is  k/d,   where d   is   initially  the  exogenous dernend.      r„   Pah!,       tht. 

first  tabulation  of calculations   sets  d  to exogenous  demand   for  each   product  and 

values all   intermediate  inputs   at   import  prices.     ¡Inder these conditions,   only  pro- 

duction activity  ? attains  a domestic production-cost  estimate  that   is  below import 

cet:   4.07  as compared with  5.     Thus we can sa.v   that  product  (?)   will  be domestically 
produced. 

64.    Products failing to meet the above test can „till meet the import-cost line (,) 

if thnr average variable costs  are sufficiently  reduced by accounting for inter- 

mediate  inputs at  lower domestic  production coste  rather than at  import conto or 

(b)   if their scriality is sufficiently increased  by  selling to other production   Une, 

These adjustments can be carried  on  in combination   in severa!   round,  unti!   „„  flirth(.r 

xn.prove.ent   is  possible by  this   technique.     In Table , there aro  Wo  rounds of ad-   ' 

justment.     I„ the second tabulation intermediate   inputs are re-priced   to a! low  for 

a decrease of the cost of product  (2)  from 5 to 4.07 unit» which brings tB. „rodu,_ 

tion cost  of product  (!)  below  the  import price of this product:     3.4,  versus   «0 

units.     The production cost  of  product (4) also   falls,   but not sufficient!»  to „est 

the  «.port-price  line.     In the next round,  the   intermediate  input   retirements  of 

both products (!) and (2) are added to exogenous de,„ands, and intermediate .„puts of 

these products are valued at their domestic production costs.    Resulting from tins 
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Table 2 

A numerical illustration with intermediato inputs 

Domestic production 
Variable coat                          Fixed cor* Import 
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j.    liiaultaneouB  fimi solution:    full  production scales for all product« 
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Notes to Tabla P 

The model follows the format of Model 1.  excent for- th« «»<     • 
polated products.    There are four dornest i c-prodícUon ac^vit^881°V    ^^ 
merited by a corresponding fixei-cost artiviC    ?r    activities, each compie- 

objective-function  row. single 

In tabulation 1  the demand for each product 18 set to the erogenous deirand 

SLÎ8priceî8rî,totheimportprice- Aver^enxed«>»*•(iAo "r  r* product are calculated by dividing fixed coat by exogenous demand      4» resent« 

Itoltt    mn? C08\8'   aJld r0WB l  t0 4 rePre^  coats  of intenned ate IîBÏS! 

costs    huBPobtSainea
di

aCtCrted ^ "  "'  Ìmp0rt ^«*    *» «urn of producen costs thus obtained  is then compared to  the import price:    e.g.  for product   (?) 

ted Zl2?*iCOet í" Í'07 "? the  ^POri PriCe 5'0;   th-  "    » ^ ^   y selec- ted for domestic production,  while the other products are not. 

In tabulation 2,   the price of product   (2)   is dropped to 4.07,  while demand« 

?SeroTp1o1u;:uon!h£mged ^ *" ^' rroduct ^ »~ ^\tll\T7^ 

intermedÍa^lHÍ^L3 ^T^* is made  for the expansion of production due to 
intermediate demanda  and for price reductions.     In general,  the calculation of 

a Itln n TÍ1*3 imà Üf PrÍCe8 0f *»«»*i°ally produced commodU es relire« 
a simultaneous solution for the latter,   but the input-output structure n"ere !T 

^apeVï:tp::t!
erait a Btep-by-8tep ^""°-    ^ducPts  (3) and (^ar^till 

In tabulation 4 the results of the optimal  solution are given.    To obtain 

Sports ln^dltí0n
1
t

+°.(l) "î.^ WiU make both O) and (4) preferable to    ^ imports.    The calculation confirms this. 
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the estimates of production costs for products (3) and (4) decrease, but since 

neither of these two products manages to meet the import-cost line, the adjustment 

procesB comes to an end. 

65.  Nevertheless, this is not necessarily the final solution, for several products 

in combination may still attain an advantage for domestic production.  This will 

occur when the intermediate markets which they provide for one another will allow 

expanding production sufficiently to reduce the costs of the intermediate inouts 

below the import prices, and at the same time, due to the cost savings achieved by 

using lower-cost intermediate inputs, to reduce the prices of the input-utilizing 

products below the import prices (which ir. a condition for the creation of  the pos- 

tulated intermediate markets).  Unless the interrelations between prod icts are 

sparse, the number of possible combinations will oe too lartre to explore without 

formal integer programmine; techniques.  Tn any event, the burden of solution on the 

programming problem can be greatly reduced through a preliminar/ weeding out by 

means of the former techniques of obvious domestic production possibilities; the 

corresponding import activities can then be dropped and the fixed costs of domestic 

production made exogenous in the tie-in constraints:  this cuts dcwn the number of 

integer variables.  In the problem of Table Í, for example, once it is decided that 

products (l) and (?) will be domestically produced, the only remaining combination 

to be explored is the simultaneous production of products (3) and (4), since the 

third round of calculations excludes both of these from being added on alone.  The 

fourth tabulation in Table ? shows the retults of such a simultaneous solution for 

the domestic production of all four listed products.  The resulting domestic pro- 
20 duction cost for each product is now below the import price.-— 

66. One feature of these computations merits further notice, as it calls attention 

to the nature of pricing in the presence of fixed costs.  We have done the obvious 

thing by adding average fixed costs to variable production costs for each production 

activity. This, however, is not necessarily in formal accord with the specification 

of the «odel in linear programming format.  In the latter format (see Model l) frac- 
?! / 

tion l/f  of fixed costs is added on to variable costs;-—' this equals average fixed 

cost only if the solution valuti of the scale x of the corresponding variable-cost 

20/ A aiüilar numerical «odel of fixed-cost interaction in the iron and steel in- 
dustry, based on Latin-American data, has been discussed in detail by Ghenery 
(1959). 

?l/ If a product is de facto produced, the price-variable calculated for the fixed- 
cost tie-in row *ill equal the fixed cost itself; this price will then enter 
the value balance of the variable-cost activity. 
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activity happens to coincide with the pre-set value of the parafer f . Such a 
/•»^l   ««,   J_„         , .      . JÇJ 

*J 

coincidence can be achieved in the  ores«**   in.,«,*« •-!.•. J 

in me  present   illustration by hindsight   if the   f 
parameters  (all   of which are  100  m Tv-~i0  -^     „ 

ut   in   rawle  ,,   are re-aet  to ?0,   ?if   14  and 40 
respectively,   figures which  are  the production scilo*   ,„  tv, 
Tf  ... 

P scales   in  the simultaneous  solution. 
this  is  not   done and   the  „del   is solved   oy   integer prying Wlth  trrt   ,„ 

fkj  parameters,   the producen scales will   still   t,   the sa«, and   all   fixed . ,ts W1H 
e incurred as  ,  .:,ired|   but  the  price 83lutl;n wiU   fce iuite ^^  ^  ^  ^ 

have the  staple  resource-all ocatin, functions   ascribed  to  pricea   ln  Une:ir  . wd 

generally,   in convex)  models.~ 

67.     The question now arises:     i8   lt  pasible  or useful   to  recur  t , the  si.ole 

analysis  of the  production-cost   for a  .ranch   fas shown   ln  Pl^rp   v,   :,   the ^^ 

of intermediate   inDuts?    In  pra-ti^o    t.~  1nauor t .   «.. p Uv'   "e rU13wer tj  tftis  question  hinges   in  the 
degree of   „,<,,.. ar.ne,,,»    between  the products.     In  the »etalworkin, sector  «he 

structure  of interconnexions  is known to  be very sparse:     the oa ,ority   Jf ^al- 

working products  are not  rehired   xn  the  production of most  of the   ,t,.r .etal- 

workin* products,   with a  few specific exceptions.    Thus  ae-i-fabri ~,toS   f,„  a ,hai„ 

xn which the  linkage  is  highly specific and  there are  at mo8t a   few branching*  only: 

e.g.   a given clutch assemb'y may  be  uqeH   in m^r* th.r   -, u j   may   uc   ibtí^   in more  than   one  machine,   r^t   it  wi'i   n •• 

be used   in  all   the other hundreds   of thousands     f .etalworking products.     Son,,  pro- 

ducts  are much more w.dely used,   e.g.   nuts,   bolts,   bearings and  electrio 

For these we  can  take  advantage  of  the  fact   of their wide distribution  and relate 

their retirements  to aggregate  levels  of branches within  the sector,   rather  tr* 

Unking them  one  by one  to  individual  products.     Thus   the   input   re.uire.ent,   of .any 

metalworking products can be costed  out   on the   basis  of reasonable  prel ia.in.iry 

guesses about  the  choice between production and   imports which can   be confirmed or 

corrected in a second round of calculations. 

68.     The method of constructing a production-cost profile  for each  branch  J8  thus a 

highly useful  pragmatic  approximation that  car,  relieve the  formal   programing „odeia 

of a large  fraction of the total burden of a detailed solution.     There will be  only 

liU  l~h •   *J  parMeters re"8et  by hindsight,  the  linear pro^ra-in* .odel 

Hi ari a" in^rT1 ^ *"? " WhÌCh *U ^-cost'inc^nct SSi«.. 
«etude  fÍact^nír  (ín     }   T168 WÍth0Ut  ^ 8pecial  ~th—tical  devices  to 
!í!.i f I ValUeS*     0therwiB« Pactional  solutions have to be DTO•- 
sively weeded  out  by introducing new constraints  (for exaap^ Da^tL    "ST 

ILI Le tlZV GOnatrint  -Produces a new price variable'^ £'JÍ*lion 
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comparatively few cases in which large interactions between specific products will 

be evident enough to suggest the need for a simultaneous solution; these parts of the 

total problem can be relegated to solution by formal integer programming models. 

After an import-production choice is effected by the latter means, the production- 

cost profile of each branch can still be traced out for purposes of foreign-exchange 

allocation (if required) or for a branch-by-branch consideration of extrapolated 

products. 

^'    Extrapolated products 

69. We can now return to Figure :' talcing into consideration that part of the diagram 

which refers to the extrapolated products :f a branch.  With the diagram as drawn, an 

appropriately high f )reign-exchange rate (or 1 ¡w f-reign-exchang" allocation) will 

push import substitution within the branch bey.-od the individually listed products, 

and will cut into the extrapolated range AB. If (and this is the crucial point) we 

know the trend of domestic production costs per unit of import value for the extra- 

polated range, we shall immediately be able to identify the desirable extent of im- 

port substitution, AD; moreover, if there is a foreign-exchange allocation (rather 

than a fixed rate) we can also determine the now variable foreign-exchange rate. 

70. First, to pass over a formal point rapidly, the continuous cost trend represen- 

ted by the curve JFK (Figure H) might be included in the models as such:  this would 

transform these models into nonlinear programming models, for the solution of which 

(provided they are still convex, as in the present case) there are several convenient 

computational methods.  For purposes of presentation (and often for computational 

purposes as well) it is just as satisfactory to approximate the curve JFK by a step 

function (not shown).  The closeness of the fit can be adjusted to the reqpiirements 

of precision imposed on the model.  In Model 1, for example, this approximation 

involves just four steps. Formally, the cost profile for the branch is then trans- 

formed into a step function along its entire length; the stepB, however, have a 

different meaning in the listed-product range than in the extrapolated range. In 

the latter they play the role of "virtual" products whose number, cost level and 

step length ("demand") can be adjusted to the retirements of an acceptable fit; 

in the former, however, they are specific individual products with given levels of 

demand. 

71. How do we derive the extrapolated part of the cost profile, JFK? Within a 

branch we will be able to list individually those products that are predominant in 

production or imports. We assume that there is a sharp asymmetry in the frequency 
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distribution of these individual  products,  so that  if a branch contains    say 

5,000 products,   the first  100  or ? per cent   of the  products within  the branch ought 

represent  60-70  oer cent   of the  t nal  demand.     For commence,   m  the pi ,t   of 

Figure  J  total   demand  is  expressed  at   import values,   m   th.*   f :TT,   if  t m:   foreign- 

exchange  revirements.   If we  list   tne  first   POO  individual   pr-du-ts   they might 

(hopefully)   some   -<:-J0   per  cent   of   the  demand within   the   r.ra.nch.-^/ 

72.     The est  trend  ,f the  listed  predicts  is assumed   t     ;,  ri3l;i, f r u .   funda- 

mental  reasons.     First,   as more  and more  rare and specialized products -lPe   r^suWed 

for production,   their senality  will   ,e -rrespondmgiy   1 ,wer,   there*,,  raising th,ir 

domestic  production costs  per  unit   of physical   output.   ( .g.   per  t ,n.     Yet   this   t,v 

itself would not   fce eno-gh  t, give  a rising est  trend      .-,  pitted!   per unit    T ' 

import  value   if  import  prices  per  ton also  r,se corres.   -Singly.     It' is,   hoover,   a 

reasonable  supposition  that   import   prices will  not  ris .-   •,  the  srune  extent,   f ,r   in 

most   developing countries  the   internal  demand  for each   of these  individual'products 

will   be considerably less  than   the  scale at  which typical   production  unito within 

the world market   are producing;   thus  while there  is a senality decrease b ,th   in   the 

domestic market  and  m the world market,   this decrease   is  apt   V> Le  sharper within 

the  domestic market.    Only the   largest  industrialized countries can  r,e safely  assumed 

to be  exempt   from  this generalization.     Second,   as a product   bec ,mes more specialize., 

and sophisticated   it embodies  a  larger proportion of higher-grade  technical   produc- 

tion  skills:     these again are  assumed to be proportionately higher priced  in  a 

developing country  than   m the   advanced industrial  areas  serving the  world market. 

Por both of these reasons  domestic  production costs can  b« expected  to be rising 

sharper than import prices and  thus  the cost  profile of a branch plotted on the baa,. 

of unit  import  value will   also  be rising.     The monotony  of this  rise   is assured   by 

lining up products  in the  proper sequence. 

73.     These considerations  apply  to  Usted and extrapolated products.     If the most 

frequent  and highest-value  products  are listed individually and  lined  up in  the   ,rder 

of increasing production  costs  per unit  of import value,   there  is good reason   to 

expect  that  the remaining products which are not  listed  will  cost more to produce 

and will continue approximately  the  trend observed to  the   left  of point J on  the  COB. 

profile.     (This can of course be  subjected to empirical   testing m a number of 

¿2/    This is  confirmed in  the case of one branch - electric motors -  for whi-h a 
pilot study has been undertaken  (New School  for Social  Research,   1967). 
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24/ concrete individual cases.)—*'     It  is more difficult to anticipate how the trend 

will  change as we cut further into  the extrapolated range.     Figure 8 illustrates a 

sharp up-turn of the trend as  100  per cent  import substitution is approached.     This 

is  based on  the  common sense consideration that   100  per cent   import  substitution  in 

say,   one  of  the  smaller African  or   Latin  American developing countries  would   involve 

the  production of  items such as  jet   planes whose cost   (if  one could even speak of a 

reasonable  cost   estimate)   would  certainly   be  outlandish.      In  any  given concrete 

instance   it   should  be  possible  to  arriv?  at  a  reasonable  estimate   of the  order of 

magnitude  of production costs   for groupr  or classes  of products within  the extrapo- 

lated  range   by   rolying on   the  combined   j  dgement  of economists,   planners,   enterprise 

managers  and  other persons  familiar with  the  local  economy   and in  close contact  with 

c irrent  opérations;  of th<;  -net ì I wonting  sector.     Win le   this   admittedly   brings   plan- 

ning for  the branch back   into  the   realm  of judgement   and  intuition  (from which 

formal   planning  techniques were supposedly called upon  to  rescue   it),   the  range  of 

exclusive  reliance on this  art has   been  decisively uarr>wed   none   the   less,  and  a 

much   improved   foundation has been   laid   from which judgement   and   intuition can   take 

their departure.      In any  event,   the   break-off  point   in  many   branches  will   come 

before  the  extrapolated range   is entered,   and  m those branches where  this  is   not 

the  case  an  effort  can  be made  to  expand   progressively   the   list  of  individually 

listed   items  until   the  .amount  of extrapolation   is  reduced   or eliminated. 

74.      In  both  Model   1  and Model   ?,   the  activities  associated  with  the  step  function 

of extrapolated  products are not  tied  to any  fixed-cost  activities.     This,   of course, 

does  not   imply   that extrapolated products have  n)  fixed costs;   on  the contrary,   high 

domestic production costs  for individual   items  hinge   in many cases  precisely   on high 

fixed costs   in  relation to   the  length  of the potential   production run.     In the  sec- 

tion JFK of  the  cost  profile  (Figure  8),   however,  each  individual   item contributes 

only a vanishingly  short  cost-step  of  its own,   over which   ,* as  in  the ranpe UA  of the 

same graph)   production coats   per unit   import value are assumed to  remain constant, 

with  unit   fixed  - o>;ts at   the  level   determined  by  total  demand  for  thu  item.     The 

decision   is  then  whether  to produce   the  item at   the   full   ncale of  its available 

demand or not   to  produce   it   at  all.     Ehue   to the ver/  short   step associated with each 

indi/idual   item   (r.ot  with  the  approximating stec  function)   we  do  not   raye  to  worry 

about   less-than-fJ!1-nca1 e  production  (as   in the  range 0A).     Thus   fixeu costs  are 

24/    A similar  trend for "apital   requirementa within  a branch has been postulated 
in a model   by Chenery,   1955  (see also Ghenery and Kretschmer,   195b),  based on 
Italian data. 
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merged with variable costs over the entire length of the stretch JFK,  and when this 

stretch is  approximated  by a rough step function,   these approximating steps  no 
longer require  fixed-cost   tie-ins. 

75.      In Model   X  the  balancing of  lini.ed  source-element  fi.will(.s  raakeo   lt 

necessary   U   recr  to  some  estimate  of  resource-element   une  by   the extrapolated 

products,     3tn~tly speaking,   the  na,e   problem  oocurn  alno   ln Model   ;    hut   there   it 

I can  be  by   passed   ,y assigning a direct  money  •st   to  renouroe-eiemerit-oapac x ty 

usage,   since  by  assumption  3uoh  opacity  can  bo   pr-vtded   m  thin model    ln  any' 

fractional   amount   required.     Thir.   10   not   the case   m Model   ,,   where   the  demand  for 

certain capacities  generated   within   the  oxtr.v,o! oted   range   of ,   number  of  l)r;  ,.heBf 

if   ignored,   -night   seriously   nff-rt   the   -•••, .r •--.> 1..-,..r,f_. .-,-,.. ,   ,.,   , .,, 

the   problems   that   nave  teen  mentioned   in   •  „n«ro:1  with   the ext raPoiat lo^of money 

costs  will   be  present   to   an  even  greater extent   when  the  extrapolation  of  require- 

ments   for  individual  resource-element  capaciti«,   and  direct material   inputs   IB 

attempted.     All   that can   be  said here   is  that   Lt   13   probably beet   to  by  pans   thin 

problem  m  deriving a tentative  solution,   whicn  will   then  call   attention   to   thone 

resource-element  capacities   for which  an  accurate  estimate   is  essential.      In  a 

second round,  maximum effort  can  be  concentrated   on   improving the accuracy  of the 

corresponding estimates,   and a new solution will   accordingly  be derived   incorpora- 

ting an allowance  for these capacities  used by  extrapolated producta. 

9«     Organizational  resource  elements 

76.     Models   1  to  3  represent  an oversimplification   m one highly   important  respect: 

the omission of organizational   resource elements.     These consist  of groups  of 

engineers,   technicians,   administrators,  market  specialists etc.,   required  to under- 

take  the engineering,  design,  marketing,   research  and development,   planning and 

administrative  functions  within   individual  enterprises and branches of  the  sector 

or within  the  sector as a  whole.     The exact  location of some of these   functions  is 

somewhat  ambiguous.     In every country,   even m  those with  the strongest  committment 

to a market   economy,   there  are   important  research   functions supported  by   resources 

in the  public  domain that   benefit many   industrial   enterprises.     For example,   in  the 

United States  of America  the  Bureau  of Mines has   long engaged  in  industrial'research 

and development work,  and  of course  there are many  kinds  of public support  channelled 

to the universities that  are prime sources of fundamental  technological  advances. 

Many of the above  functions,  on the  other hand,  are  located  in  individual 
enterprises. 
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77. One of the most important attributes of these functions is that for their 

successful  performance they require a group cf skilled technicians  forming a 

"critical mass" which has to reach a certain size and  diversity before it can pro- 

perly discharge  its functions.     For example,   the production of agricultural machinery 

présupposes  technical competence  in   the running of a variety  of productive processes, 

adequate research and design  skills,   contact with markets and sales  channels and so 

on.     There  is some  flexibility   in these requirements:     for example,   design skills 

can be replaced  by reliance on  tne   licensed  production   of foreign  designs,   and the 

group of skills as a whole can  be scaled down if aspirations of meeting world market 

standards are  lowered to  simple  import-substitution goals.     The size of the  group, 

however,   ir, more   or lesn   independent   of output  up to  a   fairly  large  total   volume and 

cannot be  scaled down in  proportion  t • reduced output   needs.     Hence  the concept   of 

"critical mass". 

78. The simplest  way of  including these  functions  in  the model   is   to treat  them 

analogously to resource  elements that serve specified groups of production activi- 

ties.    Thus  a unique organizational   resource element  may be associated with each 

branch so  that  every activity  of the  branch draws on   the capacity  of this  resource 

element.     The critical-mass aspect  can be  readily represented by  providing for 

Large  fixed-resource components  tied to the  capacity-maintenance  activities  for 

these resource elemwits.     This  still  allows   for an arbitrary marginai   cost   for main- 

taining large capacity,   and  permits a cutoff at  some  maximum capacity  in  the  same 

way  as has been discussed   in  connexion with physical   processing capacities. 

79. With reference to Model   3,   rows 8 and  9 can be  re-interpreted as organizational 

resource elements associated with the two  branches.     If row 8 is  to represent  the 

organizational resource  element associated with  the  first  branch,   then the entries 

in row 8 between columns  1? and ?2 are dropped;  analogously,   if row 9 is  to be 

associated with   the second branch,   entries   in row 9  between columns  1 and  11  are 

dropped.     Direct  material   inputs now become  irrelevant,   and all  entries   in row  10 

are   likewise dropped.     (For  illustrative purposes,  we  are now assuming that  there are 

no  scarce  physical-processing resource-element  capacities.     In a practical  model,   of 

course,  the  organisational  resource  elements would be  added  on to   the model   rather 

than replacing existing  physical-processing resource   elements.)     o ;lumns  i"> and  26 

again represent   the  fixed resource   inputs:     among these,   capital   will  now  play  a 

more  subTunate  role  (associated  with such items as   typewriters    >r computers),   and 

the  principal  ontries will   be new coefficients  in more  detailed   labour-classification 

rows  (at   present   there  are  only two  classes of  labour,   rows  11  and  1?).     These 
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fixed labour resources represent the "critical-mass- aspect.     In an extreme example, 

where a technical  group of a given size with no expansion at  all,  can  servie any 

volume of production within the branch up to a stated  Umit fi,    ill   ren-mroo- 

requirement coefficients  in columns   ?3 and  ?/[  (which are  the varnMo-e^t   activities 

for capacity maintenance)  would  be   zero   lR   the   relevant   renom-,,  rown   (here,   rows 

11-15).     In a leas extreme  illustration   it may   be  assumed   that   there  w, 1 1   be some 

expansion  of the   technical group with  the volume  of production   m the   branch, 

making these same  coefficients  somewhat   larger  than zero.      In   both .-ar.en g    repre- 

sents  the  capacity   limit  of the   technical  group  serving branch A;   beyond   this   limit 

the technical group has   to be duplicated rather   than being  further expanded.    All 

of these aspects  are simple extensions of the behaviour of ordinary ph.vsical- 

processing resource elements. 

80. It  is  not necessary to tie  tecnmcal groups  to  individual   branches.     Some may 

be tied to groupings  less comprehensive  than a branch,  others ma,/ interconnect 

several  branches.     The  principles   involved are  not  affected  by   these  prannatic 

variations. 

10.   Discontinuity  and  feedback   m  the  models 

81. Prior to a final  generalization of the concept  of resource elements and  their 

interconnexion with  the  resource concent  of the   nemi-quantitative programming staffe, 

we have now arrived  at   the point  where a crucial   programming principle  concerning 

economies of scale  and   indivisibilities can clearly  be set   forth.    This will   be 

referred to as the  principle  of minimum unavoidable discont. ¡ n ut,r^ :     no variable 

in a model   or in a  programming procedure should  be   treated  as a discontinuous 

(indivisible,   integer)   variable  unless  the estimated error committed  by  treating it 

as a rounded continuous  variable exceeds  the  permissible error  limit. 

82. This  principle   is   justified on  three grounds.     Most  obvious,   but   not  necessarily 

the most  important,   is  the computing aspect.     Integer variables   impose  an  utterly 

disproportionate burden  on computing facilities.      It   is not   difficult   to  find 

relatively  small   problems (with about   50  integer variables)   that  will   run  for hun- 

dreds  of hours on  the  largest  available computers without  arriving at  a precise 

optimal  solution.     Since most  of the data included  in programming models as  para- 

meters are  subject  to considerable errors of their own,  it   is senseless  to insist 

25/    Such a principle is implicit,  e.g.   in Vietorisz (1965). 
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on solution« in integers when solutions that are no worse in terms of over-all 

reliability can be arrived at with greatly reduced effort. 

83.    The second and more fundamental ground ia  connected to price mechanism and de- 

cent rali zatian.    Forced integer solutions  (i.e.   solutions  in which certain variables 

are forced by special mathematical   devices to assume  Integer values)  generally play 

havoc with the simple reaource-allocating functions of a price system.     Even after 

such solutions are arrived at,   it  is not  possible to define prioes  that will  effec- 

tively decentralize all  detailed decisions without,  at  the same  time,   relying on 

specific  quantitative  control j that will  limit  the options  open to the decision 

units.     (See for example,  the discussion of Figure 9f   para.  60-61.)    The more 

variables   o,tn be   '.reated as   :  ntinunia,   th»s  fewer will   be  the instances  in which 

quantitative controls  have to play a key  role. 

54.    The  final ground,   related to the specification of programming models,  follows 

from the discussion of the role of prices  in  the models.    It has become clear while 

discussing the detailed operation of the models that many aspects  of reality can 

best be approximated by trial-and-error solutions.    In other words,   there are many 

feedbacks between the variables and the parameters of the models  that  could be made 

endogenous  (i.e.  modelled explicitly)  only at   .he cost  of intolerable complications 

introduced  into the models which would make them next  to  impossible to compute and 

would moreover render them utterly  opaque  to the  intuition.     Even as   it  is,   these 

models are complicated enough,  requiring a real  effort to fellow their workings 

intuitively; yet  a model,  in the opinion of most  practical  planners,   should never be 

relied upon unless  its workings are transparent  enough to be justified at least  ex 

post on a common-sense basis.    Now these trial-and-error approaches hinge on pre- 

liminary guesses concerning th8 solutions of the models,  guesses which are built 

into the specifications of the models prior to  starting the process  of their solu- 

tion.    They almost always involve prices.    Thus  it is  of the greatest  importance to 

safeguard (in so  far as possible)  the role of prices  within the model,  even when 

this is accompanied by some sacrifice in  terms  of the error committed,  rather than 

to disorganize utterly the simple resource-allocating functions of a price system 

by insisting on precise combinatorial solutions throughout. 

85.    In terms of the discussion of the foregoing sections this principle is trans- 

lated into practice by treating as many as possible fixed-cost  incurrence scales 

as oontinuous variables.    In regard to the production of listed products,  the effect 

of this procedure is to reduce average costs to level steps (such as are shown in 
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the oo8t profile of Figure 8) which distribute fixed costs over the largest •.tinted 

production scales;  and in regard to resource elements,   it allows capacity  to be  pro- 

vided in exactly  the required dosages.     The   latter is also the case   in regard to 

skilled technical   groups  that  can be  treated  as -organizational- resource dementa. 

Thus quite  early   in the  practical   definition of the modelo  it   is convenient  to work 

out  trial  solutions whose purpose  is  to segregate approximately  the  fixed costs  that 

will   be treated as continuously-divisible variables  from  those   for which   this would 

result  in excessive error.    As error estimates are  possible only  for the modo!  as  a 

whole,   this has  to be done  largely  on a common-eense,   pragmatical  basts by  copar- 

ing solutions that  are  optimized  in  the presence of insufficient  restriction,26' 

(and thus contain  fractional   solution values   for  inherently   integer variable«)  W1tb 

other solutions  that  observe all   constraints   including those of  integrality,   but 

that  are not  necessarily  fully  optimal.^    The difference between these bounds   is 

an estimator of the over-all  error that   is being committed,.    No recognized method 

exists for estimating errors due to  individual variables  that are being treated eS 

continuous  even  though they are  inherently of the   integer kind;   thus  the  reduction 

of the over-all   error to  tolerable  limits by a skilful  selection of those variables 

that  are de  facto treated as  integer variables  involves a considerable exercise of 

judgement and skill.    Needless  to add,   the derivation of the multiplicity of trial 

solutions involved  in such a procedure,  many of them  involving  integer variables, 

is greatly aided by a high-speed computer.-^8-/ 

11•    Hesource-element definition and linkage 
to semi-quantitative work 

86. So far, the machine park and other characteristics of each resource element in 

terms of .;hich the models are formulated have been assumed to be axogenously given; 

yet  it  is clear that the selection of the proper resource elements according to the 

W^ñí^Iíy    such solutions are termed as "dual-feasible-.     Linear programing 
solutions to  integer programming models are always of this kind;  so are solu- 

rÎSînîî1 y ?rtaÍn  Ínteger Pawning algorithms  (e.g.   the Gomory 
cutting-plane  or all-integer methods:    Gomory,   1958 and 1963) when these algo- 
ri chms are interrupted before they reach  the optimal  solution.    Since  the 
latter converge rapidly to near the optimal  solution and slow down more and 

T¿\l % + l      ey get  t0  lt»   they are  Particularly well   suited  to refining 
07/    t      ÌT    °n the P°S8lble err°r that  is  being committed. * 
W      whf°"al  solutions are always of this kind.     There are also other 

algorithms  for identifying near-optimal  solutions,   for example,  steepest-ascent 
methods modelled on convex programming,   »branch-and-bound- methods baled on a 
clever narrowing of potential combinations,  and others (for example,  Hadley, 

28/ The reader familiar with systems analysis will readily perceive that this ap- 
proach shows more than a little resemblance to the supposedly quite distinct 
method of programme choice based on computer simulation. 
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conditions of development of a given  country is a key aspect of the p? nning of the 

metalworking sector and should therefore be made an intelai part of the programmin"- 

procesa. 

o7.  The task of undertaking the detailed specification of resource elements tier, 

the programming model:; to their earlier stare if semi--niantstative w >rk that serves 

for preliminary orientation with regard t > advantageous new linen "f production and 

new productive facilitien within the sector as sinwn in the report >f the New School 

for iiocial Research (l')(>'l).     Given the results of this preliminary work, the task >f 

specifying resource elements can be stated as settling upon precise representations 

of the moro zumerai and comprehensive oato°-ories of processine facilities, termed 

rosourcos, with which the semi-quantitative titane 'pentes.  In particular, it is 

nocessary to specify the weight and seriality ranges of w irkpiecea that a res mreo 

element can handle; the typical assortments of output that it can produce; the 

features of local adaptation, such as the degree of mechanization, which depend on 

the comparative prices of labour and capital; and others.  Moreover, these features 

have to be made concrete by specifying the machine park and the material, lab>ur 

and other flow input requirements of each resource element. 

38.  At the semi-quant 1 tative stage, programming data are developed which associate 

individual listed products with inputs of intermediate commodities (subassemblies, 

components) and with the requirements of processing facilities stated in terms of 

the resources mentioned above. The available reserve capacities of the latter 

resources are then surveyed for a priven country, and clusters of promising new 

lines of production are selected by matching the recorve capacities of resources 

affinst the processing requirements of various products.  If the capacities of pro- 

posed new facilities are added to the existing reserve capacities, thon the result- 

ing clusters of products, whose production becomes advantageous with the investment 

in new facilities, can be used to judge the kind of capacity expansion that is 

likely to be of the greatest over-all benefit from the point of view of the sector 

or the economy.  As some of the most immediately useful empirical information con- 

cerning the metalworking sector is now available at this semi-quantitative level, 

it is all the more essential to connect the modelling stage to the preceding semi- 

quantitative stage. 

89. In general, each resource (casting, forging, heat treatment etc.) of the semi- 

quantitative stage will give rise to several resource elements at the stage of 

modelling. Kvery corresponding resource element will be adjusted to some range of 

each key processing parameter, usually weight of workpiece and seriality. Given these 
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ranges,   it U itili neeessary to specify the degree ,f mechanisation «4 the typical 

output assortment of a resource element before it  xs possible t> proceed with 'lt« 

<m*ineerin* denim and with  the  specification of lto .aduno  Wrk.     A. ^v  partx ai» 

-verlappinr ranges     f the ke,-  parate•  ,r, P^H,   with nvuvy  d,,-•«   ,f nooh.un,*. 

tl>n  and  many  kinds  .»f product   iss »rtmentn,   it   n  .¡ear   •»• >t   t>>rtn.. n 

hundred,   >r perhaps  ovon  th ,^mdr,    ,f neannvfu]   v-.ri mtn    T  r-s.u.r.-,.  elenont« 
asmcxated  with  ->.   nv«n  nomi- •*>• ,nt, • -, • . .,„  „»%     „ , - 

"t,Jltll,tlrt resole.     Ir   it   io  desired   t- keen the 
number of rod Mirco elementa within  r«•"»••.•,    ~v-  t ,   ,   t ,t   *      r i„..j.,i,   ,,.u   t>   i t <t ii     i   p.»rn,ip:i   UHI t'  lf>0, 
th3n .nly  a  few ma ,or catarie«  of  ros,uroe elem„:its  caa  be  ,8B ,,i;it„(1  ,lth  each 

resource,   .and  the   other variants  have   to  he suppressed.       Tho   meatx m  i„ how to  per- 

form  thxs  selection most  affectively,   without pre lud^no- tho „ntxre ourse of deve- 
lopment   of the sector. 

90.    Por the sake  of illustrating the  problems involved,   let us be,*in with ,  cluster 

of Products  that have emerged ao promising candidates  f,P  further consideration from 

the seai-quantitative stage.     Let us  further suppose that  the additi,« of medium- 

heavy  forain« capacity,   for handling low t, mediani seriality   of   mtput,   t > tho exist- 

ing light  forgiar capacity would open  tho door t^  the domestic manufacture  of pro- 

ducts within this cluster.     At  the semi-quant itative sta,*,   however,   these pre- 

liminary^  indications have not been translated int.  .niantitative est estimates,  and 

the precise  interrelations between various products and capacities have not yet 
been explored. 

91.    One of the first tasks in model  building is the specification of the kinds of 

resource  elements which will appear in the model.    Thus the  immediate gestion is: 

how do we proceed from the resources  of the semi-quantitative stage to the required 

resource elements?    The question is of decisive importance  since the choice of 

resource elements may prejudge issues related to the decree of capital/labour inten- 

sity,   local adaptation and the possibilities of keeping up with  technological  change. 

Even if the kind of resource con be approximately characterized by weight class 

(e.g.  light,  medium,  heavy),  seriality (low, medium,  high,  mass) and product assort- 

ment (by associating it with a particular cluster of products),  the precise machine 

park included in its design will  still  depend on the most  frequently encountered 

product weights,  the most characteristic lengths of production rune and the nature 

of the particular products on which price pressure is strongest and for whxoh top 

efficiency in production is most essential. 
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»\    The problaraa of reoauroa-eloiaont spécification ara illustrated in Table 3. 

The candidato  producta au^^est^d  hy  tho aami—piant itati ve ata/*« are represented here by 

mat   fuir   iteran   'A,   ,"'•  ki\^,*rrjir\m\ ;   B,   1A>;   ••!,   AX>;  and   I),   V>0),   an exceedingly  amali 

number   -;    - mpared   nth   th«  do/ons    »r  even  hundred«   that  mi^ht   t>e   • mtained   in  typical 

dilatera;   thov   .;i)l,   h'.,uvort   suffice   t> demonstrate ¡sever'.-1   p »into,     Âmonr tho 

vari »un  tritarla   A  ros>>ar>u»~elomont   apo^i f ir at ion,   tho   wM'ht   vnnro   A  products 

handled  by   U »•   "medium-heavy   f >r.>^e"   has   been singled   > .1   for   attention   in   this 

example.     It   i ¡i  assumed   that,   when   restriotm*  .uirselvos   t >   this sue  criterion, 

thoro is  a   choice   >f throe variant-rosouroo-element desila,   each -..-lth a  fully 

specified machine  par1:  and  fl n*-input   pattern,   labelled  '.LSI,   ,...,   ¡Mo}.     The 

correspond m.-  anaiuned vmi.-ht  runic    A*   mtput  are  hO-AbO  R-,   '.'V V>0  K-,   fino 

l(X>-S(Vi k, '.     The   illustrativo example  c mtiiinn   ill   throe  variante  m a simplified 

model  pattai nod   m ìodel   \:     it  postulates  that   the alternativo variants   >f resource 

elements are   included aide by  side   in a model   of the usual   kind.     It  13 emphasized 

it  the outset   that   this   io not   intended an  the su.T?osted   »perational   approach to 

the  problem;   if  it were,   the models  wnld ,rrau  in practice t>  a size that would 

deprivo them   >f all usefulness.     Tho  purpose   if  tho illustrative example  is precisely 

t3  point  out   sine available shortcuts. 

H.     The model   in Table   \  i3   neatly   simplified by omittin*' all  except variable 

capacity   inputs  for listed products;   moreover,  variable costs  for the resource- 

element variants   are set   to zero and  thus  the latter are characterized by a single 

fixed cost   that yields  a  specified  capacity,   in this case 50,(XX) effective machine 

hours per year for each of the three vai i ant-re s cure e elements.-^   As usual,   these 

appear in  the  denominator of a  fraction in the tie-in constraints  (rows 9-ll)  con- 

necting the  fixed-cost  and variable-cost activities for each variant-resource 

element,     rAxed  costs are  ^iven as   a   single dollar figure.     Since the cluster of 

products  contains candidates for domestic production,   imports are omitted.    The 

model is  .Titten out with two alternative exoi^enous demands  in columns  ITA and 1TB. 

Only vine of these demands may be U3ed in deriving a particular programme;  the scale 

of tho other mu3t be sot  to zero. 

M.    The scales  of activities RFX1,   ..., RPX3 (columns 14-16) are integer variables. 

The objective  is  the minimization of total dollar costs,  consisting in  this case 

entirely  of fixed costs  (row o). 

¿2/     In continuous operation there  are :%760 hours per year;   allowing for maintenance, 
etc.   t>,000  effective yearly hours per machine is a high  estimate;  our resource 
elements are set  to contain 10 machines each. 
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95. It Is immediately olear that this particular numerical example is dominated by 

the very large demand for product W-J  in both exogenous demand structures. Working 

with the exogenous demand structure A, the ?0,000 units of demand for product B can 

be translated into individual variant-resouroe-element requirements which are cal- 

culated as 400,000, 300,000 and 60,000 hours respectively, or (in frac ti -ris of total 

capacity) as 6.667, 5.000 and 1.000.  Thus it would take 6.667 replications of 

resource-element variant 1 to produce product B; or S replications of resource- 

element variant ?; or just one embodiment of resource-element variant \.     Comparing 

fixed costs, the total for resource-element variant 1 would be (b.Gbf).(1.0) if 

fractional facilities could be built; in reality, however, the next larger integer- 

number would have to be installed, i.e. 7.  Due to the utter simplicity of inter- 

relations within the model, similar calculations can be performed for each product 

resource-element-variant combination independently of all the others.  These are 

summarized both for the fractional solutions that suppose the reaouree-element- 

variant scales to be continuously variable and for the rounded solutions.  Por 

exogenous demand .structure A the continuous solution (which is sure to be an under- 

estimate) is 5«35, while the nunded solution (which may be an over-estimate) is 9. 

Thus the maximum possible error is 3.6r> units >r 6H per cent of the lower bound. 

For exogenous demand structure B the continuous solution, 53.5, and the roundevi 

solution, 55, together offer a far mire favourable error bound:  1.65 units or some 

3 per cent of the continuous coat estimate. 

96. The optimal solution for exogenous demand A cai be derived by hand, by the 

simple device of enumerating all plant combinations, starting with single plants 

(resource-element-variant capacities of unity taken individually) up to three plants 

(where the sums of resource-element-variant capacities are equal to 3). There aro 

three single plants, six double combinations and ten triple combinations, nach of 

these can be rapidly checked to verify if the plant or plant combination suffices 

for servicing the stated exogenous demands of all four products.  In this way the 

30/ The demand for product B can be said to be "large" because the input require- 
ments of product B are of the same order as those of the other products; thus 
the large number describing the extent of denand ia not counteracted by an 
unusually small product size (or value). 
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combination (l,2,3) eaarges as the be»t one with a total fixed cost of 6.5 units,*-' 

i.e. substantially below the cost of 9 estimated by rounding off the fractional 

solution. 

97. What does this illustrative example demonstrate? Depending on the structure 

and size of demand, one particular resource-element variant among a number of closely 

related variants can dominate to such an extant that it practically eliminates the 

other variants from further consideration.  With exogenous demand structure B, this 

is the situation with resource-element variant 3 of which 13 replications are 

required. The scalo of this resource-element variant can be treated as a continuous 

variable, for any error introduced by so doing will evidently be small.  Resource- 

element variants 1 or ? can be retained for producing product A, but if these are 

dropped and product A is eliminated from further consideration, this is probably just 

as favourable a practical alternative.  A final verdict depends on  import prices, 

but at this stage of model specification it appears justified to concentrate on the 

investigation of the opportunities offered by resource-element variant 3. 

98. The situation is more difficult with exogenous demand structure A. Resource- 

element variant 3 predominates here also, for if it were dropped, the production of 

product B alone would require a minimum (fractional) fixed cost of 6.667. There 

are, however, much more advantageous alternatives than sole reliance on this 

resource-element variant, since the latter would still fail to provide for the pro- 

duction of A, besides being a high-cost alternative.  A combination of 3 and 2 

appears favourable. It is low in cost (%5 units) and drops the production of A 
32/ 

and Dt both of which are low in demand; this may be acceptable in practice.*mJ 

99« Th« question is if, when confronted with the results of s em i-quant i tat i ve pro- 

gramming work, it is necessary to recur to the use of this kind of model in making 

decisions about resource element specifications.  It is suggested that this is not 

31/ Any combination not containing resour je element 3 can be immediately exoluded, 
since the other two resource elements require huge capacities for p?oducing 
product B. This eliminates 9 of the 13 combinations preceding combination (l, 
2,3) where these combinations are ordered in terms of ascending fixed costs. 
The remaining four are eliminated on clmost as simple criteria. Since (l,2,3) 
with a cost of 6.5 proves feasible, subsequent combinations with higher costs 
need not be tested at all. 

32/ The combination (3,2) is of course not a solution to the problem as stated in 
the model. 
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the oase. In general, such models (of the type of Model 3) with full allowance for 

fixed cr8.s for listed products and variable costs in representing the economies of 

scale of resource-element capacity maintenance activities, plus all the other com- 

|       plications discussed in earlier chapters, would become unworkable if exhaustive 

J       variations of all resource elements were included in them.  First of all they would 
i 
|       become entirely too large, and second, they would impose an impossible data- 

|       collection burden in calling for scores or hundred of variant-resouroe-olement 

designs with fully pecified machine parks and flow inputs.  This road clearly leads 

to a dead end. 

100. The model of Table 3 indicates, however, that an approximate approach oan be 

defined in working towards reasonably specified resource elements. Some of the 

features introduced in Table 3 for numerical simplification can now be postulated 

deliberately for purposes of approximation. Thus resource-element variants can be 

|      characterized in an approximate way by their estimated annual fixed costs and 

capacities, without a closer description of their economies of scale and without 

engaging in detailed design and specification of machine parks, input flows and BO 

on. On this basis individual products can be tested one by one to estimate which 

J      resouroe-element variant would allow them to be produced at lowest annual charge 

attributable to processing-capacity maintenance. In making this estimate fixed and 

variable capacity requirements of products (i.e. the coefficients c and ö in Model 3) 

may be merged into appropriate total capacity requirements at the level of demand 

given; direct material inputs and inputs of intermediate commodities can be ignored;, 

as these typically have little influence on the choice of a resource-element 

variant; the variable inputs of resource-element-capacity-maintenance activities 

(of the type RESl) can likewise be ignored, since these reflect not a tradeoff of 

fixed against variable costs in production, but economies of scale in regard to the 
33/ 

resource elements.*•'  Thus the choice hinges on what it costs to maintain on an 

annual basis the fraction of the fixed capacity of the resource element that the 

given product actually requires. This fixed annual cost, it should be recalled, 

includes not only capital charges, but also labour and indirect material costs 

attributable to running the resource element at its capacity limit for a whole year. 

101. Figure 10 illustrates the meaning of assuming zero variable costs in resource- 

element-capacity maintenance. This figure corresponds closely to Figure 3 except 

that the supply elasticity for resource-element capacity is assumed to be infinite 

¿3y  If the data permit, the latter economies of scale can, however, be allowed for. 
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age. 

at the stated fixed level up to the oapacity limit, at which point it becomes zuro 

(the supply lina shoots up vertically). The facility can be duplicated:  thin 

implies double fixed cost and double capacity limit.  The variahlo .n th.- hu-uvmt.l 

axis is designated as x„, by reference to the numbering >f aetwiti-e- in !: ..i.-l ».; 

correspondingly the scale of fixed-cogt incurrence in .<,,,.  Phi:-, u; th.- vu-imie 

required to assume integer valúen in any feambie solution; fraeti .fi.11 v il •)•••) 

appearing in a so-called continuous optimal solution always imply an undoront imat •• 

of costs. 

102. With the staged assumptions the approximation in closely ana] * - >u<; I • the 

numerical illustration given in Table 3, and than the individual tentiti' <r  Pr .<ia.-t:> 

against each separate resource-element variant deriven its just i f i<-at i m  t'i-mi Mi- 

properties of this illustrative model.  3o long as demand in lir;« erwu.-h t> renaît 

in multiple facilities, the rounded continuous solutions are likely t. be .- . ><1 

approximations to the optimal integer solutions, and ono-ly—me tar.tin" m a 

reliable approximation.  If this is rot the ïane, one-by- me tentia- -m load l  ,t 

larger error.  I^en in the more difficult case one-by-one testing '-.m   be aned t : 

weed out the less favourable variants.  After thin in accomplished, ai<>  -a either 

try to obtain an improved estimate by settin," up a small preliminary int.••-er pro- 

gramming model such as shown in Table 3, or else one can include • v.TV i united 

number of the most strategic resource-element variants as explicit alternativen in 

the specification of a major programming model of the type of Kodel 3. 

103. If need be, perhaps as a result of a criticai shortage of out informati >n on 

resource-element variants, the entire procedure described above can be further 

shortcut by simply matching product demands against ranges -if resource-element 

characteristics, e.g. weight or seriality ranges.  Then each resource element can be 

defined in such a way as to be centred on the most frequently occurring weight, 

seriality etc. ranges; jointly the resource elements have to o >ver the entire ranr»« 

of variation under consideration, even if in the course of programming nor * <>f »bene 

resource elements are eliminated a" candidates for investment. This shorteut will 

not help in deciding on optimal degrees of mechanization in response t > 

capital/labour price variations and en other issues of lord adaptât ^m whone study 

can be subsumed under the more elaborate preliminary estimates that have been dis- 

cussed above; if the shortcut is resorted to, these issues have to be decided 

either on an intuitive basis or by means of special side studies. 
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104. In sum,   the  formulation of programming models such as Model  1 to 3 presupposes 

that  the  resource  elements,   in  terms  if which the models are formulated,   are 

specified  in advance.    The  task   of undertaking this  specification ties  the programming 

models  to the  earlier s ta.TO   >f semi-quantitative work,      ïiven the  results   of this 

preliminary  work,   the task   if specifying ras i-arco el smorta  can be  stated as settling 

upon specific  representations  of  the  resources with which the semi-quant itntive stage 

operates.     Resources have  to be   tied down t i detailed weight and  seriality randas, 

product  assortments  .and   other  features   of local  adaptation such as  the degree   if 

mechanization.     These  features   finally  have t •> be made  concrete by  specifying the 

machine  park and  flow inputs   of  each  resource element.     In making the appropriate 

selection,   it   is  necessary  to  recur t> appr iximati.m  procedures  that  either result 

in the  direct  specification of  the  resource elements   or at  least  cut the  number of 

alternatives  to the bone.     Two simple  procedures have  been suggested which offer a 

way of bridging the  gap between  the  semi-quantitative  and the model-building stages 

of programming. 

12.    Global-sectoral decomposition models 

105. The relationship between sectoral and economy-wide programming can be studied 

by a variety  of analytical devices  including input/output  tables,   linear programming 

models and computer simulation.      Ve shall choose a linear programming framework for 

the present  discussion,   since  it   is  particularly well  adapted to an intuitively 

clear presentation.     We shall  work with Dantzig-Wolfe  type decomposition models 

(Dantzig and Wolfe,   l?6l)   that  brin-r   out  the key  features  of sect ¡ral-global 

interrelations. 

106. Table  4 presents the parameters and summarizes  the key  features  of an illus- 

trative global model with  two different sectors.    The   organization of this model 

follows the  principles laid down  in Chapter ? (see especially Table l). 

The distinguishing feature  of the model   13  that  the  parameters  of  the two sectors 

follow a block-diagonal  format   (rows   3-6)  except   for  the presence   of two rows 

(rows  1-2)  in which both sectors  have entries.    These   interconnecting rows represent 

requirements  of the primary  factors,   labour and capital;   the remaining rows represent 

balances of goods  that are specific to one oC the two sectors.    The activities  of 

the model are production activities except for the last  one which Ì3 the exogenous 

activity. 
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Table    4 

An illustrative two-sector Pantry-Wolfe type decomposition model 
(linear protraimi i ng? 

(a)   I resent at i o;-, »ror.eters 

SECTCH  1 en E : 

Good ¡\ Good  7* Good e Good I) 
r.xope- 
nous 

1 -  1.1 -1.25 - .} i   r 
—n • „)       1 -   1.0 -¿.5 -  .ft - So 350 

L -U.S -7 • l: -0 .0 -''.0    , -ISO _ç  -> -4.0 -11.0 I   -VVo. 

3 1 1 - .3 -'u'- 

4 -  .¿5 1 1     , — r-l ' 

s 1 I -  .^ -."' 

6 -     .2 i 1 -?^ 
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 

('tirita!   requirements 

; ir out-  requi remer.t s 

¡('¡Mí    \  k; I once 

u'od ? bilance 

Good 0 balance 

Good   D halance 

(b) Listing of feasible basic solutions  for each sector 

Labour Capital 
requirement      requirement 

Complex    A       1 1,3        75.0 50.0 

Sector      Activities and  scales 

B 

C 

D 

2.3 35.7 71.4 

1.4 60.0 50.O 

2,4       63.2   '     65.8 

-1,236 

-1,071 

-1,100 

-    934 

- 98 

-129 

-191 

-243 

E 2 

F 2 

G 2 

H 2 

5,7 

5,8 

6,8 

6,7 

53.6 

25.0 

25.O 

75.0 

35.7 

30.0 

37.5 

62.5 

946 

705 

788 

625 

-89 

-115 

-138 

-225 
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10'?.    Such a model is not fully general, since in practice the separation of 

sectoral  coefficients  inti blocks is not  quite as neat as this model would have it. 

The usual   structure   if  input-output models,   fir example,   loads us  to  expect  an 

apprixi-ntelv  trian-ular ritrattare  rather than the diagonal structure   if this model. 

II ine the   loss,   tno  simple properties   ->f this model  serve as a suitable  take—off 

nu:it  fir  liter n  dif x "iti ms. 

10  .     "..V.Mo   î  lit-  ei -nt different   Simplexes which can be firmed out  of the produc- 

ti »n    etivitie.i     f  trie mdel.     Thene complexes represent different ways  of satisfying 

the   finii   demandr:   if each sect ir by  usinr the least number of different  production 

activities.     The   fmM   demands are  represented by  ne>Tative entries  in  the  exogenous 

^«il'inn.     Fir exajnpl ••»,   in  .¡oat >r 1   tho   final  demands  for   -» >ods  À and B are  SO  unita 

d.i.'h.     Ì i xi A  can  be   or diced  by  activity   1   ir ."   and  •»-> id B,   by  activity   3   or 4» 

I'hu.'  '..v must  have at   leajt  tw> activities   t> satisfy  the  final  demands   of  these two 

-i  d3,   and  '..e   r.a   :.)i3.so  1  and  3  (cimplex A),   1   and  4  (cnplsx B),   ,"   and  3  (complex C) 

or  ? and 4  (complex 4).     A similar choice can be made  in Sector ?.     Note  that 

while we  cannât   satisfy  sectoral   final  demands by  a single activity,   we  culd use, 

if  ..-e wanted,   three   »r even all   foair activities   if a sector for doin^ so.     However, 

the  restrict!  n  of each complex to t*..'i activities results in the simplest kind of 

productive structure.     Technically,   these complexes are referred to as  feasible basic 

solutions  ti  the  sectoral sub-pnbleras. 

lü).     Fi-Ture  11  has  been drawn ti scale  from the data of Table 4.     3ach complex is 

drawn is  a point  ropresentin • capital  and labour input  requirements,  but these 

requirements  are measured frim the  opposite corners  of a box.     Thus  Sector l's 

capital   and  labour needs are measured  from the south-west  corner and Sector  2's 

corresponding requirements f r >rn the north-east corner.     Tho dimensions  of the box 

represent   cimbined  economy-wide availabilities of the  two factors.     Such a diagram 

is  kni'.m  as r>n   id~ewirth-Birley box  dia-Tara and is  particularly well   suited  for 

studying the allocati m of the twi  factors  amonq the nectars of our illustrative, 

hi-iilv simplified economy.     Jlenrly,    loint  allocations  of either fact ir  to the two 

soot irs  should  remain within the limits  of total   factor availability. 

110.    The complexes  are used to define sectoral  isoquants in the diagram.     These are 

ibtained  by  interconnecting efficient  complexes.     G and 0 are not  efficient,   because 

they use mire capital   and labour than some  other efficient  piint.    The  economic 

meaning     f the  connecting line is a   production structure obtained by  averaging com- 

plexe:; with different  wei.qhts.    Thus  the midpoint  between 3 and C is  a 50-50 average 
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of complex B and C, while the point 3/4 of tho distance from F to H is an average 

consisting of 3/4 H and I/4 F.    The avora^in* pertains not  only to  factor inputs, 

but also to all  other characteristics  (e. ".    ictivity  scales)    >f the complexes.     Beyond 

the avonvrod emploies,   the  isoquants are  extended h oris »ntilly  and vertically,   e.?-. 

to the ri-^it   '**  ">.     These extensions can be  interpreted  T. si-nií/ma- fact ir— disposal 

activities,   e. T-   the extension to  the  ri 'ht   'f  A  consists   if a combination   ^not  an 

average)  of   ^ xaplex A with  v-rvin* an ounts    >f lab vu* dispos,-. 1,   i.e.   lib >ur allocated 

to  3ector  1   and   loft  unutilised. 

111.     Fhe 3ect >ral   isoqu<uit   is a   -euoralisnti m of the conventional  production  func- 

tion to the   operati >ns  of   in entire sect >r.     All   points   »n  the  ITOTI Jit  ore  in a 

sense equivalent,  since  they  represent   thi   Mb  performance  -of tho  sect T.     In the 

present  oasf*  this leans  meeting sect^rM   demands  .is  spe^ifiod  *y   the  ex   -"nuis 

activity;   in  other eaues   it  mi'ht    ils ^ no'.a  PH   inur within  specific  sect >ral   supply 

or capacity   limitations   ( *hich c. 1   ->] - --'ifi-v!   in the exogenous   votivity,. 

Thus   the  isoruant  is a device   for  sunnressin •   infamati   :i     it h  re * rd  t>  sectoral 

detail  3uch   >.s  nrecise  activity   levels,   .:hile   viV':;.'i:\-  mf  rr ti >a  on  tw >  items 

viial   f>r  analysing the   *1 1  ->1   interrai   11 ins   '.-etwee 1  wH^r:     first,   tin;   pie.ntita- 

tivc  requirements (or supplies)   of the  basic  res zurces  int -re >:::iectin * the  sectors, 

in the present case   of labour   md  c^oital;   tad  secnd,   the   irc-üod  information that 

all  underlying sectoral  demand,   supply   or   other  tv pes   if specific  balances   arid 

liai tat ions are aet. 

11«'. Points that are not on th- iMpiant itself differ sharply in interpretation 

according to the side of the i so. ruant vi which, thoy appear. Púnts on the hollow 

side (i.e. above the isoquant of Jector 1 and bob:- that of .) -..re feasible from the 

technical/ocononic point of view but n >t efficient, since jno can always find 3orae 

point on the isoquant that uses less of both labour and capiti!. '^aversely, the 

points on the other side of the is i pi ant are at attainable, since they si~nify 1 

smaller use of labour and capital th^n s >no point ->n the i so.quant that represents 

the best possible combinati m. 

113.     Global  resource allocation en be  represented  in the dia Tan by choosing one 

allocation point  f>r each sector and by checking whether the resulting allocation 

is (a) attainable and (b)  eificient.     For example,   if we pick point B  for oector 1 

and P for ?t  the resulting allocation is  efficient at  the  level   of each sector and 

also globally attainable,   since  it uses  loss  than the available amount   of lab -ur or 

capital.    In order to specify the criterion of global efficiency,  we have to select 
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an objective function.    In Table 4,  for example, the top row (capital) of the n-dol 

can be selected as the objective-fonction row;  the objective then  is  to maximize the 

surplus  (minimize the use)  of capital.     In Finire 11  this  objetive   >an be nerved  by 

maximizing the vertical  separati m between nomimi  allocation ponts.     b  an.i '/  are 

clearly not   the imot  efficient   combinativi  for this purple; upon   innnc-ti  n  tu.« 

A-F combination  is   found  to be more efficient.     :i.te,   hn.ov^r,   th..t   b >th   th- '--¡. 

and the A-F combinations  leave  sw  labour unutilised.     Intuitively   it   i;-,  attractive 

to attempt   full   labour utilization  for  -Tentest  efficiency  m capital  une.     ?,  this 

end one wishes  t-> select  two points   that  are precisely vertical,   nmce the  sun« of 

labour allocations will  then exhaust   the available global  supply.      .'hen  .mo passes 

a ruler across  the diagram while keeping it  in the vertical  positi  n,   IMO  lärmst 

vertical  separation is attained when the  line passes  throu-h A and outs the :;-P 

se^ent  of Sector ?.     If minimizing •ho use of capital   is the criterion,   the optimal 

solution  is  the use  of complex A   for ¿ector 1  and a weighted uvera TO   «f   : and P  in 

Sector 2.     '..'e   find a similar   optimum  for a different   >b «active  function,   e. *.   the 

minimization of labour;  in the  latter case we maximize the horizontal  separation 

between allocation points and so on. 

114.    The geometric  representation ^ivon above is intuitively  transparent and is an 

excellent way  of drawing attention to some of the key  conceptual problems which 

arise in embedding sectoral proc*rarnrain,* decisions  in an economy-wide resource 

allocation context.    Yet it has the drastic limitation  that  the number of doctors 

and the number of connecting resources are restricted to two.     F>r practical  nro- 

Sramain^ purposes wo have to rely   ->n a purely algebraic  formulati m of the model, 

a formulation that generalizes  ti any number of sectors and connect in* ren »urces. 

The Dantzi »-Wolfe algorism is such a general,   efficient  computing aevice  fir obtain- 

ing rapid exact  solutions.    The need  for 3omo such omputin: device   is ali   the more 

essential  as  onerali;/ it  is  impoasible  to proceed by  the  enumerati on of nemoral 

complexes,   whose number rises combinatorially with  the  number  of distinct  activities 

in the sectoral   subproblens.     ?hu3,   instead   of del'inm* sectoral   is rr i ut.;  oui  rei î- 

tin?* them to each  other,   the   ^onerai   computational method tikes a drastic  sh irtcut 

that makes  it  unnecessary to enumerate  specificali- any  but  a   feu ver/  hi *hly 

selected sectoral  complexes. 

II5.     The basis  of this shortcut  is  the  definition of sectoral  subnr >-ranmes  that 

are used to  locate previously unknown sectoral complexes alon * the sect ¡ral 

isoquants.     Thus we can start with  just  a handful   jf complexes  (e. ;.    one per sector; 
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but methods exist for locating even these starting complexes if they are not initi- 

ally known)  and additional complexes will  accumulate  in tha course of the calculation. 

The sectoral   isoquants can be thought  of at  all   times as being approximated by  con- 

necting the  already known complexes.     Even a single  complex will  give  an approxima- 

tion of a sectoral   isoquant:     for example,   when  only complex  B of Sector  1   is  known, 

the estimate  cf  the  sectoral   isoquant   is  an   I^-shape with the point   of  the  L located 

at  B.     It   is   clear  that  approximations  of  the   isoquant  based on omitting some of the 

complexes will   always  be entirely  on the  attainable   (technically   feasible)   side  of 

the correct   isoquant;   thus  they will   be composed  of  feasible but  generally   ineffi- 

cient  points.     The approximation   improves as more  complexes are   identified;   eventu- 

ally,   the method   locates all   complexes  needed  for defining the correct   isoquants   in 

the neighbourhood  of  the  optimum.     The  shortcut  corsists  in not   identifying the  over- 

whelming majority  of the complexes   in  those   regions  of the correct   isoquant  that  are 

not  required   for defining  the  optimum. 

116. The sectoral   3ubproblems used  for  locating new complexes consist  of the  inter- 

section of  the  columns of the  sector with the  rows  of the sector plus  the   intercon- 

necting rows.     Thus   the  subproblem  for Section  ? consists of the   intersection of 

columns c)-^  with  rows   1-? and S-6  (Table 4).     The   intersection with  rows  c)-6  indicates 

the constraints  specific  to the  sector,   while   the   intersection with  rows  1-?  is  used 

for defining a sectoral   objective  function which consists of a weighted sum of  these 

rows.     Since   the  coefficients  in these   interconnecting rows represent   primary  factor 

requirements   (labour and capital)  we can  interpret  the weights as  prices  and  regard 

the weighted  sum as  the  total   factor cost   for the given sector.     Thus  the  objective 

of the sectoral   subprogrammes  is the minimization of factor costs within each sector 
34/ at given  factor  prices.jL-u 

117. These   factor prices,  and the new complexes that are found in the course of sec- 

toral  suDoptimization,   form the connecting links  of th-j entire computational  proce- 

dure.     At  each  step we determine a provisional  optimum within the Edgeworth-Bowley 

box diagram,   based on  the estimated  isoquants  that  connect  the complexes  already 

identified within each sector.    The  provisional  optimum also identifies a correspond- 

ing set  of  factor prices.     These prices are  then used as weights   for the  objective 

functions of sectoral  suboptimization  problems.     The  latter identify  new complexes 

which allow   for a closer estimate of the sectoral   isoquants,   and the whole  procedure 

34/    In the   two-dimensional  diagram  (Figure  11)  the  labour/capital   factor price 
ratio  is  interpreted as the slope  of a budget  line connecting points  of equal 
factor cost. 
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is repeated. As long as the estimates of the isoquants keep improving, th« provi- 

sional optimum also improves. The procedure ends when no further improvement is 

possible. 

118. In the  present  illustrative case both of the  interconnecting resources re- 

presented  primary  inputs.    This need not  always be  the case.     Figure   12  indicates 

the schematic  structure  of input-input,   output-output  and  input-output  combinations, 

where  the  segmented connecting  lines  are   replaced by  smooth curves.     The   first of 

these sketch  diagrams corresponds   to Figure   11.     In  this  case  the sectoral   connect- 

ing lines  correspond  to the   isoquants  of neoclassical   production  functions.     If both 

connecting  resources  are outputs,   the  sectoral   connecting lines have   the  shape of 

neoclassical   production possibility  curves;   in  the  case of one output  and  one  input, 

the  lines  correspond  to neoclassical   factor  input-product  output  diagrams,   best 

known  from applications  to  linear homogeneous  production  functions. 

13.     An illustrative model   for the metalworkmg 
sector in an  intersectoral decomposition system 

119. Table  5 presents  the parameters and other pertinent  information relating to a 

decomposition model   (discussed  in  para.   10^-118)  but  specifically aimed at  the 

requirements  of  the metalworkmg sector.     This model   is  intentionally  kept   to a 

very small   size  to permit  the gradual   introduction of additional  complexities. 

120. The model   shows  only two products designated as goods  1  and 2,   for  the  sector. 

Each of these may  be  imported or domestically produced.     Required  inputs  are capital 

for domestic   production and  foreign exchange  for imports.     The   import  activity  is 

reversible:     in other words,   it   is assumed that  at  the  prevailing world market price 

it  is not  only  possible to import  a commodity,  but  also to engage  in negative im- 

ports,   i.e.   to export  this commodity.     This export   opportunity,   however,   depends on 

a special  quantitative  limitation  for each good,   given  in rows >-6.     The   logic of 

the model   permits  the  ready addition of  further export activities at   lower export 

prices:     this  procedure represents export demand in the  form of a step function, 

with prices  falling stepwise as exported qufjitities  increase. 

121. The complexes characterizing the model  are given also in Table 5«     There are 

only  two significant alternatives  for each good:     it  should be imported entirely or 

produced domestically and exported.     The alternative  of domestic  production without 

any exports or  import«?  is subsumed  in  the former alternatives.    Thus  there are four 

complexes  that  have to be considered  individually.     The capital  (K)  and  foreign- 

exchange  (FE)  requirements of each complex are broken up by product. 
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Good 1 food 2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Product 
+ 

Imports Product 
+ 

Imports 
Exo- 
genous 

1 1 -80 

1 1 ~\0 

-20 

-10      i 

-15 

-20 

1      J 

1      l 

20 

6 

Product  1 balance 

Product   ? balance 

Capital  requirement 

Horeipn exchange balance 

Fbcport  limit,   =>ood  1 

Import   limit,   £Ood 2 

Imports Exports PE(1) FE(2) EFE Kill m i£ 
Complex A 1,2 - -800 -600 -1,400 0 0 0 

B 1 2 -800 +120 -680 0 -540 -540 

C 2 1 +200 -600 -400 -2,000 0 -2,000 

D - 1,2 +200 +120 +320 -2,000 -540 -2,540 
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122. Por the purposes of intersectoral analysis, capital and foreign exchange are 

regarded as  the interconnecting resources;  accordingly,  the complexes have to be 

represented   in an  Edgeworth-Bowley type diagram with capital  on   the vertical   and 

foreign exchange  on the  horizontal axis.     The  usual   diagram,  however,   has to be 

slightly modified  since  both net  surpluses  (exports)  and net deficits   (imports)  of 

foreign exchange   in each  sector have  to be given consideration. 

123. Figure   13 presents  the corresponding diagram.     Complexes A,   B and  D are  found 

to be efficient.     Note  that  the   right-hand side of  the diagram corresponds to  the 

isoquant configuration such as  that  shown  in  Figure   11 or diagram  (a)   of Figure  12, 

while  the  left-hand side   of the diagram corresponds  to the   input-output  configura- 

tions given   in diagrams   (c)  and  (d)  of Figure   12.     The vertical   line supplied as an 

extension from point D upward corresponds,  as usual,  to disposal   or non-utilization 

of a  factor,   in this case  of capital.     Note  that  resource   requirements  are d*="-.uted by 

negative numbers;   Figures   11  and  13 carry  such negative numbers  on the  customary hori- 

zontal and vertical  axes.     In Figure  13,  the  opposite direction of the  horizontal axis 

becomes meaningful  and carries  positive numbers to denote net foreign exchange outputs. 

124. In Figure 14,   a sketch diagram is given  indicating the  interaction between the 

metalworking sector (Sector l)   and the   rest   of the  economy.     It   is assumed that  the 

rest   of the  economy,   like  the metalworking sector,   is capable of operating either on 

a net   import  or on  a net   export   basis;   thus   the course of  the sectoral   connecting 

line  for Sector 2  IE similar to  that   for Sector 1.     It  is  further assumed that  a net 

positive balance of foreign exchange  representing a net  inflow of  foreign investment, 

is available  to the economy.     This is  the extent to which  imports as a whole  (foreign- 

exchange requirements)  are permitted to exceed exports as a whole  (endogenous  foreign- 

exchange supplies).     This  net   foreign   investment defines  the horizontal  dimension of 

the Edgeworth-Bowley box;   however,  in  the present case,  the box  is extended beyond 

the usual corner at which the net resource  input  of a sector becomes zero.    The verti- 

cal  dimension of the box  is normal and represents  the availability  of capital     In 

order to achieve  the greatest  possible capital economy,  Sector Ì  ha3 to operate in the 

present case on a net export basis (see  the  position of the vertical arrow between the 

two sectoral  lines)  while Sector 2 operates  on a net  import basis.     If net foreign 

investment  becomes  ?ero,   the horizontal  dimension of the Edgeworth-Bowley box col- 

lapses to a point,   but  the extensions  to the  net-export regions  still  operate;   in 

the  latter case it  can thus be decided which sector will  be a net  exporter;  the other 

sector will  then have to have an equal  net  import.     Finally,  the diagram can also 

accommodate net  foreign  investment (capital  outflow):    in this case the origin for 
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Figure lì 

Diagrammatic representation of a small illustrative 
model for the metalworkin/; sector 
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Figure 14 

akatch diagram of two-eector decomposition model where each sector 
imp ran either a net export or a net import surplus» Sector 1 oor- 

Bponda to the numerical model diagrammed in Fi^ur«» 13 
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Sector 2 (the RE cornar of the box) aoves to the left until it pasees beyond the 

origin for Sector 1 (the SM corner of the box). The box thus has a negative hori- 

sontal dimension. This may appear unusual but is in fact very simple to interpret: 

either both sectors must have net export eurpluses, or the net export surplus of 

one of the sectors has to be large enough to offset the net import surplus of the 

other and still leave sufficient foreign exchange to comply with the exogenous 

foreign-exchange requirement.  In each of these cases the diagrammatic representa- 

tion of a single sector follows the principles illustrated by the small numerical 

model, and the determination of the optimal position invariably rests on the identi- 

fication of the vertical cut that gives the largest separation between the sectoral 

connecting lines. 

14. Fixed costs in the model 

125. *» are now ready to introduce elements of indivisibilities and economies of 

acale into the model. These features are indispensable if the model is to be made 

realistic, since they play a key role in planning decisions affecting the sector. 

Some of their effects, at the level of planning within the sector, have already been 

discussed; it is, however, essential to give such a discussion more depth by placing 

it in a context that takes inter-sectoral relationships into explicit account. 

126. The simplest way of introducing indivisibilities and economies of scale into 

the model is by adding fixed costs. Thia leaves the formulation of the aodel in 

linear programming notation essentially unchanged, except für the fact that some 

variables are restricted to integer values (Chapter 3). In the case of the small 

illustrative model for the metalworklog sector, which we have just developed, we 

add the following parameters: 

Capital  Foreign   Capacity 
exchange   limit 

Fixed cost for production of good 1      200     200      160 

Fixed cost for production of good 2      500       0       80 

127. The model with these additions is shown in Table 6. The definition of fixed- 

coat activities and tie-in constraints follows exactly the principles laid out in 

previous chapters. The scales of activities 2 and 5 are integer variables. 

128. The effect of the fixed costs is an increase of the capital and foreign- 

exchange requirements of the sector in a way that depends on the productive struc- 

ture. Referring to Table 5, the listing of complexes indicates that complex A con- 

sists entirely of import activities, with no production within the sector; this 
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complex will thua be unaffected by the introduction of fixed costs in production. 

Complex B,  however,   contains a productivo act vity for   -ood 2 and accordingly has  to 

incur the  fixed cost  for this  activity,   -won as soo imitc  of capital<     ,h.,n' the 

capital   retirement  of complex  D  rises  fran MQ  to 1,040 units,  while the   fore i -n- 

exchan.^e requirement  remains the  sane. 

129. In PiPTure  IS  the new complexes  moludm- the specified  fixed cost«   are desig- 

nated by  A«,   3»   and so  on.     (i^ore   for the moment A",   B" etc.   occurnn- in  thi:; 

figure.)     It  can be seen that  A  coincides with A«,  while  lì»   (decimated by an arrow) 

is obtained   from A by a vertical  movement   if '.00 unita,   oorrenoondm - to  the  fixed 

capital   rocruirement.     Referrin- back to Table  -,t   complex I- han b.th  productive 

activities  and is  therefore assi^ed both   fixed cor.tn.     Thooe  fixed   :,ztr.   add un  to 

700 unite  of capital  and 200 units  of foreign exohan.-o.     In  Pi -ire  1',,   zurdía-I-, 

we move up vertically by -00 units  (capital) and to the right by 200   mite,  (forei-n 

exchange)  to obtain D»   from D. 

130. It  may be thought  that we  can  now connect   the ne;;  complexes A»,   o' ,    >•   to    -et 

a new isoquant;  this  is not,  however,  the case,  since  it  would imply avera-m- the 

fixed costs.     For example,   the midpoint between A^A'   and   D»   would  imply  incurría- 

half the  total  resource requirements  of B' ;   this   incurrence   is  nil   ri -ht  an  far  o. 

the variable  costs are concerned,   but  the  fixed c^sto have  t^  be incurred  once  and 

for all   as  soon as there is any  production 01   -ood 2.     Yet  tue avora-m - procedure 

falsely  aasuroes that  the  fixed  costs,   aa much as  the variable  costa,   en bo cut   in 

half in  the  latter case:     in other words,   this  kind of avera-in- treats  fixed-cont 

incurrences not as  integer but  as  continuous  (divisible)  variables and will  there- 

fore be  referred to as continuous  avera.Tin,:,  and the resultine isoquant will be 

referred to as the continuous  isoquant.    In Picure 15 the  latter is denoted by the 

dotted line connecting complexes  A',  B',  D». 

131.    Por correct averaging we must   include the respective  fixed coats of any pro- 

duction activity in  full,  as soon as any production is undertaken.    Thus  in avera,jin- 

complexes A'   and B»,  we have to  add on the  fixed costs  of production of -ood 2  (500 

units of capital and no foreign exchange)  for all  averaged points,  with the single 

exception of point A itself where the production of qood I  actually equals  zero. 

This procedure is indicated in Figure  20 by erectinT a fixed-cost arrow  >n A'.     The 

end point  of this arrow is A"(B« )    which will be referred to as the correct avera^mr 

point A"  for B'.    In Figure 15 the correct avera/jinç line  is  seen to connect A"(R') 

with B»   itself since there are no  fixed costs at A«  and therefore the correct  avera- 

ging point  B^A») coincides with B'.    Thus,  starting with A'   (which coincides with A 
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Figure 15 

The introduction of fixed costs. The complexes Á, B, D are carried by 
the fixed costs into points A't 3', D1. These pointe cannot be directly 
averaged. The correot averaging points are shown aa A"t B"t D" 

CAPITAL 

A"(B') 

FE OUTPUT    +*00 

(exports) 
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(imports) 
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where no fixed costs are incurred) the correct averaging line first rises to A»(B») 

(which corresponds to the smallest non-zero production level of good 2) and  then 
proceeds to B'. 

132. At B«  the fixed costs  for producing good 1 have  to be added on before  the 

averaging with D«  can begin;  accordingly an arrow representing 200 units of capital 

and 200 units of foreign exchange  is erected on B\   ta  get B"(D').     lioto that   this 

averaging point does not  coincide with the averaging point B"(A').     At  D«   no  further 

fixed costs need to be added since D'  airead:/ allows  for the  fixed costs of both 

production activities.    The correct  averaging line thus  runs  from D-(D')  to  D'. 

133. Figure 15 discloses that  some points of line B"(D')  to D'  are  inefficient. 

Thus  point B»(D«)  itself and the  points near to  it  are   inefficient  because  they use 

more  capital and foreign exchange than B«  alone.     They can therefore be superseded 

by B»   oxnbined with a disposal  activity for capital.     In other words,   it  is more 

efficient  to use B»  and to leave some capital unutilized than to use 3"(l)')f   no 

matter what the direction of optimization happens  to be.     Figuro 10  givos  the  final 

correct  isoquant obtained after the elimination of inefficient points.    The area 

between the correct  isoquant  and the continuous  isoquant  is shaded in the  figure.-^ 

134. What  information does  the correct isoquant convey about the sector?    First,   it 

quantifies capital and foreign-exchange requirements.     The precise meaning of this 

quantification has to be stated with some care,  however,  due to the  jaggod outline 

of the  isoquant once fixed costs are introduced.    Thus we define the correct   isoquant 

in either one of two equivalent  ways:     (a)  as the geometrical locus  of least  capital 

requirements corresponding to given foreign-exchange requirements or outputs;   or 

(b)  as the geometrical  locus  of least  foreign-exchange  requirements  (whore these are 

algebraically extended to include negative requirements,  i.e.  net outputs of foreign 

exchange)  corresponding to given capital requirements.     Second,  the correct  isoquant 

provides the implied information that all specific sectoral balances and constraints 

are correctly obsei-ved,  including the fixed-cost tie-in constraints and the specifica- 

tions that restrict certain variables to integer values.    Evidently,  the continuous 

isoquant violâtes the latter condition since it treats integer variables as con- 

tinuously divisible. 

20/    We have ignored complex C in deriving the correct  isoquant.    In general,  one 
cannot state with certainty that an inefficient point of the no-fixed-oost 
problem will remain inefficient when the correct isoquant of the discrete 
problem is defined.    It is necessary therefore to include such points in the 
oorreot averaging procedure until it can be shown that their correct averaging 
lines are everywhere inefficient. 
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Figure 16 

The sectoral isoquant derived from the correct aver- 
aging line. Inefficient points are eliminated 
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135. Civen the correct iuoquant for the metalworkinp sector, we can define an 

intersectoral model on  the same principles as in the purely linear case.    With 

reference to Figure   14,   the general  structure of the  problem remain* exactly  the 

same ae before, with the  simple modification  that  the   i sonnant of   the metalworking 

sector  (and   possibly of  the oth r  sector  as  well)  will   now  exhibit   the  kind  of   jagged 

indentations   that occur   in Finire   lo.     Th.-  optimum   ir  still   found  reometri' al ly  by 

identifying  the  largest  vertical  separation  between  the   two   isoquants  (for  an 

objective  function  of capital-requirements  minimi ration ).     The  only  essential 

difference   is  due  to  the   fact   that  now  there   is  a  posr.iHlity  for   several   local 

minima to occur, due  to   the  indentations of  the  isoquant.    Once  this occurs,   purely 

local  optimality criteria  are  no   longer adequate   for  the   identification  of  the 

optimal solution;  methods of finding such a solution  are based on  gradual   improve- 

ments and consequently will  break down.    Note   that   the geometrical   method of  identi- 

fying the optimum by  the  criterion of the   largest  vertical  separation  between  th- 

isoquants relies on a complete  scan of all   possibilities summarized by  the two 

isoquantsi 

136. This key fact  determines  the different order of difficulties  encountered  m 

the  linear  and  the  discrete  cases.     Tn  the   purely   linear case  we  can  rely on  power- 

ful  shortcut  methods which avoid  scanning  all  the  combinatorial   possibilities  and 

which find their way directly  to  the optimum.     In  the  discrete case   the  simple 

shortcut methods break down,  and while a number of existing mathematical   procedures 

show considerable  improvements over  the exhaustive enumeration of combinatorial 

possibilities,  they  involve much greater difficulties  than  the ones  associated  with 

the purely  linear case.     Above   all,   the simple relationships  between resource  allo- 

cation and pricing  in  the  purely  linear case  (and also   in nonlinear but  conven 

models which  do not   involve  indivisibilities  and  economies of  scale)  break  down   in 

the case of the discrete  problem. 

137. Fortunately,   in  practical   planning tasks we  do not require exact  solutions. 

The parameters of the  problem are  themselves  subject  to considerable margins of 

error,  and in  any event   a great many uncertainties about the  future  intrude upon 

exact  formal   solutions  to  programming models.     Th    practical  planner  is quite willing 

to accept approximations  if he   is provided  with  an  adequate measure of control  over 

the margins of error   involved  in  such  approximations. 

I36.    With reference  to Figure   16,  we can  define  primal   and <iual   approximations.. 

Primal  approximations always remain or.  the  attainable   (technically   fear it le)  ta de 
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Primal approximations to the correct sectoral isociuant 
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of the correct isoquant, e.g. on the upper Bide in Figure 16.    Thus they observe 

all constraints of the problem, but  they may be inefficient.    The  search for the 

optimal  solution based on such approximations will fall short of the true optimum; 

thus in  the case of the minimization of capital  requirements,  the  solution will be 

one that  uses more capital  than the  attainable minimum.    T/.nny approximate  solution 

methods  to  integer programming problems rive such feasible  but  typically   sub-optimal 

solutions.    With reference  to Figure   I7,   a  solution method which  found  points  A and 

D but missed point  B might resort to  a correct  averaging procedure between the   latter 

two points.    The corresponding line would run higher  than the correct  isoquant,  since 

it  would connect D«  with point  7, and add  the height of the  step above B»   to the  step 

above A».     Taking this  line  as  an approximation  to  the correct isoquant will  neces- 

sarily result  in  sub-optimal   solutions  (see  line D'ZA»   in Figure   17).    Another primal 

approximation might do away with averaging altogether and simply  piece  together 

solutions from unaveraged complexes.      An isoquant corresponding to this  strategy 

would connect A«,  B'   and D»   by  large  horizontal-vertical steps (see  line D'X B'XJV» 

in Figure  17).     If in addition some complexes remained unidentified, the  steps would 

run at an even higher  level  (e.g.  line D'YA«  in Figure  17).    To keep errors within 

bounds,  it is clearly desirable to perform a cornet averaging operation on complexes 

which have already been identified,  and to keep from missing complexes which would 

allow significant  improvements of the approximation. 

139. The essence of the dual  approximations is that  they close in on the correct 

isoquant  from the infeasible  (technically unattainable) side.    The  simplest approxi- 

mation of this kind is the one that ignores fixed costs altogether and operates with 

the original isoquant ABD appearing in Figure 13  (see also Figure  18).    A closer 

dual approximation takes fixed costs into  account, but distributes them evenly over 

all units of available production capacity.    A third and even closer approximation 

treats the fixed costs of the  complexes as fully divisible for averaging purposes 

and loads to what has been labelled as the continuous  iBoquant. 

140. It is important to clarify the distinction between the second and the third 

approximation.    To this end, we calculated the following average fixed costs per 

unit of production capacity:     good 1,  I.25 units of capital and 1.25 units of foreign 

exchange;  good 2, 6.25 units of capital and no foreign exchange.-^/ These average 

JJ6/ The calculations were made by dividing the fixed costs (200, 200) V the stated 
capacity of 160 for the production of good 1, and likewise dividing 1500, O) by 
80 for good 2. 
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Figure 18 

Dual approximations to the correct sectoral isocruant 

CAPITAL 

FE OUTPUT 
(exports) 

-1000    A-A'-A" FE INPUT 
(imports) 
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fixed coBtB ca« be added to variable costs for each production process, and the 

resulting purely linear model can then be solved in the conventional way. Note, 

however, that this approximation generally understates the fixed cor.tr. associated 

not only with the averaged complexes but also with each complex in isolation. For 

example, complex B' (see Table 5) involves the production of 36 units of good .' 

(30 for domestic demand, 6 for export); thus we calculate a fixed cost of (36).(<>.." ) 

« 225 units of capital instead of the actual 5OO units,  likewise, for compie, Í)' we 

calculate ( 100).( l.l'SM % ).(6.25 ) = 350 units of capital and ( 100 ).( l.<S )+( 3(, ).(0) 

= 125 units of foreign exchange instead of the correct fipures of ?00 and ,00 res- 

pectively.  These underestimated resource requirements for each complex will be 

denoted by the symbols B* , L*. Note that as A involves no fixed COBLE, A=A'=A«. 

Thus the isoquant estimated by the second dual approximation runs throurh A*, B* , i>* , 

while the isocnaant estimated by the third dual approximation is the continuous 

isoquant A'B'D«.  It can be seen in Figure IP that the third approximation is closer 

than the second, because the third is exact (has no error) at the points representing 

individual complexes and is in error only o^er the averaging stretcher connecting 

the complexes.  The second approximation is in error except at complexes such as A 

that have no fixed costs at all, while over the averaging stretches too, the error 

is larfer than the one characterizing the third approximation. 

141. In the renerai case the three dual approximations can be derived by mathemati- 

cal programming techniques. The first is obtained when the sectoral subproblem is 

optimized while fixed-cost activities are omitted; the second, when fixed-cost 

activities are retained together with their respective tie-in constraints but the 

integrality conditions on the fixed-cost incurrence variables are suspended; and 

the third by integer programming and strict observance of the above mentioned 

integrality conditions.-^/ 

142. The difference between the second and third dual approximations can be summa- 

rized as follows: while both work with average rather than marginal costs, as bot}, 

tfJce into account fixed costs which are ignored in the derivation of marginal costs, 

¿1/  In all three cases, the entire course of the approximating isoquant can be 
obtained only when the optimization is carried out repeatedly with gradually 
changing capital/foreign-exchange price ratios inserted in the sectoral 
objective functions, since each such optimization will lead to only one extreme 
point (complex) along the isoquant. This repetitive procedure can be forma- 
lized and shortcut in the case of linear programming and is technically 
referred to as parametric programming. 
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in the second approximation average costs are obtained by distributing fixed coste 

over the units of available capacity,  while in the third approximation average costs 

are obtained by distributing fixed costs over  the actual units of production charac- 

terizing each  complex. 

143.     Jointly  the  primal and the  dual   approximations  permit  a satisfactory  pragmatic 

approach to   the programming of individual  sectors within an  over-all   intersectoral 

model.     The  primal   approximations will   yield  feasible  solutions that are  generally 

not optimal  but close  to  the optimum;   the dual approximations vili  permit   placing an 

upper bound on the  error that is being  committed and  th    approximate pricing of the 

interconnecting resources. 

15-    A more conprehenrive model 

144. Vie shall now enlarge the model representing the metalworking sector in the 

global/sectoral decomposi4  on system,   in order to bring it  closer in conception to 

the three models already discussed.    In   particular, we  intend to represent  some of 

the key  features of Hodel  3 (see  para.   3Ó-3P) that arise from the independent presence 

of economies of scale:     first, at the   level of the individual product  (economies of 

long series),   and second,  at the   level  of resource elements  (economies of  large scale). 

We wish  to  study the  interaction of these  two kinds of inlivisibilities  in the deri- 

vation of the  sectoral isoquant.     In addition, we shall bring in variable exports 

which have not been  included in I'odel  3.     Ir. üodels  1  to  3 exports have been treated 

as exogenously determined, whereas  in  the  small illustrative  model  discussed in 

Chapters  1}  and 14  exports were already   endogenous, because  the scale of the import 

activity occurring in this model was treated as a free variable.    Negative valued 

of this variable signified exports,  and  a specific limit was imposed on the extent 

of such exports.    In  the more comprehensive model exports will be  treated as a 

falling step function of export price,  with separate  limits on the extent of exporte 

at each of two price  levels. 

145. "he model is specified in Table 7   in purely linear form without fixed costs. 

For each of the two  goods  two separate   production activities  are given, using one 

of two resource elements.     There are aleo  two  activities representing the  maintenance 

of resource-element  capacity (columns 9-10).    For each good there are five signifi- 

cant production-and-trade  choices:     (a)   imports;  (b)  production by   activity  1  and 

export up to  limit of first step (row 7);   (c) production by  activity 1 and export up 

to limit of second step (row ?);   (d) production by activity 2 and export up to limit 
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aUgrainaatic repreeentation of a more comprehensive illustrative model for 
the raetalworking sector. The numbers refer to individual complexes 

CAPITAL 

• 1000 
FE OUTPUT 
(txport) 

+ 500 -500 -1500 

FE INPUT 
(import) 
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Table 8 

List in« of complexes for the 1 Ilustrativo model 

1 given in Table 

Act i vi tv Resource recru iremer »ts (- 1 or SUpril 1 PC ( 

tal Complex 
fOJ 
1 

I 

"  good 
2 

Rood i good 

 :—zitt 

tc FE R1 R2 FE R1 R2 LFE LRl 1312 LK 

1 I -800 -600 -1400 
2 I P1E1 -800 +120 -540 - 680 - 540 - 540 
3 I P1E2 -800 +420 -840 - 380 - 84O - 840 
4 I P2E1 -800 +120 -360 - 680 - 360 - 450 
5 I P2E2 -800 +420 -560 - 380 - 560 - 700 
6 P1E1 I +200 -2000 -600 - 400 -2000 -2000 
7 P1E1 F1E1 +200 -2000 +120 -540 + 320 -254O -2540 
8 P1E1 P1E2 +200 -2000 +420 -840 + 620 -2840 -c '.40 
9 P1E1 P2E1 +200 -2000 +120 -360 + 320 -2000 - 360 -2450 

10 P1E1 P2E2 +200 -2000 +420 -560 + 620 -2000 - r)60 -2700 
11 P1E2 I +600 -3000 -600 0 -3000 -3000 
12 P1E2 P1E1 +600 -3000 +120 -540 + 720 -3S40 -3540 

13 P1E2 P1E2 +600 -3000 +420 -840 +1020 - 3840 - 3840 
14 P1E2 P2E1 +600 -3000 +120 -360 + 720 -3000 - 360 - M-)0 

15 P1E2 P2E2 +600 -3000 +420 -%0 + 1020 -3000 - S60 -37OO 
16 P2E1 T +200 -1500 -600 - 400 -1"jOO -187', 

17 P2E1 P1E1 +200 -I5OO +120 -540 + 320 - 540 -IbOO -241 -, 
18 P2E1 P1E2 +200 -I5OO +420 -840 + 620 - 840 -1500 -271£> 

19 P2E1 P2E1 +200 -I5OO +120 -360 + 320 -1860 -2325 

20 P2E1 P2E2 +200 -I5OO +420 -560 + 620 -2060 -2575 
21 P2E2 T +600 -23.5O -600 0 -22^0 -28 H 

22 P2E2 P1E1 +600 -225O +120 -540 + 720 - 540 -225O -33V 

23 P2E2 P1E2 +600 -225O +420 -840 + 1020 - 840 -225O -5653 

24 P2E2 P2E1 +600 -225O +130 -360 + 720 - 610 -326 i 

25 P2E2 P2E2 +600 -225O +420 -560 +1020 -25IO -3513 

NOTES FE: Foreign e xc hangt } RI, R2 : Resource element capaci ties 

I:       Imports Pi,  P2:    Production activity  1  or 2 

E1,  E2:     Export step (limit)   1  or 2 
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of first step;  and (e) production by activity 2 and export up to limit of second 

etep.    The number of joint combinations for the two products is (5).(5) . 25.  there 

are thus 25 complexes whose main characteristics are listed in Table 8.    The'capital/ 

foreign-exchange  isoquants implied by these 25 complexes are  plotted in Table fl 

which can be regarded  as a generalised version of Figure  13.    As the diagram indi- 

cates,  there are only  five efficient  points with  the given choice of parsers 

which determine  the  isoquant for the  sector.    Apart from pure  imports for both poods 

(complex 1), the efficient choices always  involve production by means of resource 

element 2 and comprise  the  following:     imports of good  1 with production of good ? 

up to either the first or the second export  step (complexes 4 and 5);  and production 

of good 2 up to  the  second export step with production of good 1 either up to the 

first or up to  the  second export step (complexes 20 and 25).    All other complexes 

are  inefficient.    The  xsoquant has three sloping linear segments in the net ieport 
region and two  in the  net export region. 

146.    The model  is extended by the introduction of fixed costs in Table 9.    Fixed 

costs of 100 and 200 units respectively, are associated with the production activi- 

ties for good 1 with a corresponding bound of 160 units of production for each of 

these, a bound which  is not exceeded by any of the complexes.    The corresponding 

parameters for good 2   are 50 and 100 units of fixed cost, with a production bound 

of  80 units.    For the  sake of simplicity,  all  fixed costs are given in terms of 

capital alone, even though it would be economically meamnpful  to define some fixed 

costs in terms of foreign exchange (necessarily imported components of productive 

capacity) or in terms of resource-element  capacities.    Similarly,  fixed costs are 

also  associated with resource elements:     again these are given in terms of capital 

alone.    The respective  fixed costs are 250 and  100 units, with corresponding capacity 

limits of 2,000 and of 500 units.    These  limits are not bounds;  for «any complexes 

it  becomes necessary  to  duplicate resource elements as total required capacity 

exceeds the limit associated with a single  fixed-cost incurrence.    Thus the integer 

variables for activities  14 and 16 will at  times assume values of 2,3,4 and so on. 

147. Table 10 lists  the fixed costs of the complexes which are needed for drawing 

up the sectoral isoquant which is diagramed m Figure 20.     It will be noted that 

this figure is a more  elaborately detailed variation on Figure  16. 

148. The derivation of Figure 20 is laborious but  straightforward.    There are only 

two  new features that  emerge in comparison  in Figure 16.    First, it is no longer 

true  that the continuous isoquant, as heretofore defined, will necessarily remain 
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Table 10 

Listing of fixed coats for complexes of a more comprehensive 
illustrative model  for  the metalworking sector 

Coaplex 

1» 

2» 

Act. 1 
100 

Act. 2 
200 

Act. 1 Act. 2 
100 

1 
250/200 

2 
100/500 

Total 

50 250 300 
3' 50 250 300 
4' 100 100 200 
5' 100 200 300 
6' 100 250 350 
7' 100 50 500 650 
8- 100 50 500 650 
9' 100 100 250 100 550 

10' 100 100 250 200 650 
11' 100 500 600 
12' 100 50 500 650 
13» 100 50 500 650 
14' 100 100 500 100 800 
15' 100 100 500 200 900 
16» 200 300 500 
17' 200 50 250 300 800 
18» 200 50 250 300 800 
19« 200 100 400 700 
20' 200 100 500 800 
21« 200 500 700 
221 200 50 250 500 1000 

23' 200 50 250 500 1000 

24» 200 100 600 900 
25« 200 100 600 9OO 
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Figure  20 

Sfiorai  iso^antn rieri ved  from the  ilWr.t. <v, model   nrpRpnt„, 
m Table 9r  showing effects of fixed noRt.«          

CAPITAL 

FE OUTPUT 
(export) 

FE INPUT 
(import) 
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on the infeasible side  of the correct isoquant.    The former connects l't 4»,  5' 

9',  and 25% and as ie readily seen  it runs between 4'  and 5', and again between 

9»   and 2$»,   above   the  correct   isoquant over  a short distance.    How this might happen 

can be easily followed   in thf   ense of 4'  and S'.     These  complexes have  identical 

fixed costs except  for  resource element : which has  to be duplicated in  complex $•, 

while it  app-arn  only once in  complex 4'.     If it  were not  for this duplication  in 5', 

the  complexes 4»   and  5«   could   be averted correctly by a simple  linear  connexion. 

This  linear   connexion   would run to   a joint   100 units below point y   (if 5'   had only 

1  unit of resource  element 1 ).     As  it  ie,   the same   line will be correct  for  70 per 

cent of the distance  from 4'   to  5'   because over  this  stretch the total required 

capacity of resource element  .'   stays under $00 units,   the  limiting capacity  for a 

single fixed costi     It   is only  at this point  that  an extra 100 units of fixed cost 

have to be  incurred to  permit  the continuation of  the correct averaging process. 

Thus there  is a  sudden   jump of 100 units 70 per cent of the way from 4«   to  5'   after 

which the  correct  isoquant, maintaining the same  slope as before the  jump,  rune 

into 5'. The direct route from 4'   to 5', on the other hand, starts by anticipating 

the  final effect of this  jump and thus rune above  the correct isoquant until  the 

jump actually occurs.    Euch a situation can arise only when the fixed costs of a 

complex can be  incurred  stepwise. 

119.      As a result,  the  definition of the continuous isoquant has to be tightened 

for  this case.    As can be seen  in Figure 20 the addition of new subeomplexes  at X» 

and  Y'  allows a redefinition of the  continuous isoquant.    This redefinition  satis- 

fies the condition of having the continuous isoquant remain entirely on  the  mfea- 

mhlo  side of the  correct  isoquant:      the continuous  isoquant will now connect  the 

points l'4«Y'y9'X'2y.     Cuch  subcomplexes occur at  intefer multiples of the  capa- 

city  limit  associated with a single  incurrence of a specific fixed cost of a given 

romplex up to the  number of actual  incurrences minus one.    When points along the 

continuous  isoquant are  identified by integer programming within the sectoral  sub- 

proUems,  this process will correctly  identify subcomplexes such as X«   and Y«   that 

occur along the  continuous isoquant. 

ISO.      Second, the complexes that define the continuous iBoquant may not suffice 

to define  the correct  isoquant.    The correct isoquant between 9'  and 20«   is not 

obtained by correctly averaging 9«  and 25«  but by using 20«  instead of 9«  in  the 

correct averaging process because the  latter averaging line runs at a lower  level 

than the former.    Unen using 9»  there is an immediate jump of 200 units    whereas 
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when using 20«  there i. no such ¿ump, as 20» and 25.  have an almoet identical fi>ed 

cost structure  (see Table 10).    Inasmuch as 20-  is only 1:5 unite higher than -, 

the latter is effxcient when need alone but becomes  inefficient as soon a, averaging 
with 25'   is undertaken. 

16 *     A^ocationB and pricinr m the rrosence of fixed cnst.g 

151. The  pr«-   ee definition of  sectoral isoquante   in  the  illustrative   interser- 

toral model  with   two  sectors  and   two  resources (such  as  is shown  for   the rontinuous 

case in Figure   14 )  p.mits  the   identification of  th, optimal   solution   bv  scvoming 

the diagram for  the   largest  separation between the   isoquants.     If  th-   least  urn o! 

capital is  the  objective,  the   largest  separation   te  required  m  th.-  ertimi  dm-. 

tion.    No matter  how  jarred  the  correct  isoquant  of  oach  sector brrnmn«  as  ,,  r,.nilf 

of correct  averaging between complexée  that have   fiyf;a  costs,  the search  tor  th< 

largest vertical   separation  is  still   a simple and  quick operation  (see     Figure     <. 

Typically  there will be multiple   local optima -   in  Figure  21   there are  six of  ti.,-,-, 

identified by check  marks - which  have   to be compared anon* themselves   to  find   u,-   ' 

over-all   optimum,   identified by  a double   'heck mark. 

152. The  separation between  the  correct isoquant   and   the continuous  isoquant   is 

indicated,  as usual,  by shading.     Figure 21  shows  the   large indivisibilities   in 

Sector  1 and  the  much smaller ones  m Hector 2.     if  the continuous  isoquant  is us«-) 

as a programming approximation  to   represent the correct  isoquants of  the  sector«, 

the  error committed  m  Sector 2  will   be  considerably   smaller on  the  average   than'th 

error in Sector  1.     At  the same  time,   since correct   local  maxima   tend   to occur at 

complexes  in one or  the other of the   sectors (because   at  these points   there   is no 

averaging and many  fixed costs are   saved) the approximation to the optimal   solntim, 

based on the  continuous isoquants will  be burdened with   lees error originating in 

the sector with the  larger indivisibilities than the  average error in  this sector. 

In Figure 21,  for example, the maximum separation between the continuous  isoquants 

occurs at B»  which is also the point  at which the  correct over-al]   optimum is   found. 

The difference between the value of the correct optimum and the approximation based 

on the continuous  isoquant is determined only by the  small error in Sector 2;   there- 

is in fact no error in Sector 1,  even  though the  latter sector has a much larger 

average error over the course of the isoquant as a whole. 

153.      If there are more than two sectors and several of these have large indivisi- 

bilities which give rise to deeply  indented isoquants, we no longer have any 
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Filtre 21 

Sketch diagram of two-eector decomposition model with fixed costs 
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fuarantee  that the continuous  isoquante of the Bectors will ^ive a faxr approximation 

to  the optimum.     It is  essential therefore  to complement  this approximation bv 

estimates  of the optimum based  on primal approximations  (see Chapter  14), which M1p 

tend  to underestimate rather than overestimate the optimum.    The  differed  Ltwec, ' 

the  optimum derived  from  the  primal   and  that derived from  the dual approbation 

-yields an  upper  bound on   the error that mirht be committed. 

154. The   relationship  between   primal   and   dual appro, 1 mat.one   to  the  Bertoral 

isoguants   is of  fundamental  importance  both   to the construction of propra-in,- 

models and   to  practical   rlannmf  décisions within  the sector and  the intersectoral 
system as   a whole. 

155. U  now turn  to  the  problem of  email   indivisibilities.    To  the extent  that 

the  difference between  the correct isoquant   and the dual  approximation  ic nth.r 

permissible  error   limits,  we can replace  the  correct isoquant  by   the dual appro,: 

«nation.     In  practice this means  that  we do  not have  to build a  sectoral model   that 

allows  for   the   last minute  indivisibilities,   but can be  content  vith a »del   that 

treats  the  major  indivisibilities  in   a  discrete fashion while  it   uses dual-type 

approximation  for   the minor ones.     Of   the   three dual   approximation* discussed   ln 

pararraphs   139-I4:   the   first  inores   fixed  costs altogether,  while  the  second   and 

third  distribute   fixed  costs either over  full  capacity or  over  actual   production 

quantities   in the  complexes.    The  last,   two  approximations,   beinp  variants of ar 

averare-cost  type  approach, are   suitable as  mides   for the  suppression of small 

indivisibilities.     While   both  of   these  approximations are   strictly of the dual   tv,*, 

i.e.   they remain at all   times on  the   infeasible side of the correct isoquant, »nen   ' 

usinp them   for eliminating email   indivisibilities from further consideration  m   the 

model,   it  is  best   to modify them  slightly  and  to distribute  fixed  costs over  a 

production  rate based on  estimated capacity utilization.     This will onerai ly   ».« 

less  than  100 per cent.     To befin with,  even  at points represented  by individuai 

complexes  the capacities  associated with  fixed costs are   typically  less than  fully 

utilized.     With reference   to Table F,   for example,  complex   5 usee 56O unita of 

capacity of resource element 2;   the fixed cobt aenociated with  this resource element 

in the model  of Table 9  is  100 units,  with a capacity limit of 500 units.    Thua   to 

satisfy the   capacity requirement of 560 units, fixed cost  has to  be incurred  twice, 

and this  leaver, 440 units  of unutilized capacity.    When separate  complexes are 

averaged,  capacity utilization drops below  100 per cent even when  the isolated 

complexes utilize  the capacity  fully.     While  it 1E not ^„¿M.  ^ ^^ ^^^Iv 
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what the  capacity utilization of a particular resource  element will  be  (as the 

estimate   is required  prior   to  the  formulation of th*   model), one car. father  some 

idea   fron;  th-    approximate   relationship of  total  deir.fiu:   for rapacity   to  capacity 

for  a   sin/le  f!xei  post.      ,he   larper  the  number of  -¡r.i'r  required,   the  cipher   the 

protali-   ',;.,i.-it:;  ut: ¡ization   car,   bo   set.     Kor  n   identical   urate,   cajacity  utili- 

zation   (í:f.nur.ir:í   e'-ur-j   loadinp  oí   all   facilities)   Kill   be   at   least   (l-l/n). 

\%.     'liver,  th«-  estimated  ra}anty utilization,   fixed   costs  con  Le  distributed 

over  the   -orres;<:  : i np units  of   j ro.luftion  and   added   to  variable  costs.     If  the 

estimât« r   -IT»  -,»:t  to   be  nrj rox imately  correct,  we   arrive  at  an   i roquant   that   runs 

on   the   avrr»   aloye   tr,    third   dual   ;! n r-u mat i or.   but   lelov:   th     correct   isoquant. 

This  ai.rroxmat,-.:!   is  neither  a  pure  dual  nor  a  ¡ure   primal   approximation,   but   is 

within   erra:    inmt     -lf  ,.lth*r.      : *   > •. r   tn.    m-r-. •   oí   '-orr-^por. imp  -brr-Iy   to   +he 

ordinary   ^a-rrl   patire  of   iirtn iutir.p   fixed   -osts,   for  a-our.tlnr  rurposes, 

over   th,    artici;;...-:   ìrodurt^r.   rate.     If  all   fixed   COFt£   ^   ,,_,   treated   in   thig 

manner  within  ; reseguid error   limits,   the   resultmp model  will   he  purely   linear. 

In   the  solution  of  ouch a   lir.-ar  -dei   nil   activities   actually utilize will   break 

even;   thus  the   price   solution  of  such  a  model  will   reflect  full  rather   than  marginal 

costs.     break-even  at  ex  ante  estimated  edacity  utili ration   levels  is of  course 

not   the   same  ,c   break-even   at  ex ¿ost  realized   levels.     AB  ti,   model  is  formulated 

exclusively  m   terms of the   former, there   is  no  feedhack within the model   between 

ËÂ £2*1 realized  arri   ex ante  joctulated  capacity utilizations.     In  an  actual 

decentralization mechanism  based on averape-cost  pricinf,   the exfenence   in  renard 

to  capacity utilization  durinr  a  piven  period will   modify  the  anticipated  capacity 

utilization  levels  for  the   followinr period,  and  thus   it  becomes possible  to  define 

the   behavioural   prerequisites,  at   the  level of the  manapenal decision of the  firm, 

for  an adaptive  elimination  of all  ex poet  profits  and   losses. 

157.    V,e  shall  refer  to the  elimination of small  indivisibilities  from the model 

by means of an average-cost   type  approximation as the  bridpinp-over of small 

indivisibilities.    Thus in   formulatinf a model  for the   metalworker sector,  we   shall 

bepin by   classi fyinp    reduction  processes and resource  elements into  two proups: 

continuous (within error limits)  and discrete.     In  the  case of continuous produc- 

tion processes and/or resource elements,  indivisibilitiee have to be bridged over 

by an averafe-cost type approximation. 
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158.    Indivisibilities that are too 1^. to be br.d^d over «h.„ for«Ut.v t*, 

node!.    These win enter the «.del iB » dl6crete ^ „uh ,„„,,. ^ ^ 

specifically and   seP,rately accounted for  in   the „anner  indicated   ln   the «»,,,. 

fcscussed  (see,   for example, Tabte c).    The results, „,.,, contain, cent.nuous 

and décrète activities, ,av „ell   Ve „uch  too   larre  to  ^  „„^ di _ 

prorra•,i„f.     In   thls   •. ,„„  primal   md   the  dunl   „„„„.„„„„.  to   thc ^^ 

isolants help  to  de!     „ arrrox„nate ortim,7i„f procedure,  th„t v, 11  „eld bot* 

feasible but  suboptima!   solution*  and upper  bounds on the ,oc„,bl„ opt.«.      For 

example,   the use  of the   third approximation   for  the sectoral   .sonants  >„„,»*.  u,e 

solution of integer  propra•„,- models *,thin   the sectors  that are m,^ seller 

than  the  intersectoral  model   as  a vhnlp      r-nnu  *. „k       ,   * a.,  a  v.nole.       neh  Euch  solution contribute  a  point 

alone the  continuous   isolant.     (7h.    ,econd   approximation  is nven  »..pier-     ,t 

involves only the   solution of  hnear profranuninr models,  but  it  is  le3e close   ) 

These poxnts can  then  be  interrelated by a  purely linear pn^ra-un, tech»,que 

whxch xs  the exact  counterpart of  the Dantrip-Kolfe procedure (in which no fixed 

costs occur).    The  reason for thxs  xs that  once we work with the continuous xeoquant 

we effectively lxnearx?e  the  intersectoral  problem by bridar over all   indivisi- 

bilities,  no matter how  larfe  these  are.    The  solution to  this  linearised inter- 

sectoral  problem yxelds  a Bet of prices  for  the   interconnect resources.    This 

new set of prices  is  then used to define new objective  functions for  the sectoral 

subproblems  (see Chapter  12).    An  integer profranninp solution  for  the   latter will 

identify new complexes  alonp the interconnecting xsoquant and so on. 

159.     Simultaneously we  can use primal  approximations for the sectoral   isoquants 

to obtain a feasible  suboptimal  solution   to  the intersectoral proble..     In this 

task the difficulty  xs,  in part,   that of fxndxnp a sufficient number of sectoral 

complexes from which  to  construct  approximate   intersectoral  propra—es.     In the 

simplest of these  primal  approximations such compie«» are used one at  a tiM  for 

each sector without  a» attempt at  averting;   in more sophisticated versions explicit 

account can be taken of the fixed costs occurrxnp in the  individual co-plexes and 

correct avera^inp can be  applied.     In any event, candidate complexes for these tasks 

can be supplied from two sources;     the dual  approximation and the  larpe  indivisi- 

bilities when these  are  contained xn a sector.     The relevant complexes constructed 

from the  latter will  be relatively  few in number,  and a partial enu-eration strategy 

based on the knowledge of the structure of the   sector can be expected to yield a 

food selection of candidate complexes.    A comparison of solutions obtained by the 

primal and the dual  approximations will defxne a bound on the possible error. 
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The approximations ma> have to be improved progressively until the optimal solution 

is obtained within an acceptable marfin of error. 

160.    We «11 now discuss  the  problems of central   allocations  ar.d decentrali ration 

by  a  price .«echanism.    The optimal  Bolution  to  the   intersectoral  rrorrananinf model 

identifies those discrete activities  that have  to  be undertaker, and  separates them 

fro« those that will  not be used.    The  solution  to   this moiel   is the   basis  for 

taking  central   planning decisions with  rerard   to  fixed  investments  that   are  too 

laxre  to be bridged over by  an  average-cost  type  decentralirir.f r.echanisin.     The 

prices which can be associated with either the dual   approximation or   the   primal 

intepar-programminf approximations are  m renerai   not  suitable  as ¿nudes   to  decen- 

tralized resource allocation  decisions which will   jointly arrive at  the  approximate 

optimum  that has  been  identified,   either  because   the  irires  bri.ire  over  e>   • rcivelv 

larre  indivisibilities, or  because  (m  the case of  the  prices  occurring in   integer' 

programming models) they cannot  be uniquely associated with the resources whose 

decentralized allocation is  desired.    Thus it  is inevitable  that  the  rlanninf deci- 

sione pertaining to discrete  activities have  to  be undertaken  centrally.     Once  it 

is decided, on the basis of  the  approximate optimal  solution  to   the  profronninr 

«»del, which fixed costs will   be  incurred and which not,   the reminder of  the prob- 

lem becomes fully  linear and can be decentralized by a price mechanism.     To  do this, 

reformulate that  part of the model which remains after the central  Flanninr decision 

has  been taken with regard  to  the discrete activities.     Discrete activities whose 

fixed costs will not be  incurred can be dropped out  altogether,  while  those whose 

fixed costs will  be incurred can be represented by  their variable parts  alone.    The 

resource components of those  fixed costs that will  be incurred  can then be   subtrac- 

ted  from the respective exogenous resource availabilities (the  sides of  the  Edgeworth- 

owiey  box).    The model   is now purely  linear and can be solved  by standard 

techniques.    The pnce  solution will yield correct  decentraliring prices.     These 

trices will prevail only on  the assumption that  the discrete  part of the  resource 

-1 location problem has already been decided upon in one particular chosen manner. 

161.     In st», the following planning strate^ emerges from this discussion: 

itL "f*?; Ä «S*£ "»ich indivisibilities can be bridged over within 
«mTTL•^8 * M

+
av*raf-COEt type decentralizing mechanism.    -Btimate 

anticipated capacity utilization levels  and distribute fixed coots over 
tte corresponding number of units of the variable-cost activities.     Thus 
the components of fixed cost are in effect  added to the components of 
wiable cost, and the resulting activities can be treated as continuously 
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(b) Build a model for each sector out of the conti•,•,«,i.   ,»-.,, 
the discrete activity.   Relate  thee modet      "¡"HS^•]r V* 
connecter (intersecami)  resources (ef.  forei,, exchange afHr.Mt I). 

(c) Obtain  an approximate  optimal  solution  tc  th    i-tor^-rtor-1 -vS' 
ucinr primal  and Cual  approbations.     : stimate tí,    r,¿ir   of "rror"   ' 
the  difference  between  th,   primal  and  th-   dual  aerroxiit:o ;      '       n" 
tnese  approximations ur.til   an orti^l   solution  :r\nam< d wûhi^   ^ 
acceptable narri r. of error. 1Ti11-  ,J1 

(d) Use   this  solution as  a  basir   for maianr  rl^m»   d^i-or- wif- 
retard  to  the  elicerete activai«.     Cur arourt^'    v -', \   'J r      „ 
costs will be  incurred a,u  which  not.     The decisis  bar   to  be  nu    in o 
effect by means of central  resource  -1 locations. 

(e) If desirable,  the  rest  of  the.  resource   alloc; ti-^r   »roblen 
decentralized by moans of an averafe-cost  rnn„r rr,r.v'r«    thai 

cm  bo 

butes  fixed  costs on  the basis of  estimate   W»!- of  , -, :.r ,   •   ,.,'  ', ,"" 
tion.     crofits  or  lores du-    to   ...   .i^,r,„„.     '•'. ,       .   '.'        \  1't!ll7n- 
realized  capacity ut, ligation "muct"^' \ rorressiv^--^   '- '1 tt^V^ 
ferial decision rules  that  adjust  the estima '  ' 
the  basis of the experience  of past  periods. 

!7.     Capacity allocation and pn-ir.f over  tin-; 

162.     The  policy conclusions arrived at   ir. rerrrrarhs  r 1-1-1  have a corollary with 

regard to  resource  pricmr.     iin^e  those  fdxed costs  about  which  central  decmior.r 

have to be  taken  do  not enter the  decentralizing  price rxrhr-r. i v.r.,   they >„v. no  u._ 

fluence on  the  pricmr of resources  i,.   the model,     ir. otCr words,  the;-  are   treated 

in effect  as  sunk costs for pricmr rurrosoE,  while  variable  costs  (uuludinr dis- 

tributed  costs  in  the   case  of small  indivisibility)  alone  deternne   th.,  price 

structure,     ".his does not mean that  fixed costs have  r.o effect  on resource  alloca. 

tion.    Cn  the  contrary,  as  the entire  arnunert of the  previous  char'   r has  attes- 

ted to  show,   they have  a crucial  mfluencc,  but  this  influence   cannot  be  nxerted' 

through the  price mechanism  (except  for minor,   bndred-over  mdi visibilities) and 

has to be riven a chance to assert  itself via a non-price  type,   essentially combi- 

natorial,  centrally controlled resource  allocation mechanism.     This mechanism not 

only complements,  but underlies the  decentralized pricmr mechanism,  since differir,- 

central allocations will nve rise  to different specific price  structures. 

163.    This analysis also permits  a simple resolution of the  theoretical  conflict 

between the relative merits of average-cost versus marrinal-cost  pricmr.    ;l8 far 

as small  indivisibilities are concerned,  average-cost  pricing is  found to be an 

attractive decentrali^ device within error  limits;   the underlyinf rationale here 

is that the enormous savinrs of information handlinr, which accrue to decentraliza- 

tion,  favour working with approximately  optimal rather than exactly optimal outcomes. 
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: arper indivisibilities must be handled by central decision-makinf based on models 

that  suiranari7e the  main combinatorial  plternatives open  to the  system aß  a whole. 

( nee  the  key decisione  about  the ma.or  fixed  coste have  been made,   further detail 

ran  be  left  to decentrnli7cd deciPion-makinr  based or,  a  price  system  that  is built 

on  pure marrinf 1  corte   PE  far ar the nrjor  fixed coete are concerned.     Yet   these 

mar ri nal  roete already   incorporpte  P ver are   fi>ed corte derived  from  the  smaller 

indivisi:ìlitier.     The  distinction  between  "small"  and "larfe"   indivisibilities 

depends entirely on   the  acceptable error   limit v.-ith refard to  the  definition of the 

optimum. 

16a.    All of the  above  conclusions are  derived  from static  modele.     Dynamic  features 

can be brought into  th^  analysis by extending the models  to cover several  time 

p-nods.    "odel   '.  ìW.F,  beer; constructed  to   illustrate  som- of these  novel   features 

while  reducinf the   interrelations to their   bare-bone essentials.     The  notation of 

"odel 4  follows the  notation  for Models  1  to   3  fiven in  the Annex,  except  for the 

omission of most of  the  subscripts and superscripts of th*   parameters.    There are 

two production activities in each time period  (columns 1-2, 9-10,  1'7-lP);   their 

fixed costs have been  suppressed,  as ve wish  to concentrate on resource-element 

capacities.     Intermediate commodity  inputs have also been  suppressed.     Resource- 

element-capacity retirements per unit of production c are shown  in rows 5-6, 

l'-lò, ,
JÇ

)-C(J,    The next  two activities in each time period represent  the incurrence 

of fixed costs associated with the building of new resource-element  capacities;   the 

followinr two, the corresponding variable buildinf costs.    Thus,  before new capacity 

can be added, a fixed  building cost must be   incurred,  and thereafter  a variable 

buiidinf cost must  be  met for each unit of capacity built.    This representation of 

economies of scale  in  regard to resource-element capacities has been discussed in 

paragraphs 51 to 53.     The fixed and variable  buildinr costs are represented by the 

]_ and _ parameters respectively, which refer  to  inputs of primary factors.     It is 

assumed that the second resource element is continuous,  i.e. it has no  fixed buil- 

dinr costs.    For comparison, nevertheless,  the  fixed inputs have been denoted by 

parameters which are  assumed to take on  ?ero  values.    This is indicated by circling 

these parameters. 

165.    Finally, Kodel  4   includes a new kind of activity  (columns 7-C,   15-16,  23-24) 

representing the holdover of existing capacity from period to period.     Such activi- 

ties are represented by a hypothetical purchase of capacity in period t;  its renting 

out in period t+1, and its sale in the latter period.    There is such a hold-over 
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PERIOD 1 PERIOD 

PRODUCTION   RESOURCE Elf mi CAPACITY 
CAPACITY BUILDING HOLDOVER 

iWLL 
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activity for each resource-element capacity.    Column 25 is,  as usual,  the exogenous 

column. 

V( .    Arnonr the   rowr of "odol   1,   the   first two  in each time  period are  product 

tal, r.^er,  with   final  demand   in  the  exogenous  column;   the  next  two  are  primary- 

factor  balances,     i owe  r-'f   V-V,   and   < <;-. Ú  are  capacity   stock  balances.     Those 

account   for  exir.tinf  stocks,   inherited   from  the  previous   time   period,  which  are 

•av-'i 1--1 1<-   for  ufe   in  current   [reduction.     The   exogenous H_ entries  in  rows  S-6 

represent   stock   inherited   from  the   zero   time   period,  while   the   stork  availabilities 

of  période  «    ajvi   ''  depend  on   the  scale   of  the  hold-over  activities  in   periods  1  and 

. .     "he  price   variai 1er associated  with   there  rowr.  (for an  interpretation of price 

vr rial Iff;,  ser.   •err'Frerh  .  )   ere  capaci t;    rentals,     i owr  f;-10,   V-l 0 and  ¿f<-30  are 

capacity   flow   ¡/¡lance:;.     Ih1:,"  account   for  in      ! 1 f Í erence   between   inherited  capaci- 

tar,  and  capacities  passed  on  to   the  next  time   period,     i'ince  depreciation  is 

nu-, presset! ,   the   above  difference   jr.  the   amount   ~>f capacity   added  durinf the  period. 

?h"   price  varia: los  associated with  these  balances  are capacity   flow  prices,   i.e. 

the   luyinf   an,i   selling ;>rrer of  a   unit   of opacity.     :!OK   31  is   the  objective  func- 

tion  and  rej resents  terminal   (.:th   period)  valuation  of resource-element  capacities, 

usir.r  the  relative  pri'er   k     and  k   .      This choice  for  the  objective  function   is  in 

accord  with  th     usual   formulation  of  nulti-period  stock   (capacity)  accumulation 

"iodeir.    The k     and k    coefficients replace  th<   capacity  stock  and   flow  balance 

"htries which  occur  m  each  capacity  hold-over  activity  in  previous  time   p nods. 

1(7.     Rows 7-H,   17-T   and  . 1-J¡   re ou ire   special  interpretation.     Model 4  is  taken 

to  represent only  the  decentralized   part of resource  allocation,   after  the central 

decisions with  refard   to major fixed costs have been made.    These rows,  designated 

as   tie_in roi.s   after the usual  tie-m  constraints which  they replace,  set  the  scales 

of  the  fixed-cost  activities  to  the  predetermined  integer values,  represented by X* 
v.! 

parameters in  the exogenous  column .-=—'      Where  a fixed-cost  activity is  set  to  zero, 

the  corres]«ndin¿   variable-cost activity   is  interpreted  as  also  restricted to  the 

zero  scale. 

le' .     Demand,  represented  by  the exofenous entries  in  the  product-balance rows    is 

assumed to increase  from period to  period.    Instead of providing the extra capacity 

Vj      In these  rows,  in order to force  exact equality between an X*  parameter and 
the correspondinp fixed-cost  activity scale, no non-zero slacks are allowed. 
This can be handled by an elementary extension of the linear progTaniming 
format  shown in Chapter 2. 
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required for the additional demand of each period, it is generally advantageous to 

build ahead of demand,  i.e.   to add a larper amount of capacity during a given period 

than  that  required for satisfyinr  the demand   increase of that  period.    ThiB occurs 

in   capacity  huildinf  whenever  th-re  are  economies  of scale which  reduce   the ,wrnfP 

cost  of  new capacity   as   the   scale   of   th-    addition   increases.     Offsetting   thir.  advan- 

tage   is   the   fact   that   expenses  have   to   be   incurred   at   en  earlier   Urn«-   period   thar   if 

some   part   of  the   additional   rapacity  were   built   later,   i.e.   capital   is   tied  up   in 

currently  unnecessary ,   idle  rapacity.     Tor hifhly  simplified  caret;   ü   lti  possible 

to   derive   analytical   solutions   for   th.    pro! U-m  oi   optimi, 1   caparity  addition  (Frnnc, 

lr6l);   for more  com] lex  cases,   such  as  the  present  one,  recours« aust  W  made   to 

intuir   prorrammnf.      Die  o¡timai   rolution   to   an   nitrir   prorraœrinf   formulation 

specifier   th-   amount   and   kind   oi   new   capacity   to   he   added   m   each   ;*no<!. 

169.     r:iven   th'-se  results   :t   is   interesting  to  analyse  the rorrespondin€  rnre 

implications,   especially  with  regard   to   the  rental   price  of capacity.     Whenever 

there  ir   slack  capacity,   the  associated  rental   prue  will   1«  rero.     -owwr, munf 

to   the  steady  exogenous   increase   of  demand,  no  capacity  slack  vii!   persist   indefi- 

nitely.     Fventually   the   capacity   limit  will   become   hindinf  and   the  rental   ¡rice  *t il 

rise  nhov   ?ero.     in   the   intervenier  p-riodr,   however,   the  flow  price  of   inherited 

and   passed-on  cnjarities of   thir   jarticular  kind  will  have  remainei  constant,  i me- 

in   each   two  consecutive   periods   th«   stock   (rental)   price  of capacity  sets   the  diff. 

rence  between   the-  corresponding   flow   ¡rices.     Thus   if   th«   rapacity of  resource 

element   1   h-s  been redundant   for  n  periods,  bepinninr, with  period jt,   the   rtick- 

rental   price  for  these   periods will   be   ?ero,   and   the   flow  price of rapacity   in 

period  Un  will   be  the   same   ar  in   period   t-1.     In   period   ttn»l. when  capacity be- 

comes binding,   the stock-rental  price  (see r^odel  A) equals 

yB(t+n+l)     =    yf(t+n)    -    yf(t+n+l)    =    vf(t-l)    -    yf(t+rHl), 

where yg  and yf refer  to capacity  stock (rental) and flow prices respectively, 

and  the  parentheses contain  the  index of the   time  period,    fi nee the  price  solution 

of a multi-period  propramminf model  can  be  interpreted as representing discounted 

prices,  in current values  the  flow  ¡rice of slack  capacity increases at coapound 

interest.     If we   treat   the   flow  price  of  the  capacity of  the  second  resource-element 

(which is  continuous)  as the  numeraire  in each  time  period for defining current 

prices,  the rate  of interest   in the model will  coincide with the rental of this 

continuous  capacity. 
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1?0.    If the technology of Kodel 4 is stable  from period  to period,  the input 

requirements for producinp additional  capacity of resource element   1 will  be   the 

Bajne   in  a   later  period  as  in  an  earlier one;   thuc   the  current   flow  ¡rice  of  the 

capacity of  this  resource  element  will  drop   to  its  initial  value  as  soon  as  it   is 

beinp added  to.     As  a result,   the  rjrop  in   flow   ince  has  to  be  compensated  by  a 

hiph  rental   to  five  a rate  of  return on  the  holdmp of   this  capacity  e-mal   to   the 

rate  of  return on  the other  capacity.     The   rental   price  obtained  durmp  th<>   period 

(or  periods) when  the  capacity   is  bindinp  compensates   for  slack   periods when   rentals 

are  7ero.     The result  is a  fluctuating  price   pattern   for   the  edacity  of resource 

element   1. 

I7I.    The   flow  price  of  the  capacity  of resource  element   1  allows  only  for  th 

variable   part of  bui Idi np cost.     As  in  a  static  model,   fixed  building   cortr.  are 

treated  as  sunk  and  do not  enter  the decentralized   ¡rice   formation   mechanism. 

liesource allocation decisions  pertainmp  to   th-se  fixed   costs apoin  have  to  be 

centrally   taken.     In more  comprehensive  models with  a   lar fer  number  of resource 

elements,   there will   probably   be  some  resource  elements  whose   fixed   'uildinf   costs 

are  sufficiently  minor  to  be  bridged over  by  an  averafe-c.ost  approach,  ar  discussed 

in connexion with the static models. 

17^.    The amplitude of the price   fluctuations on discontinuous resource-element 

capacities may  be considerably  reduced  by  secondary  demands for  these capacities. 

For  instance,  a  larpe  press may  be  indispensable for  turninp out refrigerator  doors; 

the  same  press may  however also  be used  for  producinp multiple  unite of smaller 

objects at  a sinple  stroke.     If installed  to  enable  the  domestic  production of hiph- 

frade refrigerators,   this press may well  have  slack capacity for several years which 

can  be taken up to manufacture  smaller objects.    These objects  then  constitute   the 

secondary demand for the capacity of the  larpe press which can  be  reduced  as  the 

primary demand  increases,  as the  smaller objects can  also  be  turned  out on  smaller 

presses.     Durinp a prolonged slack period the stock  (rental)  price  of the capacity 

of  the  larpe  press may well   be   7ero:     this  condition  serves to encourape any  pro- 

duction activity that can peñérate economic   value  from  the  slack resource.     As  all 

demands,  primary and  secondary,   increase over time,   the   slack  period will  eventually 

come  to an end when  the  full  raupe of production activities makes use of the  press. 

When demand,  however,  increases,  it will  be  necessary  to  cut out  the   lowest-prade 

uses,  and to reserve  the existmp capacity  for  the most   economic  activities.     This 

is achieved by allowing the stock (rental)  price of capacity to rise  to that point 
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where the lowest-grade uses are eliminated by their inability to »set the rental 

price.    Further increases in demand will successively eliminate higher-^ade secon- 

dary demande,  until  finally the  ecarcity of capacity will constrain even the primary 

demand which cannot  be shifted to other capacities.    At this point,  if primary 

demand i e inelastic,   additional  capacity has to be provided. 

173.    The  hierarchy of primary  and secondary  demands defines a composite derived 

demand  function  that  has a considerable  price elasticity even  when  the  individual 

demand functions are   totally inelastic.     Yet,  if theee demande have  some elasticity 

of their own,  the elasticity of composite demand for the capacity will  further 

increase.    Moreover,   if some of the demand  for a product  that  is a heavy capacity 

user can  be covered   from imports during periods of ¿neatest capacity  shorty,  and 

conversely  if  the  same  product  can be exported during periods of more ample capacity 

availability,  a third  influence  is constituted, tending to make the composite de«and 

for the discontmuouB capacity more elastic.    The greater the elasticity of this 

demand,  the smaller will be the  fluctuation of capacity rental  prices for a fixed 

time-table of capacity additions;   this analysis also suggests  that the optical  sise 

of capacity addition will increase with the  improvement of capacity utilisation. 

174.    The concept of  mterruptible secondary demand and of peak and off-peak  load 

pricing is thoroughly familiar from studies on electric utilities, where the cycle 

is a daily one.     In our case we  are dealing with a cycle  that exhibits a periodicity 

of several years between capacity additions,  and this periodicity arises not, fro« 

demand but  from capacity fluctuations.    None the less,  the coanon element is the 

periodically fluctuating ratio of capacity to demand, and thus «any of the familiar 

insights of the electric power load cycle can be applied to the  long-ran^  planning 

of discrete industrial capacity utilization and pricing.    In particular, moderate 

long-term fluctuations in capacity and product prices, and structural   fluctuations 

in the utilization of existing capacities and their complementation by exports and 

imports should be a normal part of long-range economic planning,    'he benefits that 

can be derived from such price and structural fluctuations have to be balanced 

against the disruptions caused by the continuous readjustments in production. 

These need not have,  however, exclusively adverse effectB.    Cyclical  readjustments 

facilitate  the  braking of rigidities and vested inefficiencies with which a stable 

production process often tends to be saddled.    Such readjustments may also be of 

great help in the progressive introduction of technological innovations on which 

much of the genuine development of an economy so decisively rests. 
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IP.    Kpilopue 

175.    The propraraminp methodolopy developed  in thir report is based on an extensive 

investigation of the possibilities of  technical/economic  description  for metal- 

workinp  industries and on an analysis of th<- major  planning problems raised by  this 

vital   but  forbìddinp  sector,   presented   in  a voluminous  earlier  report  entitled 

The  Plann ine of  Production  and i xportr,   in  the yotalworkinp Industries  (New  School 

for  r.ocisl   Research,   1%?),   following  8  year-lonp  study  commissioned   by UTJIDO. 

17'>.     The best  opportunity  for  testing these  methods  is  offered by  the two-level 

planmnp model,  which  has  been  developed  for  all   sectors  of the  economy,   including 

metnlworkmp industries,  by   the   Institute of economic  Science  and  the Centre of 

Computation Techrumies of  the  Hunparian  Academy  of  Sciences.     A  detailed  description 

oí'  the  metal work mr  portions  of   this   two-level  model   has  recently  been  prepared 

under  a UNIDO  special  service  agreement   (Deak,   1°6P);   as   far  as  known  it   is   the 

only comprehensive  two-level  economy-wide  programminp model of  its kind.     As a 

clear example of converpent   thinkinp on related  problems,   for years   the author of 

this  report  has   independently  been  relyinp on   two-level   planmnp models  as  a  frame- 

work   for  thinkinp about sectoral  planninp problems.     fn  the course of a UNIDO- 

sponsored visit  to Hunpary  he had  the opportunity   to discuss his  approach with the 

economists who  were  responsible  for   the  construction of  the Hunparian   planning 
39/ 

model.—7   The methodolopy  suppested   m  this report   is  larpely  consistent with the 

conceptual   framework of  the Hunparian  planmnp model  and  can  in  many  ways  be  thoupht 

of as  conBtitutinp a more detailed   third   level   for  the metalworkinp sector that 

could  be constructed under  the existinp two  levels.     It  should  be noted that the 

construction of such a third  level   for  the mininp sector has  already been underway 

for some  time,   as the model  has  been  found  to offer backpround   information of 

increasinp relevance  for practical   planmnp decisions.    While many details of the 

author's suppested methodolopical  approach will undoubtedly be rejected or modified 

if and when a UNTDO-sponeored country  study of the  sector  in Hunpary  finally comeB 

to fruition,  it  is hoped that  it will  at  least provide a take-off point for a prac- 

tical  test.    Tt would be particularly  interestinp if some of the suppestions for  the 

handlinp of fixed costs in an essentially linear-propramminp type decomposition 

model could be made the subject of experiments with the aid of the existing two- 

level  planmnp model. 

f 

i 

32/      In particular Dr. JánoB Komai, Director of the project. 
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ITT.    0». motion that •«•% be left in a so-*h.t un.Mi.fcfry .tate r-rtam*  to 

« practical   price  .y.t...     WML   it  >.  beir.r  .uff.t.H  to bridre  ml:   „livmhh- 

tira,  maw  fifd  corti.   ,re  «til;   left  ^.t^d,   ,•,  rr,,„ .tructur.-.     ^   «d.nr.iatra- 

Mvm and   •„cert¡ve  r^r^e,   - ^rh,   .,   Tftv  ^   ^i,F^r„Ui»   t, ;1lf:.r,..t,   _A, x   of 

•       •      •     >r   ,,,   .   -    w„¡^r.;rf   sortii,   *v.,t    ,*    •-.•    /»,-<>   <*ade 
•ub'.ct   t-   ^rtm":    -•• r . «•   -^ r        - •   . ar   ., , r   ,- . 

vith  fre*  r»f.n¡rrpf.     >-0       ,, ,_   ;prMt   ,.    .„.„,...,-,...,.. «,      .    . 

Capaci tv or ^f <v.;t :-•,.! "    ; • -  ».  •>•».»<    ,r«    „..._,.. 

be   unaffected   b*    f«.      ».--ire-    '••>••    *v.    K,._ «fi, . .   .      ,    . , 

with  avera*-e   fix*-.i  mrts  wl'   •^f"^-»•  •>•-•   ~   - 

and  will   thus  be  anti-e--or.oir.irf ì .     'n  *hf,t  ^U-rt   ; s   * ;• e  a, 
r -v.   :• 1 1 e#s , 

effects   ;ustif;ori   for   the   sake   M   avcì-1ìr.r  wftrtMul   ',;a,lV.    ut:-  ^t,,r   ,i ,lt   , p 

fT.du.llv  hardened   into  «  vested   m-ff : o i e^ "      >„  ArFVPr   to   tMF   ^6t.^.   >Bd|| 

well  beyond  the usual   techr.olory-cer.treH   form. I atior  of  t*.    • •»•-n,,.» 

HP.     ?h»re  are of courue  man;,  *ther   ^*t:.v.F   .r  an  .^i;-   ^-.«t-..factory  .t.t». 

Problenis  of  technical   inr.ovaf.or,,   inlwr   trair-.r,   productor   ir^iulir.f,   producti- 

vity  and many  others  ^aw   not   n-.n   re^r   tonchi   U;^r.     :>.r   centra  of  attention  *ae 

occupied  by   the  rroblem of   technical-Vconomic   ,ieecr:; tior  of  -.ewr.nrful   ; reduction 

alternatives  for  the   sector  under   a nven   tprhnolon-,   ir. H  ir^mnnth   static 

frafliework,   and with no   intti tutior.al  coretraint.  fron  th<   eid^ of   labour   .kill,  and 

BO on.     The  framework of   linear  and   integer  profranmirv was i;tili-ed   for orfarannf 

the available alternativer   in one   particularly   simple  má obvious  fashion,  without 

an  implied  commitment  to  this  framework   ae neceeearily  the   last word   in  the orrani- 

fation of  this kind of  information.    All   m all,  despite a constant   effort   to 

simplify  the  problems,   the  very  nature of the  rector   : s  euch   that   it   piles   compli- 

cation on complication  in  a   seeminfly endless way.    wuite possibh   it will   be 

necessary  to  complement   the  essenti ally  synoptic  approach taken here  ~   the  aaessinf 

of data  for a ^rand decision -    with an  adaptive-control  type  approach havinp a 

totally different orientation  in  that it  treats »a^or  parts of the  ey.tem  as "black 

boxes" whose internal workings are fundamentally inaccessible  to description and 

analysis. 
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Hr.    Mon« the !••«, when »11 thi» hua been «»id, it i« cW«r that to far oii^y • 

nod*»*t »ffort hau  b«en  directed by économiste toward coping with  th§ universe of 

ITO M MM*  po«ed bv  sectoral  plantunr.     If th*>  present report excite« enourh critici»» 

and   lissent   to  atiaulata  «o»»  additional  effort  in   thir   fi*>id,   it  will   have  achieved 

its  purpose. 
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ANNEX 

Notation  for Models 1  to 3 

Rows 

ILICI,...,1LIS7 

1EXT,  ?EXT 

RESI, RES: 

DMAT 

LABI,  IAB2 

IMAT 

cap 

1STP1,...,1STT4 

1LFX1,...,1LFX7 

RL1, RL2 

Listed-product  balances.    The first numeral  is   the serial 
number  of the   branch of the   sector,  the  last is  the serial 
number of the   product within   the branch. 

extrapolated   products,   treated  a*   a  sinfle  item   for <ach 
branch.     The   first numeral   is  the   serial   number of the 
branch.     Th-se  rows refer  to  supply-demand balances of 
tho extrapolated products. 

Foreif-n-e:chanrf   b;1 lance. 

neBource-element-crracity balancee.    The   last numeral   is 
the serial number of  th»> resource  element. 

Direct  material  input.     Kcfcrs to maten ri   input   into 
production  that  IE accounted   for directly   in connexion 
with a   product,  rather  than   indirectly vie  the material 
input  renuirements of resource elements" 

Labour   input   into resource  elements, 
serial  number  of the class of  laoour. 

ar,t  numeral  is   th» 

Indirect  material  input,  via  rescurce cleaents.      Includes 
tools,   lubricants,  form sand,  etc.     Here only one  lt^ra  is 
carried,   in  physical  units,   but several  i terns »ay be 
added or   total   cost may be  carried  as a einöle money sum. 

Capital   retirement.     This   is  the   total capital   stori-   ti   J 
down, measured  in money  term-.    The price  applicable to 
this resource   is the  capital   carrying charpe, consisting 
of thr   rate of   interest  plus   any other charres. 

Annual  money  cost,  accounted  directly (a  flow). 

Step function lira te for extrapolated products. First 
numeral refers to branch, last to thr serial ntaiber of 
the step. 

Fixed-cost constraints  for set-up charges   in production 
of listed  products.     First numeral  refers  to branch,  last 
to serial number oi   product. 

Resource-element capacity  limits.    The last 
the serial number of the resource element. 

1 is 
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FIFX1, 7FX? Fixed-cost constraints for resource-element capacities. 
The last numeral i e the serial number of the resource 
element. 

Co .mans 

'.~~1,...,11IS? Production of listed  productB.    First numeral refers to 
branch, last  to serial number of product. 

; ' 1,... tlIiT7 ^ixed-cost  incurrence activity  for production of listed 
productB.    Kepresents  the   incurrence of  set-up charres for 
a riven production   series,    First  numeral refers to  branch, 
last   to  serial  number of   product. 

1 V1 ,... ,!'¥"? Trnrort  activities   for  listed products.     First   numeral 
refers  to branch,   last to   serial   number  of product. 

. ''" 1,... ,ir~£ iroduction  step m   producinp extrapolated products of a 
branch.    Total   production   serle   is sun of successive  steps. 
First numeral  refers  to  branch,   last  to   serial   number of 
step. 

I    "7", 2EXT!» Import of extrapolated  products.     First   numi ml  refers to 
branch. 

••'".,  IT-TTP Resource-element  capacity   maintenance.     These   activities 
indicate the   inputs  needed  for maintaining  (not building) 
riven  resource-element capacities.    Tn   static  one-period 
models  no building  activities occur.     The last  numeral is 
the  serial  number of th<   resource  element. 

FX1, "IFX¿ Fiyed-cor.t  incurrence  for resource-eler.ent capacities. 
The scales of these activities measure the fraction of 
fixed cost actually incurred. The last numeral is the 
serial  numb  r of  the  resource element. 

* OC "xopenous activity   specif;*inp fixed supplies  and demands 
of different  res-iurces. 

arareters 

. > 'o:«»lr   1-" j Input of listed product j into another  listed product 
(serial number not   specified).    The superscript _i refers 
to the  typical  product from which  the  coefficients of the 
fiven   listed   rrorìu- t  have  boon derived.     As an  input  this 
coefficient   ir  provided iith a  negative  sipn.     Conceivably 
a situation  mpht  occur v.-here two or more listed producls 
are  produced  by the   same   process:     in  this case by- 
products would be  designated by   positive a coefficients. 
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*ijfkí(Model3) 

A 

I 

Input of listed product no. j of branch i  into another 
listed product, no.  k of branch L.    Typical  products  from 
which  the raven listed  product   is derived are not distin- 
guished  in   thir notation.     Other comments riven  above  for 
a*  also apply h^re. 

Matrix of ai  coefficients,  of order 7x7. 

Identity matrix, of same  order (7x7) ne A.    The identic 
matrix  has  ( + l) entries  nlonp the main  (NW-ÏÎK)  diaronaf. 

Portion of variable  production  cost of a  listod  product 
expressed   in money   terms,   Per unit of output.     Superscript- 
Bee a1. ' 

S1 

c1 (Modele 1-2) 

o±fjk (Model 3) 

-1 
c.  (Models 1-2) 

5ifik(Model3) 

M1  (Models 1-2) 

^k (Model 3) 

Yearly  fixed  cort  associated with production of piven 
listed   product.    Consists of yearb- capital charpes of 
toolinf,   .jipe and fixtures,  and  time (capaci t«) cost  of 
setting up the required number of yoarly production  runs. 
ouperscript:     see a\. 

Variable capacity requirement of j-th resource  element  in 
the  production of a riven   listed  product.    -Variable«'  means 
that  portion of total  capacity requirement  that vanee 
directly with scale of production,  as distinguished   from 
fixed requirement.     Superscript:   see a«-. 

Analofous to  former parameter.    Subscripts:   i,  sériel num- 
*"• of resource element; _¿f  branch of listed product;   k, 

al  number of listed  product. ~ 
ber 
seri 

Fixed capacity requirement of j-th resource element   in  the 
production of a riven  listed product.    Consists of shij-e 
of time  fund  of riven resource element devoted  to sottinr 
up the  required number of y-arly  production runs. 
Superscript:   see a1. 

Analofous to  former parameter.    Subscripts:   see c 
1 tjk 

Direct  material  input  into  production of riven  listed 
product.     That portion of  all material   inputs that  is 
accounted for separately  for each  listed product,  as dis- 
tinruiehed  from indirect material   inputs accounted  for via 
resource-element-cr-acity utilisations.    Superscript:   B~ 
a1.. 

Analogous to former parameter.    Subscripts: j, branch of 
listed product; k, serial number of listed product. 
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*i  (Models 1-?) Capital investment in tooling,   ,iifs  and fixtures required 
for production of a p.von listed product.    fmperBcript: 
Bee ai. 

* ik  (Model  3) 

m     (Models  1-f) 

AnalofouE  to  form-r  parameter,     -ubrenrts:   see ^ 
ik* 

Foreifn-cxchrnfe  rrmurfwrt   ir.   importing   a  fwon   listed 
product,   per unit  ar.ount ;   i.e.   the   foi'Uf n-exehanf c   import 
price.    Thr- subscript  refere  to  "t>i••    rrrin]   number  of  the 
lietod  product.     rr   en   input   thir  ervfficicnt  ir   provided 
with  a noretiv"   sifn.     ," t  tines   the   correr; or.dinf   retivi tv 
mifht be  permitted   to  run   in  reverse ,   rifr.i l'y m{   fti  export; 
then m    becomes   the   export   ¡rice. 

m k (Model 3) 

n (Nodela 1-^) 

n    (Model 3) 

Analogous  to  former   parameter.     Rubren ptr:   s'.e   ^    . 

Foreifn-exchanfe  rerrui recent  for   importier  a unit   «.mount 
of the extr.ipolated   product?t of  the   branch:   i.e.   the 
import prier of the  extrapolated   products,   treated   as  a 
single appresa te  commodity:     rr,  «in   input  this:  coefficient 
is  provided with  a   nepativo  sifn.     At   tir'i F  the  correspon- 
ding «activity mifht  be    >ermitted   to  rim   in  ravers*--,   rifni- 
fyinf  nn export:   then p_ becom» s   the   export  price. 

Analofous to former   parameter,     rubr.cri pt: 
extrapolated product. 

j»» 
branch of 

Production cost pt-.r unit of extrapolated productr- treated 
in aff-cfate terme. The subscript ^ refers to th-> serial 
number of the stop in the step-function us< d to represent 
the risinf trend  of  these money  costs. 

Yearly demand  for  the _j-th listed  oroduct. 

f    (ïtedels 1-?) 

Exogenous foreifn-exchnnpe «il locati on  to or availability 
for the model.     If negative,   it  signifies a net recfuirement; 
in the   letter cane   i mjxjrts have  to  be  treated as  free 
variables,  permitted  to  take on negative valuer  in  order 
to allow foreipn-eychenfe feneration  by export. 

Limit for individual  Etep j in step  function for extrapola- 
ted products.    Soe y   . 

f       (Hodel 3) i_, branch of AnalorouB to former parameter.    Subscripts: 
extrapolated product; jf  serial number of individual  step 
in step function. 

li Variable part of labour of classification  i utili red per 
year in maintaining: a unit capacity of resource element   i. 
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K    (Kappa) 

¡c . (Kappa) 

fkó 

Fixed part of labour of classification i utiliza per -.-..,• 
in maintainmr any capacity  in excess of  yero of  rtsourr. 
element j. 

Variable  part of indirect rnatcrinl   input utihm'  rrr 
in maintaining a unit  capacity of resource   element   - 

Fixed part of indirect  material  input utili-rd  Vvr >.nr     • 
raaintammr any  capacity  m  exceee of  rero  of rPEou-m 
element    <. 

Variable  part of capital  Btock  tied ur in  maintain^ a 
unit capacity of resource element   ,. 

Fixed part of capital   stock   tied „r  in rn.-urit.ni run/-  r„v 
capacity  in excess of   rero of resource dorient 

Upper bound on production scale of liot.d   rrodu. t    •. jn 
branch k. •* 

Limit on capacity of a sinfle rcBourco olemmt   ^ 






